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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

I

In the Matter of )
)

CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY AND )
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN MUNICIPAL ) Docket Nos. 50-400 OL
POWER AGENCY ) 50-401 OL

)
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, )

Units 1 and 2) )

NRC STAFF PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW ON

JOINT CONTENTIONS I, IV AND VII(4)
AND EDDLEMAN CONTENTIONS 9, 41 AND 116

.. I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the schedule adopted by the Board at the close of the.

Evidentiary Hearings,- the Staff of the Nuclear Regulatory commission

(Staff) is filing its Proposed Findings of Fact, and Conclusions of Law

concerning Joint Contentions I, IV, and VII(4), and Eddleman Contentions 9,

- 41, and 116. (Tr. 7359-7360.) These contentions constitute the manage-
i

ment qualification and safety issues heard in hearing sessions which

began on September 5,1984 and ended on November 15, 1984. The Staff

. has previously submitted its Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions

of Law on all Environmental issues. NRC STAFF PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW REGARDING EDDLEffAN CONTEilTION 8F(1), JOINT

CONTENTION II(c) AND JOINT CONTENTION II(e) (July 20,1984).
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II. FINDINGS OF FACT

A '. Joint Intervenors' Contention I

~1. Joint Intervenor's Contention I states:

|
-

The Applicants have not demonstrated the adequacy of
their managing, engineering, operating and mainten-
ance personnel to safely operate, maintain and manage
the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant as evidenced
by their record of safety and performance at their
other nuclear power facilities. A pattern of manage-
ment inadequacies and unqualified and/or inadequate.

staff is likely to be reproduced at Shearon Huris
Nuclear Power Plant and result in health "and rifety
problems.

2. Joint Contention 1 (Management Qualification) was. admitted as

a matter in controversy in this proceeding by the Licensing Board in its

. n., Order of September 22, 1982. Memorandum and Order (Reflecting Decisions

Made Following Prehearing Conference), LBP-82-119A, 16 NRC 2069, 2075

(1982). Extensive discovery in the form of interrocatories and requests

for the production of documents was had by the parties upon this conten-

tion. Issue was joined with the filing of testimony by Applicants,

Staff, and Joint Intervenors on August 9,1984. Evidentiary hearings

commenced on September 5, 1984
|
t
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3. Evidence was presented on this contention by the Applicants,_1_/

the Staff, 2_/ and Intervenors. 3/

,

a

'-1/ ~ - Applicants' prefiled testimony which was accepted into evidence,
sponsored by, E. E. Utley, Harold R. Banks, Thomas S. Elleman and M.
A. McDuffie, Tr. 2451; Guy P. Beatty, Jr. , Richard E. Morgan,
Charles R. Dietz and Patrick W. Howe, Tr. 3116; R. A. Watson, J. L.
Willis, James M. Davis, Jr., and A. Wayne Powell, Tr. 3387; all of
whom are employees'of the Applicants. The prefiled evidence will be
designated by the sponsor's name and page of the prefiled testimony.
All oral evidence will be identified by the speaker's name and the
page in the transcript where it occurred unless otherwise obvious by
the context. Mr. Sherwood A. Smith, Jr., President and Chairman of
the Board of Directors of Carolina Light and Power Company appeared
at the Order of the Board and gave evidence, Tr. 3904. The
Applicants also introduced exhibits into evidence. These exhibits
are identified on the List of Exhibits appended to the Applicants

.

proposed findings.
,

$ ' 2/ The' Staff prefiled'the testimony, which was~ accepted into evidence,' '

of Paul R. Bemis, Tr. 3648. Mr. Bemis' prefiled evidence will be.
referred to as "Bemis at " and his oral evidence will be referred
to as "Bemis, Tr. As a part of Mr. Bemis' evidence, the"

.

Board accepted U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Region II
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance Board Assessment of
Carolina Power and Light Company, February 1,'1983 through April 30,
-1984," following Mr. Bemis' prefiled evidence. This was referred to
as SALP IV during the hearing. Intervenors introduced into evidence
all previous SALP reports as exhibit 19, SALP, April 1,1979 through
August 31, 1980, AKA SALP I; exhibit 20, SALP July 1, 1980 through
December 31, 1981 AXA SALP II; and exhibit 21 SALP January 1,1982
through January 31, 1953 AKA SALP III. Also appearing for the
Staff at.the request of the Board, was Mr. George Maxwell, Senior
NRC resident inspector, Operations at the Harris site, Tr. 3602.
Mr. Maxwell had no prefiled testimony. His oral evidence will be
referred to as " Maxwell, Tr. "

.

-3/ Intervenors introduced into evidence as their direct case pursuant
to stipulation of the parties, Tr. 3608, part of an article by John
Clewitt titled "Public Citizen 1983 Nuclear Power Safety Report."
That evidence is Joint Intervenors' Exhibit 40. While cross-
examining, the Intervenors proffered a number of documents which the
Licensing Board accepted into evidence. They are identified in the

g list of. exhibits which is Appendix B to Applicants' Proposed Findings.

_ _ _ ._ _
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N 4. .The Applicants' testimony followed the following format..

First Mr.LUtley, . Executive Vice President, described CP&L experience in

construction.and operation of nuclear generating facilities. He then

described the manner in which CP&L has organized the various departments

and personnel functions which relate to its nuclear generating facilities.
'

- 5.' > He further testified that based upon CP&L experience and in

: response to increased regulatory requirements and complexities . facing the
,

nuclear industry, CP&L had periodically restructured its organization.
,

'

The latest reorganizations, which occurred in 1982 and 1983, were major .

- steps in the consolidation of all. nuclear responsibilities within a
,

' single corporate group.

- 6. - Mr..Utley expressed the view that the most significant aspect: *

of these reorganizations was the assignment-in 1982 of a department
,

manager to each of CP&L's nuclear plant sites with authority to direct
. . . .

.'
'all onsite activities..

i
7. CP&L had experienced problems in the operation of the Brunswick;

i
i . plant from its coming on line until into 1982. fir. Utley discussedg

.

b. measures LCP&L has taken to correct those problems and 'to improve -
~

f perforwance at the Brunswick plant. "

t

E 8. Finally, Mr. Utley described CP&L's philosophy and consnitment .

with respect to ensuring that nuclear plants are ' operated.in a manner. ~

[

that will protect the public health and safety. (Tr.2593.)

L 19.: - Mr. ' Beatty, the ' Robinson site manager, described CP&L's i
! ,

( historical experience at the Robinson facility,:the present organi-'

zational structure'at. Robinson and some.of the work recently performed
..

[ 'at Robinson. . '_(Tr. 3121. )
--
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10. Mr. Howe, the Brunswick site manager and Vice President,

described CP&L's historical experience at Brunswick. He also identified

various steps taken to correct difficulties which previously occurred at

Brunswick. (Tr. 3125.)

11. Mr. Watson, the Harris site manager and a Vice President,

described the Harris Plant Nuclear Project organization. (Tr. 3392.) He

further discussed how Harris will be operated and described the various

programs now underway to prepare CP&L to operate Harris. (Tr. 3394.) The
Applicants also introduced into evidence those sections of its FSAR which

described training, organization and personnel at the Harris site.

(Applicants' Exhibits 1, 4, 5 and 6.)

12. Mr. Bemis for the Staff took a historical approach. He iden-

[b tified CP&L problems in the past, principally at Brunswick, the Regional

Office view of those problems, and the steps taken both by NRC and the
,

Applicants to correct those problems. fir. Bemis also sponsored the most

recent Systematic Appraisal of Licensee Performance (SALP IV) report as

confirmation of the Staff's views. (Tr. 3658.) Mr. Bemis' testimony

reflects not only his own views, but also~ collectively the views of the

NRC Staff and collectively their experience with App 1fcants.

13. The Intervenors' affirmative case consisted of parts of four

pages from Mr. Clewitt's article "Public Citizen" which is J.I. Ex. 40.

-14 The first page of J.I. Ex. 40 recites capacity factors, most

workers exposed to measurable doses of radiation, facilities with more

than 100 LERs in 1982 and facilities-with 5 or more incidents with an NRC

ratingof2[in1982].

_f m,
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| 15. We find this factual information has no probative relation to

the contention at issue.

16. Page 2 of J.I. Ex.'40 describes the methodology used to arrive

at the NRC rating of 2 cited above. We find that this has no significant

bearing upon tha contention at issue.

.17. Pages 3 and 4 of J.I. Ex. 40 consist of tables of operating

nuclear power piants and plants under construction upon which

Mr. Clewitt has identified for each facility a particular SALP. For

Brunswick it-is SALP II, the period July 1,1980 through December 31,

1981. Mr. Clewitt made an arithmetic average of the categories for most

of the Brunswick functional areas rated for that period in SALP II.

Mr. Clewitt arrived at an average rating for Brunswick of 2.a5, higher

.[ '. than any.other operating plant. The clear inference of the intervenors
\

is that the facility was not properly operated. We reject this thesis

and find that Intervenors' Exhibit 40 has no probative value at all in

. relation.to the contention at issue. Our reasoning follows.

18. Mr. Bemis for the Staff was questioned regarding the weight to

.be given to the functional areas rated in the SALPs. Mr. Cemis testified

that the functional areas are at no time equal in weight, their weight

changes over time and at no time could the categories for the rated

functional areas be algebraically manipulated so as to result in a valid

arithmetic mean. (Tr. '3656.)

19. We find Mr. Bemis' testimony persuasive on this matter and also

intuitively correct from our examination of SALP II itself. Sections II

and-III of SALP II, Intervenors' Exhibit 20 in evidence, the SALP used

7](j

L.L -n . .~ ~ ~ . .- -
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by Mr. Clewitt, are reproduced below / to give fuller meaning to this4'

'

# decision. The SALP reports are important and we shall again refer to
"

; them.
d:x-

5

'
4] CRITERIA [From SALP II, J.I. Ex. 20]

'

'i - Licensee p'irformance is assessed in selected functional areast

depending on whether the facility has been in the construction,
preoperational, or operating phase during the SALP review-

',
period. Functional areas encompass the spectrum of regulatory
program and represent significant nuclear safety and

i environmental activities. Certain functicnal areas may not be
'4 ' assessed because of little or no licensee act"/ities in these

areas, or lack of meaningful NRC Observations.

One or more of the following evaluation criteria were used to
assess each functional area:

Management involvement in assuring quality*

* Approach to the resolution of technical issues from a
safety standpoint-;

*=
.

Q Responsiveness to NRC initiatives
* - Enforcement history

Reporting and analysis of reportable events*

Staffing (including management)
* Training effectiveness and qualifica' ion

The SALP Board has categorized functional area performance at
one of three performance levels. These levels are defined as
follows:

Category 1: Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate.
Licensee management attention and involvement are
aggressive and oriented toward nuclear safety; licensee

. resources are ample and effectively used such that a highi

level of performance with respect to operational safety or
-r construction is being achieved.

C'tegory 2: NRC attention should be maintained at normala
levels. Licensee management attention and involvement are

-evident and are concerned with nuclear safety; licensee
resources are adequate and are reasonably effective such
that satisfactory performance with respect to operational'

_ safety or construction is being achieved.

9) m .
:

V-
. (FOOTNOTE CONTINilED ON NEXT PAGE)Y '

e

.
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20. We find that the Applicants' and Staff's witnesses are

. technically qualified in the areas in which they testified and that

ith5f r evidence is reliable, probative and substantial. In addition, we

NF00TNOTECONTINUEDFROMP'REVIOUS-PAGE)

T"acory 3: Both NRC and licensee attention should be
. ' 'l b sed. Licensee management attention or involvement

.

4

.is act.eptable and considers nuclear safety, but weaknesses

.are evident; licensee resources appear to be strained or
not effectively used such that minimally satisfactory

' performance with respect to operational safety or
construction is being achieved.

- The' functional area being evaluated may have some attributes
.that ~would place the evaluation in Category 1, and others that
would place it in .either Category 2 or 3. The final rating. for
each. functional area is a composite of the attributes tempered
with the judgement of NRC management as to the significance of
individual items.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
*

A. Overall Utility. Evaluation

The licensee is cooperative with the Comission and displays
good technical competence. Weaknesses comon to both operating<

sites were found in the areas of plant operations, procedures,.
,

and radiation protection.
s

8. . 0vera11' Facility Evalution - Brunswick 1 and 2

i
'

'

h l
~

Dur ng.the review periodLt e . icensee underwent a reorgani-
,

' zation which included major personnel changes. Evaluation4

' ' of.thest changes is.still:in progress although improved.
- perfonnance -is expected to result. Major weaknesses were:
- noted in the areas of plant operations. maintenance, fire,

p.- ' protection, plant procedures, .radiatino protection,
- environmental . protection,. and quality assurance.

'

: C.. Facility Performance- Brunswick 1~ and 2-

[i Tabulation of ratings for each cfunctional area; operations .
'(Uni _ts 1-.and 2).

.

i

NF00TNOTECONTINUEDONNEXT'PAGE)
k_,L

.

41

4
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V find the, view of the NRC Staff, expressed through Mr. Bemis and the SALP

reports, to be reliable and probative.

Brunswick

21. CP&L experienced difficulties in tFe past in its operation of

Brunswick (Utley at 4; Howe at 14). Its operation was less than

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

1. Plant Operations - Category 3
2. Refueling Operations - not evaluated
3. Maintenance - Category 3
4. Surveillance and Inservice Testing - Category 3
5. Personnel, Training, and Plant Procedures - Category 3
6. Fire Protection and Housekeeping - Category 3

,

7. Design Changes and Modifications - Category 2
8. Radiation Protection, Radioactive Waste Management, and

( Transportation - Category 3
x 9. Environmental Protective - Category 3 -

10. Emergency Preparedness - Category 2
. 11. Security and Safeguards - Category 2

12. Audits, Review and Committee Activities - Category 3 - QA
13. - Administrative, QA, and Records - Category 3
14. Corrective Action and Reporting - Category 2

D. Overall Facility Evaluation - Robinscn 2

Management is aware of and responsive' to the performance of the
plant. Strengths were noted in the area of environmental
protection. Weaknesses were noted in the areas of plant
procedures and radiation protection. Trends during the period
were towards improvements in the health physics area.

E. Facility Performance - Robinson 2

;_ Tabulation of ratings for each functional area; operations
(Unit 2)

1. Plant Operations - Category 2
2. . Refueling Operations - Category 2
3. Maintenance -' Category 2
4.. Surveillance and Inservice Testing - Category 2

A
,; } (F0OTNOTE CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
[ \J

|. '

I

. . = . -
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satisfactory. (Utley, Tr. 2979 based upon SALP I; Utley Tr. 3077 and' .

t-

3089 based upo,i his experience.) The operatinn of Brunswick reflects CP&L

management. (Utley, Tr. 2994.) Those problems related to staffing levels,

personnel turnover, processing of radwaste, implementation of the health

physics programs and performance of required surveillance testing. (Howe

at15.) The SALP I for April 1979-August 1980 confirms this. (.1.I. Ex.

(FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)

5. Personnel, Training, and Plant Procedures - Category 3
6. Fire Protection and Housekeeping - Category 2
7. Design Changes and Modifications - Category 2
8. Radiation Protection, Radioactive Waste Management, and

Transportation -- Category 3
9. Environmental Protection - Category 1

10. Emergency Preparedness - Category 2
11. Security and Safeguards - Category 2

O- 12.. Audits, Review and Comittee Activities - Category 2
\''- 14. Corrective Actions and Reporting - Category 2

- 13.- Administrative, QA, and Records - Category 2

F. Overall Facility Evaluation Harris 1 and 2

No exceptionally strong or weak areas were identified.

G. i'cility Performance - Harris 1 and 2

Tabulation of recommended ratings for each functional area; '

construction (Units I and 2)

1. Quality Assurance - Category 2
2. Site Preparation and Foundation - Category 2
3. Containment Structure - Category 2
4. Safety-Related Structures - Category 2
5. Piping and Hangers - Reactor Coolant and Others - Category 2
6. Safety-Related Components - Category 2
7. Electrical Systems - Category 2
8. Instrumentation and Wire - not observed
9. Fire Protection - Category 2

10. Preservice Inspection - not observed
11. Corrective Actions and Reporting - Category 2
12. Procurement - Category 2
13. Design and Design Changes - Category 2(g{ 14. Training - Category 2

O'

,s . . . . , . - . . - - - -
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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19.) -The number of noncompliances and LERs noted in SALP I and II give
.

additional emphasis to an operating record that was less than desirable.,

; 22. Mr. Utley, Executive Vice President of CP&L, testified that

Brunswick was not being managed in 1982 in such a manner as to meet .

regulatory requirements. (Tr. 2572, 2589.) Mr. Bemis for the Staff also'

,

testified to this. (Bemis at 15.) The NRC levied a large civil penalty

in February 1982 for violations associated with surveillance and quality
+

p- assurance activities at Brunswick. (J.I. Ex. 18.)
4

23. The problems at Brunswick rose to such magnitude that CP&L shut
; down both units in late 1982, (Tr. 2920) and devised the Brunswick

Improvement Program (BIP) prior to restarting the units.

' 24. By mid-1982 the-NRC Regional Office concluded that a formal
,

:
. improvement program was necessary for Brunswick and, insisted on a formal.

improvement program. The NRC gave general input to the BIP requirements.

The general requirements of this program were:.

'''
,

Establish a centralized tracking system to insure all regulatory
< ' Jacquirements and commitments are met.

<

-' Rewrite all procedures required for safe plant operation insuring
i

technical' adequacy.

't.

i * Upgrade the corporate and site QA organization.

Con'tinue post-maintenance testing program.*

; f%
b

;, . , . N. - ~ . ,.
-- -_
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'd * Upgrade training and discipline of operations.

* Upgrade the corporate and site Nuclear Safety organizations.
L

Implement the findings of several previous outside audits.

The BIP program was confirmed and imposed by an NRC Order on

~ December 22, 1982. Enforcement actions since the BIP program was

initiated have greatly declined. This was due-to a res"onsive manage-

ment organization. Many weak programs were upgraded significantly

and restructured to provide for rapid and permanent resolution of

deficiencies. An 6dequate program for improvement has resulted and

*f] .is expected to continue. (Bemis at 16; Utley, Tr. 2994; Howe at 27.)
'\

k' We now turn our attention to the changes that occurred at Brunswick and4.

.

.what may be expected to occur at Harris.

25. In the late 1970's, CP&L QA developed a procedure for

Brunswick, AI-33, which if kept current would have greatly reduced the
t

! probability of the surveillance problems which were the precursor to the
i
' - large civil penalty. This procedure was a cross reference of all Tech-

nical Specification (T/S) surveillance requirements and is now in the
!

~

process of being computerized. (Howe, Tr. 3240.) Due to the large number

of changes to T/S, Brunswick decided to not expend the effort to keep

this procedure current. There was no NRC requirement for this procedure.

This procedure is now kept current at Brunswick, and Harris presently

n
v)f

(

{ - . _ - _ . . _ _ , _ . _ - - . -_..__ _ _
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i Tv has a similar system to cross reference surveillance requirements. Thus

: surveillance errors should not occur at Harris as they did at Brunswick.

'(Bemis at 17.) This is a major improvement. In addition, Mr. Utley

gestified that Brunswick Unit 1 started with standard technical speciff-
-cations and Unit 2 started with custom technical specifications. Appli-

cants then adapted standard technical specifications to Unit 2. This

was a major undertaking and four surveillance requirements were missed.

Harris will have standard technical specifications so this problem will

not be experienced there. (Utley,Tr. 2910-2913.) ;

26. Both of the main steam condensers at Brunswick were re-tubed to

prevent in leakage. Brunswick uses salt water to ccol the condensers.

Originally state of-the-art copper nickel tubes were installed and found

D by usage to be defective. Some of the original design of the tubes was
i !v reworked ~and the tubes replaced. (Utley, Tr. 2565-2568.) The Staff

concluded that the re-tubing was adequately performed. (Bemis at 23.)

That project is just now coming to final completion. (Utley, Tr. 2563.)

27. From December 1982 to August 1984 CP&L installed, tested, and

started an. Augmented off-gas system. The work was adequately performed.

(Bemis at 23.) The original off-gas system installed by CP&L from a

design standpoint'seemed adequate. It did not operate well and CP&L

decided to replace it. (Utley, Tr. 2560.)

:28. We find that problems arising out of the steam condensers and

1off-gas system at Brunswick are based, in part, upon equipment rather
!.

than management by CP&L of that equipment. The Civil penalty, in part

g
q 4,

Q ,/

' ~~ ' ~ ~~

__ - . _ . , _ _ . . , _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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' for failing to conduct surveillance requirements, arising in 1982 E/wasa

programmatic management failure which has been remedied at Brunswick and

which should not arise at Harris.

29. As we noted in paragraph 24 above, Applicants installed the

BIP during the 1982 outage. We now address the requirements of the

BIP.

30. .(i) Ensure full and timely compliance with all
O

surveillance requirements, regulatory
.

commitments, and regulatory requirements.

31. During the 1982 outage the Applicants reviewed the Technical

Specification requirements for Brunswick and concluded that approximately

2,000 separate surveillance tests were required. (Howeat26.) Technical

Specification surveillance requirements were computerized. Each week the

plant manager is provided with a computer generated list of surveillance

(.Deitz,Tr.'3240.) This program is called STST-Surveillancetests.

| Tracking System. In addition, the Applicants installed a separate

computerized tracking system (FACTS) to monitor outstanding regulatory

related commitments. (Deitz, Tr. 3242; Utley, Tr. 2994.) These two

computer. programs were not the entire resolution of this problem. The

restructuring of management, more involvement of key corporate individuals

at.the site and more follow-up by site officials (Bemis at 23) are all an
1

|
|.

( - . _5/ See J.I. Exhibit 18.
S /-
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k integral part of resolving the surveillance problem. A major change in

- organization was the installing of a single manager (fir. Howe) at the
.

Brunswick' site who would be responsible for all site activities. (Utley,

Tr. 2920-2921; Howe at 5; Utley at 12.)

'32. (ii) Ensure that all necessary procedures (including

those resulting from plant modifications and new '

requirements) exist and are clear, unambiguous,

precise, complete, and of high technical quality.

33. CP&L together with its consultants rewrote some 3000 operating

procedures, operator annunciator and ESF procedures (Howe, Tr. 3224;

Bemis at-24) and met a pre-assigned deadline that required extreme

'd ~ technical output from Applicants.
;

34. (iii) Increase the frequency and scope of quality

control surveillance and corporate auditing

program activities.

35. CP&L.'s Corporate Quality Assurance (CQA) Department is respon-

sible =for providing quality assurance -(QA) and quality control (QC)- for
,

<

'- - CP&L's nuclear activities, including engineering, construction, and oper-
;..

I ations. The CQA Department is responsible for QA audit functions. The

Department was formed in early 1981 to provide more efficient and

f effective QA/0C within CP&L'by consolidating the QA/QC functions that

|, had|previously been' performed by three separate departments. The Depart-
,-\-

!

.-._ ..-._ _ . _ . _ _ . _. - _
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- ment-is currer.tly staffed with 283 people, including 116 professional

employees. Each nuclear plant has an on-site QA/QC staff to direct QA/QC

activities for engineering, construction and operations.

36. The manager of the CQA Department reports directly to

Mr. Utley, Executive Vice President. This organizational relationship

provides the independence necessary to guarantee that quality assurance

decisions are made free of cost and schedule considerations. There are

three primary sections within the CQA department: the QA/QC Brunswick

and Robinson Plants Section, the Quality Assurance Services Section and

the OA/QC Harris section.

37. The QA/QC Brunswick and Robinson Plants Section is responsible

for assuring proper application of quality standards, practices, and

. . procedures associated with the operation, maintenance, or modifications
s

at CP&L's presently operating nuclear plants. The Harris plant program

will be substantially similar.

38. The fianager of each section is located in the corporate office

with a Director of QA/QC located at each facility with the exception of

the Harris section where the manager was actually located at the site.

The Director. - QA/QC Brunswick Plant and their respective staffs are

;- responsible for conducting on-site QA/QC activities in accordance with

- the Corporate QA Program and QA/QC procedures. . (Banks at 25).

39. The QA/QC program at Brunswick and Robinson covers many facets

of the plants' operations, maintenance, environmental and radiation
,

control activities, as well as modification activities. Among the activi-

ties that are performed under these QA/QC programs are the following:
A

('v')1
- (a) reporting quality-related problems for correction; (b) stopping main-
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tenance or modification work that does not meet requirements; (c) review-

ing plant modification and maintenance documents, the Plant Operating

-Manual, and other plant procedures and instructions to assure that

quality requirements are adequately prescribed; (d) ensuring holdpoints

have been inserted in work control documents; (e) conducting inspections

and witness poi.:ts for maintenance and modification of the plant;

(f) verifying acceptability of items and conditions by means of inspec-

tions, examinations, or tests; (g) providing guidance or check lists

for accumulation of documentary evidence of quality and other QA records

for retention; (h) coordinating and conducting surveillance of on-going

plant activities, reporting resalts to the appropriate plant supervision

and following up to assure that timely corrective action is taken, when
.m

) appropriate; (i) providing procedures of instructions necessary for the
w./

accomplishment of QA/QC activities; (j) reviewing purchase requisitions

and ensuririg that QA/QC requirements are specified, except when reviewed

by Quality Assurance Services (k) reviewing contracts to ensure inclusion

of necessary QA/QC requirements; (1) reviewing site-generated design

specifications and procurement documents to ensure inclusion of QA/QC

requirements; and (m) reviewing the Corporate QA progran and proposing

revisions, as appropriate. (Banksat24-25.)

40. The Quality Assurance Services Section, which is located in

the corporate general office, provides QA engineering support activities

for the Department, (Banks at 26-27) conducts vendor surveillances and

qualification activities, conducts an independent corporate audit

program, and implements a training program designed to qualify QA/0C
n
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('f personnel for maximum interchangeability among various QA/QC activities.

This Section assures proper application of quality standards, practices,
<

and procedures during engineering, construction, operation and

modification of CP&L's nuclear plants. (Banksat27.)

41. Since 1981 when the Department was formed, CP&L retained

Management Analysis Company (MAC) in August 1982, to help identify

opportunities for improvement. MAC made 167 recommendations to CP&L, 164

of which were adopted. In addition, CP&L has made other changes based

upon its own analysis. For example, QA engineers t ve been assigned to

the three plant sites to provide additional technical expertise and to

enhance communications with the plant staff. Various functions such as

vendor surveillance, OA auditing, QA training, administrative support,

O) and QA engineering have been consolidated under the QA Services Section.
t

^^# The on-site QA surveillance program has been strengthened by placing more

emphasis on plant operations, health physics, security, and special

evaluations requested by the Project Managers and Plant General Managers.

At both of the operating plants, on-site QA/QC monitors and verifies

changes to the Technical Specifications. A videotape on quality

performance for use in the General Employee Training Program has been

developed and is in use. The QA Services Section had additional engi-

neers and specialists assigned to its organization, thereby increasing

the Section's capability to support the nuclear plants.

42. Two areas, both at the Harris si,te, are prime examples of the

upgrading and increased management recognition of the importance of the

QA function within the past two years.

v

u_ .. ._ --. .
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v 43. The first area was in CP&L's receipt inspection of vendor

products. The CP&L and NRC inspection programs had discovered numerous

problems with equipment received onsite after inspection by CP&L's con-

tractor EBASCO. EBASCO inspection is performed under CP&L Supervision.

Findings by NRC and CP&L's inspection organizations led to the conclusion

that EBASCO inspection was inadequate. CP&L then decided that rather

than relying on their contractor, with CP&L only performing an audit,

CP&L would itself perfonn a~ 100% receipt-inspection of vendor products

-for those vendors who had created past problems. This pre; ram has

prevented major rework efforts at a later date by preventing defective

equipment from being installed. (Bemis at 21; Banks, Tr. 2774.)
.

44. The.second area where CP&L management's attention to QA

' problems has been beneficial is in the pipe hanger inspection program'.

Due to CP&L and NRC findings in the pipe hanger program, CP&L completely

shut down the inspection program of pipe hangers from July thru December

1983. During this time, CP&L developed ar in-depth program where as many

as 47 attributes, which exceeds industry standard, are inspected in each

hanger package. There are approximately 19,000 seismic hangers to which

this program will apply. CP&L then began a 100% reinspection of all pipe

hangers. The preliminary results (of some 2500 packages) of this

inspection show only problems of minor significance and only 17 hangers

will require weld rework to correct minor cosmetic defects. (Bemis at

22.) This will be addressed in more detail in our findings on Eddleman

Contention 41,

45. Further to assist the Applicants in uncovering QA problems a
,n

[ h. quality check program has been established at Harris. Forms and drop
\s''

, - -. . ..
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U boxes are provided throughout the site so that workers may express

concerns and retain their anonymity if desired. This program was estab-

lished early in 1984. As of the date of the hearing, September 5,1984,

some 157 reports had been submitted. 95 percent of those filing reports

identified themselves. Several minor problems were brought to light by

this program. (B:,ks, Tr. 2702, 3004-3006 and J.I. Ex. 22.)'

46. (iv) Ensure that maintenance activities do not

degrade or render inoperable any component,

system, or instrument.

47. During the period of February 1983 through April 1984

maintenance activities were inspected by the regional and resident
,

D inspection staffs. Improvement was noted in management controls and

involvement in assuring quality maintenance activities, previously iden-

tified as areas of concern during the previous SALP assessment period.

Specifically, previously identified areas of significant progrannatic

breakdown, such as post maintenance testing and calibration of technical

specification associated instruments, now have programs established to

address these problems. However, continued expansion and improvement
,

are required to ensure uniformity of work practices. Maintenance

instructions in many areas still remain poorly understood, leading to
,

decisionmaking at a level which seldom ensures adequate management

review. This area was being aggressively addressed with the addition of

contract support to rewrite maintenance procedures. Supervisory presence

v

~
~ ~ ~ ~
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~(.As] in field maintenance activities showed significant improvement over the

period. (Bemis,fromSALPIVat37.)

48. The Applicants' approach to the resolution of technical issues

exhibited conservatism. The incorporation of industry standards as

suggested by INP0 and other organizations, led to improved craft skills

which compliment the efforts of site QA in ensuring quality work on plant

systems. The good interface between operations and maintenance caused

obvious improvement in the development of coordinated staff resolution
a.

of complex system problems. (Id.)

49. The Applicant has been receptive to NRC initiatives. Problems

of regulatory concern have subsided during the period as the licensee's
. -

programs evolved to address long-standing regulatory issues.

,f' 50. -Previously NRC expressed concern in the field of maintenance

\/ training. The Applicant, in response, added three training specialists
4

'

-to the maintenance staff to participate in on the job training. In-

addition, the maintenance manager was part1cipating in SR0 license

tra ining. - (Id.)

51. Improvements in performance were observed in upgraded'

procedural requirements, attention to detail, understanding of technical

issues, and improved surveillance of vendors. (Id.)+

52. Although marked improvement has been observed, and only two

violations were identified, the extensive problems identified in the

previous SALP were not fully overcome. The licensee has a program in

place, that when fully implemented, will create a high quality

(Ld.)maintenance unit. d

/^
. N,)\
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L/ 53. (v) Increase the proficiency of plant personnel by

- means of expanded training.

54. Training at Brunswick has been expanded and made more

comprehensivo. (Howe at 18.) The Applicants have established a six

shift rotation at Brunswick. This was brought about so that the

personnel who comprise the sixth shift could engage in training without

any other conflicting duties. (Utley, Tr. 3078; Howe, Tr. 3302.) The

first NRC administered requalification program tested 15 reactor

operators at Brunswick and all . passed. (Howe,Tr. 3306-3307.)

55. Region II states:

Training of operations personnel has reached its
highest level in plant history with the addition of

.FN new on-site training facilities, a plant specific

( ) simulator and a professional attitude toward the
's individual needs of students. Improved morale and

confidence in the plant staff has resulted.

Licensed operator requalification training has
improved due to a new training director being
appointed and a new dedication to training shown by
senior management. Many retraining program aspects,
such as study material and classroom lectures, have
been revised. Requalification training records were
well maintained and readily available. General *

-Employee Training (GET) was being upgraded, with the
previous two part program being revised to three
parts. Implementation began in October 1983. GET
training records were well maintained and
. retrievable. The site is presently implementing a
formal Auxiliary Operator (A0) training program which
is extensive and should reduce A0 errors, and
increase overall knowledge.

During the SALP reporting period, replacement
examinations were administered to 20 Senior Reactor
Operator (SRO) candidates and 17 Reactor Operator
(RO) candidates during two site visits. Of the 20
SR0s, 16 passed and of the 17 R0s, 11 passed. The

. ,.

I )
'O
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V passing rates of 80% for SR0s and 65% of R0s are
characterstic of the industry average.

In June 1983, requalification examinations were
administered by the NRC to 15 randomly selected
licensees including 8 SR0s and 7 R0s. All candidates
received a four category written examination and
in-plant oral evaluations. Eleven of 15 passed the
written examination. Hcwever all passed the orals.
Those who failed the written examination were removed
from ifcensed duties and participated in accelerated
retraining prior to being re-examined and returned to
duties. On the basis of the written and oral pass
rate, the Brunswick requalification program has been
evaluated as satisfactory for the current year.

On-shift "real time" training on significant. events,
occurring both on-site and in the industry, providd
for a timely operator awareness of potential
problems. This concep.'. began during this SALP period
and has proven to be very beneficial. (SALP IV,
February 1983-April 1984, pages 32 and 33.)

We adopt those SALP statements.

(.D) 56. In addition, the Applicants conduct other training programs for
v

craft and other personnel. (Utley, Tr. 2525.) There are three general

areas in which the Applicants concentrate training - Ge: eral Employee

Training; Operator Licensing and Requalification Training and Craft

Technical Training. (Powellat9.) This program applies to all three

of Applicants' nuclear sites. (Powellat4and5.)

57. CP&L's General Employee Training (GET) is divided into three

courses -GET Levels I, II, and III. Levels I and II satisfy the

regulatory requirements for training of employees working in radiation

areas. GET Level I is a four hour course designed for all CP&L

employees, contract employees and vendors working at CP&L's nuclear

facilities. It provides basic knowledge in the areas of plant

description and operation, personal safety, security, emergency alarms,

( )
As
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alcohol .and drug abuse and the fundamentals of radiation. GET Level II

11s an eleven hour course that provides basic knowledge and skills in

radiation protection.

58. GET III is a forty hour program that provides advanced health
~

physics training for personnel who work in radiation areas. The purpose

of this training is to give personnel a better appreciation for radiation

prot'ection principles in-order that they can be more responsible for

their own radiation protection. The program begins with the training of

CP&L supervisors and contract personnel who direct the activity of

' workers in radiation areas. Eventually it will be part of the training

for all employees whose regular work assignment in radiation control

areas requires this adyanced level of training.

3 ' 59. .The Operator License- and Requalification Programs offer -

,

-training courses for qualification as auxiliary operator, reactor,

operator, and senior reactor operator. These courses include generic and

plant : specific classroom training and. structured on-the-job training, and

licensed operators; also receive simulator training. (Powell at 9.)

60. The ~ auxiliary operator training is designed to provide

knowledge and skills in-the basic science and technology of power plant

operation, including nuclear and reactor theory, heat transfer and fluid

: flow, mathematics and nuclear plant instrumentation and systems.

61. The reactor operator training provides skills and knowledge in

the areas.of advanced nuclear and reactor theory, advanced mathematics,

chemistry.. metallurgy, fluid flow, and advanced plant systems.

62. The' senior ' reactor operator. training provides advanced

academ'ics"and fundamentals to prepare a licensed reactor operator to

'w. .,n. - -- + . ..m.', +- n . ~ L--, . . .,.
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. meet the requirements for passing an NRC SR0 ifcense exam. The course

consists of training in plant operation and procedures, advanced

components and systems, transient and accident analysis and pre-license

review.

63. Craft Technical Training is currently taught at the Harris E&E

Center in three levels, basic, intennediate, and advanced. These

programs include classroom and laboratory training for nuclear, fossil

and hydro-plant electricians, mechanics, I&C technicians, radiation

control technicians, and environmental and chemistry technicians. The

basic courses are designed for recently hired employees who have

completed plant orientation and are ready to learn the fundamentals of

the tools, instruments, equipment, and procedures for the routine work

(7 they will encounter in their jobs. The intermediate courses get into
| -

Y more specialized maintenance procedures and repairs, and, for the

employees in technical classifications, more sophisticated equipment and

procedures. The advanced courses deal with the theory of operation of

plant equipment, the interrelationship of plant systems, troubleshooting,

and directing the work of others.

.64. At Harris, in preparation for commercial operation, CP&L is

presently conducting cold-license training. (Powell at 10; Utley,

Tr.2525.)

65. Although the Joint Intervenors' Contention I is founded upon

the operating history of Brunswick from the late 1970s to May 14, 1982

(the original date for filing contentions) it is the application for an

operating license for the Shearon Harris facility which is the subject

of this proceeding. Therefore, we review the cold-license training at

Harris in more detail.

. _ _ _ _ . , _ -
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- {66.- This program consists of several phases of training. The
:

F training starts ' with . theory. : This is a ten week course consisting of a i

. math review,' nuclear and reactor theory, heat transfer, fluid flow, f

themodynamics, ' health physics, radiation protection and chemistry.

-(Powel1a't11.)
.

'

'671 Following this is a seven day program at North Carolina State

| University utilizing the Pulstar reactor. Students perfom suberitical,*

. critical, and supercritical operations on the training reactor, as well l

cas': reactor startups. The University gives an NRC-style written examina-
r

tion and operator test at the conclusion of this training. (M. )
"

'L68.: Eighteen weeks of Harris plant system training is next. The' '

,

students alternate in one week intervals between formal classroom
t

presentations and system checkouts. (H. )
b. ~ 69. To prepare the trainees for simulator training, a four week-

'pre-simulator course is.provided. Topics include theory review; control-

systems- review; emergency, abnormal and normal operating procedures; and ;

a review of.recent and related industry events. . Another three weeks is
:

devoted to. transient and accident analysis and mitigating core damage.

;70. Simulator training. is provided using the Harris simulator. It

~ is approximately a 'nine week simulator training program designed to

Eduplicate actual plant operations. Rotating shifts are manned by four ~

' trainees.~and two instructors per shif t. The shift arrangement allows the

trainee.to experience realistic. plant operations and also allows the '4

training staff an opportunity to observe the trainee during varying [.

f

conditions. (Powell at 11-12.) i

[ 71. eThe Curriculum Development Unit for Applicants supports 1k
.

'

training .in four. major areas. This Unit administers the training
.

b

i -< Mw w .e , + ~ +
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' evaluation program which infonns CP&L management how well the courses and'

instructors are doing, which programs can be improved, and how. They

take the lead role in CP&L's efforts to obtain INP0 accreditation. The

Curriculum Development staff is also responsible for developing and

conducting initial and continuing training for instructors, i.e., they

teach the CP&L instructors how to teach and provide advice and counsel

on the latest training methods and techniques. Most important, the

Curriculum Development Unit assists section instructors in actual

development of curriculum and lesson material to support classroom and

laboratory training. (Jd. )

72. The Curriculum Development Unit is directed by Dr. Jerry

Wright. Dr. Wright has a D.Ed. in industrial education from Texas A&M

.r'~'N University and served for four years on the North Carolina State Advisory
i. )
k/ Council on Education. (Jd. )

73. The Administrative Unit maintains records, compiles statistics

and reports, produces the budget, maintains the technical library, and

provides other administrative assistance to the Section.

74. Mr. Jim fli11en supervises the Administrative Unit. Mr. Millen

has a degree in busfress management from Coker College and has worked in

several administrative capacities in his twelve year career with CP&L.

Most recently, he was Senior Specialist - Administration working directly

for t!ie Vice President - Operations Training & Technical Services. (Id.)
75. Currently, the Nuclear Training Section staff has 690 man-years

of power plant experience of which more than 500 man-years are nuclear.

Thirteen of its personnel have held or currently hold NRC SR0 or Reactor

,7

m
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V- Operator (RO) licenses and an additional 11 of its personnel ai certified

by the NRC as SR0 instructors. (Powell at 7.)

76. To ensure that the instructors are qualified in the techniques

of teaching, CP&L has developed an Instructor Certification Course which

is administered by the Curriculum Development Unit. The initial course

is approximately three weeks in length and teaches the " criterion

referenced instruction" method. It includes instruction on program

design, test construction, presentation skills and program administra-

tion. The course culminates with a ceremony in which the Cc pany honors

newly certified instructors in order to emphasize the import:nce of the

~ instructor's role in training. Each certified instructor attends a

periodic refresher course that often includes guest lecturers from the

yG Education Department of North Carolina State University. There is
:
A also a technical skills renewal component that requires instructors

periodically to return to a plant assignment in their Jrh skill areas.

77. CP&L provides a wide variety of courses for plant personnel,

but the focus is on training of operators, maintenance personnel,

radiation control technicians, and chemistry technicians. For the

operator, mechanic and electrician classifications, the training programs

are designed to take an employee from entry level as a high school

graduate to the top of the classification, f.e., licensed SR0 for

operations personnel, or a first-class electrician or mechanic for

employees in the maintenance area. For technicians, such as I&C,

radiation control, and environmental and chemistry technicians, the

program is designed to take a two-year technical school graduate to the

j top of classification, i.e. , Technician. In addition, CP&L has a variety
' ,/

, . . . . _ . .. . ..
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N of courses designed for shift technical advisors, engineers, management

personnel, and general plant employees. The training program for the

Harris plant is more fully described in Section 13.2 of the Harris Final

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Amendment 14. (Powellat8.)
78. Recent experience in license examinations indicates that the

training programs are successful. Of the 25 candidates who have taken

the NRC license exam at CP&L over the past three years, 24 have passed,

for a success rate of 96 pe'rcent. The Brunswick operators were also

quite successful on the NRC-administered requalification exams in 1983.

These exams were the first fully NRC-administered requalification exams

given at a utility.

79. Another positive indicator of CP&L training success is the

recent accreditation of Robinson operator training programs by the IflP0
' Accreditation Board. The INP0 ' accreditation procedure is similar in many

respects to the accreditation program for colleges and universities. It

features a self-evaluation report by the utility, an accreditation taam

visit from IflPO, a period of response and completion cf actions

recommended by the team, and presentation of the training program to the

Accreditation Board in Atlanta. INP0 accreditation teams are made up of

qualified INP0 training evaluators and peer evaluators from utilities.

| This ' team examines the training program in detail both at the plant site

and at central training facilities. The IflP0 Accreditation Board is made

up of five individuals who are nationally prominent in the field of

training.

80. Adequacy of the cold-license program at Harris is evidenced by

the successful completion of a certification exam given upon completion
\_/

1
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of the simulator training phase. As of August 9, 1984, 28 persons have'~

been certified at the SR0 level and 7 persons at the R0 level. CP&L has

provided over 2,800 hours of simulator training in the first six months

of 1984 with a 99.5+ percent simulator availability factor. For most of
,

1984, the simulator has run three shifts per day. (Powell at 14.)

81. (vi) Utilize more effectively the technical

expertise of the On-site Nuclear Safety and

Corporate Nuclear Safety staff in enhancing

the reliability of plant operations.

82. The Applicants' response to this, in part, was the appointment

of a single site manager, Mr. Howe, and the attendant reorganization of

site management. The Corporate Nuclear Safety and Research Department

(CN'S&R) is headed by Dr. E11eman who has an excellent and well qualified

background. (Utley at 2 and 19.) The quality check program at Harris,

discussed in paragraph 52, supra, was a result of CNS&R discussions with

workers at the Harris site in conjunction with management. (E11eman,
,

.Tr. 2482. ) ;

83. Dr. E11eman, Vice President, had the responsibility for

ensuring that CP&L's nuclear programs are carried out.in a safe,

effective manner, for. establishing and monitoring the corporate health
^

physics policy; for assessing the effectiveness of the health physics ;

programs; and for directing a research and development program to assist

management in planning for the use of new technologies in the Company's
A
! ! operations. (Utley at 8.)
V

i
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'' V 84. The CNS&R department is composed of the Corporate Nuclear

Safety Section (CNS), the Research Section, and the Corporate Health

Physics Section. CNS includes the Nuclear Safety Review Unit (NSR)

located at the central office and an On-site Nuclear Safety Unit (ONS) at

each of the three nuclear projects. CNS includes 41 employees who work

in Raleigh in NSR or at one of the plant sites in ONS. CNS employs

experienced engineers who evaluate challenges to safety systems, review

and analyze operations personnel actions following plant scrams, conduct

field surveillances of plant operations, review operating experience at

other nuclear plants for the purpose of developing recommendations for

CP&L's activities, initiate special investigations for evaluations of

events having oossible safety significance at CP&L nuclear plants,

I'N conduct independent reviews of plant documents, perform plant system
. ( )

assessments, perform thermal hydraulic analyses of plant transients of
- interest, and review selected plant procedures and modifications.

85. The NSR Unit is responsible for the independent review program

as well as for providing general evaluation of safety-related systems.

The NSR independent review activity encompasses review of the following

items: (1) procedure and plant design changes meeting 10 C.F.R. 6 50.59

review criteria; (2) license actions; (3) tests or experiments not

described in the facility's FSAR; (4) plant operational occurrences

(LERs); (5) NRC notices of violatfor.s; (6) Technical Specification

changes; and (7) Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC) meeting minutes.

Another major responsibility of the NSR Unit is the evaluation of

plant safety-related systems to assess whether they perform safely in
e-

(sv}
accordance with design criteria. This activity is carried out by

C1_ ** ~ .. .
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gathering data generated by tests, modifications, and repairs of the

system; conducting interviews with operators; and reviewing personnel

with an outline of the evaluation, conclusions, and any appropriate

recommendations and/or concerns.

86. The NSR Unit also monitors unresolved safety issues and is

developing capabilities in the area of transient analysis. The main

thrust of these programs is to enable NSR to function as the primary

technical contact on key generic issues affecting CF&L nuclear plant

operations and to gain the ability in-house thoroughly to evaluate and

resolve issues insofar as practicable. (Elleman at 20.)

87. The ONS units at the sites, eleven employees at Brunswick,

seven at Robinson, and six at Harris, have a relatively high degree of

.
. .-flexibility in carrying out their tasks, which include administering an

operating experience feedback program, reviewing selected procedures and

modifications, evaluating transients and safety system challenges,

directly observing plant activities, and conducting special reviews.

88. When CNS engineers discern problems, generally they are

i resolved through direct comunication with appropriate members of the

plant staff. If such efforts are not successful and it is determined

that further action is required to enhance plant safety, a formal concern

or recommendation is issued. Formal correspondence describing the

concern or recomendation is initiated and sent to the appropriate

department manager in the nuclear operations organization for rcsolution.

Target dates for resolution and final corrective action are established4

consistent with the safety implications of the problem. If-the problem

.[
is of imediate safety concern, the concern is orally comunicated to the

v

_ _ ._.
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'd Plant General Manager and respective department manager for prompt

.esolution.

89. The Research Section monitors, evaluates, and conducts research

and development projects related to the electric utility industry. The

,Section follows and provides support to research projects conducted by

the North Carolina Alternative Energy Research Corporation and area

universities. The Section also conducts selected research projects which

can be more effectively carried out in-house.

-90. The Corporate Health Physics Section staff reviewt the health

physics practices at the CP&L plants; conducts assessments c" the health

physics programs; (E11eman at 21) assesses the current status of health

physics technology to make su're that current methods are being used; and

/~} reviews what other utilities are doing in this area. In general, their
\' # function is to make sure that CP&L complies with regulatory requirements

in the health physics area and uses prcper health physin practices.

(E11eman at 22.)' Dr. E11eman himself is a certified health physicist.

(E11emanat3.)

91. Some evidence of the success of CNS&R and Dr. E11eman is to be

found in the following facts: LERs have declined, O (E11eman 2645; Howe

at 14); health physics and radiation protection at Brunswick is good,

-6/. LER stands for Licensee Event Report. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. s 50.73
each ifcensee is required to report certain events to NRC. In
layman's terms, as Dr. E11eman states, LERs are reports of deviations
from facility Technical Specifications. (E11eman, Tr. 2644.) LERs
vary in seriousness and each must be evaluated in order to make a
sound judgment. The decline is LERs was not due to NRC's recent

g changes in definition. (E11eman, Tr. 2645.)

|

|
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(SALP IV at 35; Howe at 18 and Howe, Tr. 3283); Brunswick capacity factor

has markedly improved (JI Ex 27; Tr. 3248-3258; Howe, Tr. 3283); generation

of radioactive waste at Brunswick has declined. (Howe at 14; Howe, Tr. 3306

and 3283.) These parameters reflect positively upon CNS&R and upon the

entire CP&L management team, from the lowest paid technician up to and

. including Mr. Smith the president. NRC citations for violations at Appli-

cants' three nuclear facilities are catalogued since April 1,1979 in the

various SALP reports, E and are declining in number and level of severity.

92. Not every violation of NRC requirements or the technical

specification is germane to management's ability safely to operate a

. nuclear facility. Violations occur for a multitude of reasons, not the

least of _which are personnel errors, vendor equipment, and procedural

[} ambiguities. While it is important to identify and correct the root

causes of all deficiencies, historically, most violations by the Appli-

cants have been of the lesser severity levels. Individual violations

are simply that; they by themselves usually do not directly reflect on

overall management, although the NRC does track repetitive violations to

try to prevent programmatic breakdowns. (Bemisat18.) Taken as a time

' series, the enforcement history of CP&L sites indicates violations are

becoming fewer in number. (Howeat14; Howe,Tr. 2982,2382.) More

importantly the level of ' severity of the violation is decreasing. This

indicates that violations which have potential to affect public health

and safety are decreasing. (Bemis at 18.)

. y. J. I. Exhibit 19, 20, and 21. The most recent SALP follows
Mr. Bemis' testimony after Tr. 3660.-

,
t i
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* 93. We do not expect Harris to be built without error. We do adopt

( the standard stated by the Appeal Board stated in Pacific Gas and'

E_lectric Company (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),

AL?.B-756, 18 NRC 1340, 1344-1345 (1983):

By virtue of the sheer size and complexity of the
plant [Diablo], it is inevitable that errors will

. occur in the course of construction. Although a
program of construction quality ast Jrance is
specifically designed to catch construction errors,
it is unreasonable to expect the program to uncover
all errors. In short, perfection in plant
construction and the facility construction quality
assurance program is not a precondition for a
license under either the Atomic Energy Act or the
Comission's regulations. What is required is
reasonable assurance that the plant, as built, can,

and will be operated without endangering the public
health and safety.

,

[N
.kj

.

94. (vii) Undertake actions'to enhance and -

strengthen the management control and

organizational discipline.
'

95. The NRC's SALP (IV) report for February 1, 1983 through

April 30,1984 at 32 summarizes the Staff's overall view of the manage-

ment operation at Brunswick. The Board adopts the Staff view and

reiterate it as paragraph 96 of these findings.

96. Significant improvements in plant operations have been noted

. during the period, indicating significant management attention and

direction of resources into this area. The Brunswick Improvement Program

(BIP) initiated during the last SALP period, required the total rewrite

of operations and annunciator procedures during 1983. This milestone was

reached on time and resulted in a high quality tool that was welly):
8.s
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'v accepted by the plant staff. The operations unit was reorganized and a

new Operations Manager and Principal Engineer were hired. The

reorganization included a new position of Operations Superintendent whose

job was to run the day-to-day affairs of the operating shifts. This

change allowed the operations manager to better focus his attention to

operational problems. The reorganization has worked very well.

Administrative staffing increases to the operating shift have allowed a

redirection of key supervisory individuals on shift from administrative

to operational duties. The facility management continue to focus on the

needs of the operations staff as shown through the progressive attitude

toward the use of computer aids in the control room, control room

appearance, human factors upgrade, and staff incentive programs. This

/] dedication to improvement has resulted in a decrease in operator

O turnover, overall improved morale, and fewer regulatory violations. A

significant event occurred early in the period regarding the steam jet

air ejector radiation monitor isolation. During the enforcement

conference for this event, a high level of intensity toward detailed

investigation on behalf of the plant staff to identify and correct root

causes of problems was noted. This intense and aggressive attitude was

a direct contributor to the decline in the number and significance of

regulatory related events during the latter portion of the period. The

staff [CP&L] continued to be very responsive to NRC initiatives. (SALP

IV at 32.)

97. The changes at the Brunswick site that preceded the NRC Staff

evaluation in SALP IV set forth immediately above are described below.

O 98. In 1982, the Brunswick project was reorganized. Mr. Howe was
\"/ assigned to the site as Project Vice President. He reports directly to

, , . . - - - . . _
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Mr. Utley, the Executive Vice President - Power Supply, Engf aeering &

Construction. Mr. Howe has authority and responsibility for all -

engineering, construction, operation and maintenance activities at the |

Brunswick site. This organizational structure providu greater manage-

ment control of these activities, allowing greater ability to identify
i

and resolve problems that may occur.

99. In early 1984, this structure was further refined with the
,

I
consolidation of several separate work functions into two new sections

under Mr. Howe's direction: the Outage Management Section and the Site

Planning and Control Section. The primary objective of this further

reorganization was to enhance the safe operation of the plant through

finner management control. 'This reorganization also was a major step

p towards integrating the management functions at Brunswick. This action
\' allows the Project Vice President to be more involved in plant opera-

tions, including support activities, and allows the General Manager,

Mr. Dietz, to concentrate on the operation and maintenance of the

generating units. (Howeat5.)

100. The Plant Management Section has the primary responsibility,

through the five units of the section (Operations, Maintenance, Regula-

tory Compliance, Environmental and Radiation Control, and Technical and

Administrative Services), for the day-to-day management and control of

the plant facility. The five units of this section are grouped under the

Plant Manager to consolidate operations control. Through the activities

of these units, and in coordination with the other sections and groups,

the Plant General Manager manages the operation and maintenance of the

_( ') equipment'and facilities. The Plant Manager Section is responsible at
%J

_ . . _ .
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all times for the safe operation and maintenance of the Brunswick

. facility. |

-101. The Engineering and Construction (E&C) Section is responsible

for providing technical services and support and management direction to )

accomplish engineering and construction projects for the Brunswick plant.
4

The section works closely with other project organizations, particularly

the site's Outage Management Section. E&C has first-line responsibility

for carrying out the modification projects required for the plant. It

does so through two units: Engineering and Construction. ( Mwe at 6.)

102. The Outage Management Section is responsible for :he planning,

preparation and execution of major scheduled outages and for maintaining

lists of projects ready for implementation in unexpected, forced outages.

fN These activities require close coordination with the other on-site
)<

organizations as well as organizations headquartered in the corporate

office. It is the responsibility of this Section to sucain a continual'

_ planning process for major outages and to respond during outages with the

resources needed to conduct the outages in the most economical way, '

consistent with regulatory requirements.

103. The Site Planning and Control Section is responsible for

monitoring and measuring the overall performance of the Brunswick project

and for developing and providing systems, methods and capabilities to

facilitiate such monitoring. These activities include coordination of

long-range planning and scheduling, budgeting, cost monitoring ande

reporting,- program planning, and industrial . engineering. -(Howe at 7.)
,

*

104. The Plant General Manager has overall responsibility for the

-(: ,-~} ~- safe operation of the plant through the five units that ' report to him.-

A_/

.
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'd All operation activities are subject to his control. The Plant General
'

Manager has the authority to stop work on any project or activity at the

plant that is not properly contrclied or managed and which threatens the

safety of personnel or the safety of the plant.

105. Two of the units of the Plant Management Section are devoted

entirely to safety-related matters. They are the Regulatory Compliance

Unit and the Environmental and Radiation Control Unit. (Howe at 9.)

106. The Regulatory Cdmpliance Unit is responsible for assisting

other plant organizations to ensure compliance with all regulatory

requirements. The Unit's specific responsibilities include:

(1) coordinating and monitoring site activities related to resolving NRC,

Corporate Nuclear Safety, Quality Assurance (QA) and INP0 concerns;

- O) (2) coordinating activities related to fulfilling commitments to the N'RC; .

'(V and (3) ensuring that_ accurate responses to NRC communications are

submitted, that reportable occurrences are detected and reported, and

that documentation of regulatory compliance matters is maintained.

107. The Environmental and Radiation Control Unit is responsible

for providing the environmental and radiation control necessary for the

safe operation of the plant within plant Technical Specifications and

applicable state and federal regulations. These responsibilities. include

planning, organzing and directing the chemical control and environmental

surveillance programs of the plant as well as providing the specialized

technical support and surveillance required for the plant radiation

control program. These activities are directed at ensuring that there

. is no adverse impact on the health and welfare of the public or plant

'f) personnel as a result of plant operations, and ensuring that radiation
Q,|
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exposure is controlled and maintained at as low as reasonably achievable

levels (ALARA). (Howe at 10.)

108. Mr. Utley testified that from the period 1979-1982, all key
.

management positions at Bruswick have been changed. (Howe, Tr. 3095.)

Mr. Howe describes the background of the present key management at>

Brunswick (Howe at 9-11; Bemis at 25) and we find them qualified for

their positions.

. l
'

109. We also note the employees turnover at Brunswick is down,
,

basically due to increases in wage, benefit and salary structure. (Howe

. at 17.)

110. Management's commitment to improve operations at Brunswick are

also evidenced by other actions at the site. Financial resources were

(3 increased at Brunswick. In 1979 the operations and maintenance budget

')a
was $34 million and in 1983 it was $113 million. The Brunswick capital .

budget in 1979 was $34 million and in 1983 it was $92 millica. (Howe,
.

Tr. 3249.)

111. Brunswick plant personnel in 1979 was 468 authorized positions;

in 1983 f t was 862 authorized positions, a substantial increase. (Howe,

Tr. 3250.)

112. - A major modification was made in the ALARA program by computer-

.izing worker doses so that radiation doses could be better tracked. (Howe

at 29; Hewe, Tr. 3314.)

113. Other activities at the Brunswick site indicate management

competence. Improved programs and group coordination at the site are in

part, responsible for the successful installation of an augmented off-gas
.,

1[ \ ' system at Brunswick. The scope of this project was exceeded only by
Qf

.
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initial facility construction in complexity and demands on the entire

organization. System performance since startup testing has been

noteworthy.

114. A significant improvement in the area of radwaste control and

handling at Brunswick has spurred numerous inquiries by other industry

facilities into the CP&L techniques that were implemented to gain control

over this problem area. The performance of the radwaste group at Brunswick

improved significantly and currently is performing well. The success is

due to management being more receptive to supervisor and employee input

and an application of good engineering practices. (Bemis at 17).
'

115. In accordance with the April 17, 1980 Comission Order

CLI-80-12, 11 NRC 514 (1980), the staff performed a ,.reliminary assess-

(x ment of the organization and management of Carolina Power and Light

Company as part of the acceptance review of the operating license appli-

cation for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plants, Units 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The Staff found the organization and management of the Applicants to be

acceptable. Results of this eview were furnished to the Commission in

SECY 81-617, were made available for public inspection in the Commis-

sion's Public Document Room, and were placed in the Wake County Public

.

Library,194 Fayetteville Street, Raleigh, North Carolina.

116. On the basis of the assessment in Chapters 12, 13, and 17 of

. . the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG-1038, November 1983 (SER),

the Staff concluded that the proposed organization and management for

operation of the Harris facility, at both the corporate and plent levels,

are acceptable.

7
( \'

/
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0\ Harris Staff Techn8 cal Oualifications.

117. In FSAR Sect;on 13 Revision 9, the Applicants identified those

plant staff positions for which the qualification requirements are as

provided in the draft ANS 3.1-September 1979, " Standard for Selection and

Training of Personnel for Nuclear Plants," and Second Proposed Revision

to Regulatory Guide 1.8, September 1980, " Personnel Qualification and

Training." This standard is post TMI and incorporates experience gained

through analysis of the TMI accident. The Applicants committed to this

standard in FSAR Chapter 1.8. These positions include the key personnel

and the operations staff. The Staff has reviewed the resumes of all

individuals presently assigned to supervisory positions and above

(including reactor operations and above in operations) against the appli-

O cable standard, and all meet or exceed the requirements, with the excep-

tion of the Plant Manager. ANS 3.1 requires the Plant Manager to have,

held a SR0 license or have received the equivalent training. The Plant

Manager has been scheduled to receive the equivalent training, but has

not started as of August 9,1984. The Staff has committed as an adminis-

trative matter to ensure that the Plant Manager meets this requirement.

118. Of the 184 people in the plant organization as of October 1,

1983, 64 people had degrees in engineering and 57 had degrees in other

fields. Of the 111 people in the plant operations organization,15

people had degrees in engineering and 17 had degrees in other fields.

The individuals in the line operating organization had the following

qualifications: the operations supervisor ~1s an engineer and has been'

previously SR0 licensed; all four shift foremen have held an SR0 license,
i. . , -

.( and three have previous experience as shift foremen; on s(nior control
,-xs

!
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' operator has been previously licensed; all 12 control room operators have

I been previously licensed, with 9 having previous experience. Applicants

are aware that the Staff requires at least one individual on each

operating shift who has substantive previous PWR operating experience,

including startup and shutdown of the PWR and under conditions that one

might expect to encounter during the initial startup and power escalation

at the Harris Plant. This individual is not required to be licensed on

the Harris plant nor to be a CP&L employee, but may be retained as a,

consult.:.nt or an advisor to the Harris shift crew. The.Staf" will

require that this individual be assigned to each shift until the plant

achieves the 100% power level. In the judgment of the Staff, by that

time the Harris operating personnel will have acquired sufficient
^ operating experience to operate without such consultants. The Staff will

' further require that the Applicants submit to the NRC a description of

(1) the qualifications of each of the individuals on whc' the Applicants

will rely for this experience and (2) the details regarding the location

of these individuals during the shift and how they will interact with the

. shift organization. (Bemis at 39 and 40.)

119. Following the criteria of Standard Review Plan (SRP) 13.1.2,

the Staff concluded that the Applicants .(1) have established an accept-

able organizational arrangement for plant startup testing and operation,

(2) have provided a sufficient number of candidates for licensed

positions, (3) have made an acceptable conmitment to provide shift

technical advisors (STAS) in accordance with the requirements of TMI;

+ -
..
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j Action Plan temI.A.l.1,had(4)haveestablishedacceptancequalifica-

tion requirements for plant personnel.

120. As noted in Sections 13.1.2.1 and 13.1.2.2 of the Harris SER,

which are management sections, the Applicants will submit final figures

showing the project and plant organizations for Staff review before the

Staff makes its determination regarding the acceptability of staffing

plans. Verification of the numbers and qualifications of these personnel

is a ministerial matter which Region II will review prior to issuance of

the operating license. The Staff will require at least one individual on

each shift to have substantive previous PWR operating experience. The

. Staff will make this a license condition. (Bemis at 41.)

The SALPS
~

(o.. .

~\ -121. The SALPS have previously been noted. Here we provide some
'

further detail.- SALP is a formal licensee performance assessment program

that was implemented in accordance with the procedures discussed in the
,

Federal Register Notice of March 22, 1982. This program, the Systematic

Assessment of Licensee Performance'(SALP), 'is applicable to each operator4

k of a power reactor or holder of a construction permit. The SALP program

is an integrated NRC Staff effort to collect available observations of

licensee performance on a periodic basis and evaluate performance based

on these observations.- Positive and negative attributes of licensee

perfonnance are considered with emphasis placed on understanding the

reasons for a licensee's performance in important functional areas, and

sharing this understanding with the licensee. The SALP process is
,.

f . oriented toward furthering NRC's understanding of the manner in which:
(

. , - , . . . -: - - -.
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(1) the licensee directs, guides, and provides resources for assuring

1

plant safety; and (2) such rescurces are used and applied. The inte-

grated SALP assessment is intended to be .e"fficiently diagnostic to

provide meaningful guidance to the licensee. The SALP program supple-

ments the normal regulatory processes used to ensure compliance with NRC

rules and regulations. (Bemis at 42.)

122. As previously noted, the Intervenors introduced the SALP

reports from April 1979 through January 31, 1983 as their exhibits 19,

20, and 21. Mr. Utley 8/ was cross-examined extensively upon the SALP

reports. (Tr. 2618.) Mr. Howe, vice president in charge of the

Brunswick site was also extensively cross-examined on SALP reports.

(Tr. 3331-3350.) Mr. Watson, vice president in charge of the Hirris

}O} site was' extensively cross-examined by intervenors on the SALP reports.

- Mr. Bemis was cross-examined at length on the SALP process and SALP

reports. (Tr. 3780-3813.) The Intervenors' only affirmative evidence

introduced to support their contention, JI Ex 40, was an invalid

averaging of the categories for which Brunswick was rated in SALP II,

i JI Ex 20. (See, Bemis, Tr. 3655.)
i

i 123. The Intervenors' cross-examination upon the four SALP reports

! - in evidence and the SALPs themselves, conclusively show substantial
|

' across-the-board. improvement in the management of the Applicants' nuclear|

. '8/ Tr. 2541, ff, 2958-2955.
_

[.
l
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facilities since July 1,1979, the bulk of that improvement coming since

the Brunswick Improvement Plan was established in 1982.

Cresap
,

124. On page 33 of Mr. Utley's prefiled testimony, he notes that

the North Carolina Utilities Comission (NCUC) published in 1982 a

management study of Applicants which it comissioned Cresap, McCormick

and Paget, Inc. (Cresap) to perform. The intervenors picked up this

short reference and cross-examined Mr. Utley at length upon the Cresap

report. (Tr. 2779-2818.) It is clear that the Cresap study ranged far

from our interest in operating Harris with due regard to public health

and safety. It covers the entire panoply of CP&L's operation, from its

(7 coal mines.to operating their nuclear facilities. The NCUC has a broader
'")\

mandate than does this Board under the Atomic Energy Act. Prompted by

the cross-examination of the Intervenors, Mr. Utley read from the Decem-

ber 15,1982 letter of Cresap to the NCUC transmitting their report.

Mr. Utley read and we quote:

"In many' respects, CP&L is one of the best-managed
utilities we have audited in the past several
years." (Tr. 2796.)

Being mindful of the Appeal Board's coment in Harris ALAB-490, 8 NRC

234, 241 (1978), we also place heavy reliance upon the judgment of the

local regulatory body which is charged with ir.suring that Applicants

- fulfill their legal obligations. Much of the Cresap transmitted letter

is responsive to the contention at issue, the capabililty of Applicants

to manage Harris, especially its coments upon Brunswick. For this
,-

, . , - . - - . - . -. . . .
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reason the December 15, IW2 Cresap transmittal letter is appended hereto

as Exhibit 1. The general thrust of the Cresap report is that the

Applicants are well qualified to manage the Harris facility. |

Joint Intervenors' Proposed Findings

125. Joint Intervenors filed proposed findings (JI Finding) upon
:

Joint Contention I (Management Capability) an January 9,1985. The Staff

will reply to those proposed findings which we feel need coment. This

reply will refer to the paragraph enumeration employed by Joint Intervenori.

Omission of Staff coment upon any JI Finding cannot be construed as Staff

acceptance or approval. Those findings upon which nn coment is made are

fa either true, not relevant, or imaterial to the Board's decision. For

V)-!
example, proposed finding 22 states that vice presidents at CP&L do not

receive written evaluations of their performance. This has nothing tr do

with the issue raised by the Contention.

'
126. JI Finding 9

The primary issue presented by Joint Contention 1 is whether the App 11- ,

cants can operate the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant in light of the -

repeated violations of NRC regulations, poor performance of CP&L's other
reactors (Brunswick Units 1 & 2, Robinson Unit 2), poor management
practices, excessive Licensee Event Reports (LERs) which are reported to
the NRC and Non-confonnance Reports (NCRs) which are in-house Quality
Assurance (QA) reports, and a general unwillingness by senior management
to accept responsibility for its own deficiencies. In short, CP&L
management is not '! technically qualified to engage in the proposed
activities in accordance with the regulations in this chapter..."
10 C.F.R. 650.40(b). There is also considerable discrepancies between
the words and promises of the Applicants with the actiona they have
undertaken. The pattern of failures by the Anplicants' senior manage-
ment demonstrates that public health and safety will not be adequately

/^'N protected and as such the Board may not recomend the issuance of a
)

_ ___ . ~ __ _ _ _ . _. _ _.
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license'as it must find that "(t)he issuance of a license to the appli-
cant will not, in the opinion of the Comission, be inimical...to the
health and safety of the public." 10 C.F.R. 50.40(c).

|
'

Staff Coment |

JI Finding 9 is only an editorial comment and conclusion by
1

Mr. Runkle.
'

|

127. JI Finding 10

[ Finding 19 by Applicants with an additional sentence] Reliance on one
person for the three top positions has the potential to preclude effec-
tive change in response to problems in nuclear operation.

Staff Coment

JI Finding 10 is only the personal opinion of Mr. Runkle with no

citation to record evidence at all. There is nothing in the record to

substantiate JI's assertion that Sherwood H. Smith's position with CP&L *

V - has the potential to preclude effective change in response to problems

in nuclear operation.

128. JI Finding 11

Reporting to Mr. Smith is~ the Executive Vice President for Power Supply,
Mr. Ctley, as well as the Executive Vice President Mr. Graham (legal,
corporate comunications, customer services), Executive Vice President
Mr. Lilly (financial), and the Senior Vice President for Corporate
Service Mr. Wilson (administration). Decisions by Mr. Smith are made-
under his three,- at time conflicting, responsibilities; that is the
safe, efficient, reliable operations of the company and facilities;

- providing a reasonable rate of return for the investors; and a responsi-
bility to the employees for the conditions under which they work.
Tr. 3915, 3909 (Smith).

Staff Coment

JI Finding 11 again is only Mr. Runkle's personal opinion

- unsupported by evidence. The transcript citations by JI do not support
A.
a :

G
,
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b) ~ JI's conclusion that Mr. Shemood Smith has conflicting responsibilities.
t

Comon sense indicates that Mr. Smith's dutfee are conterminous.

129. JI Finding 24

Staff Coment

The correct citations should be Tr. 2956-2957.

130. -JI Finding 25

Applicants have taken'only limited personnel actions (various discipli-
nary actions such as termination, suspension, or reassignment) because
of violations of NRC regulations.

- Staff Comment

'JI. Finding 25 distorts the record which states (Tr. 2946 ff.) that

O " incidents" were under consideration,~ a classification must be broader -

4

than only " violations of.NRC regulations". The use by JI of the words
'

" limited personnel actions" is editorializing lot supported by the

record which says personnel were " fired".

.

131. JI Finding 26

Staff Coment

Mr. Bemis did not testify as asserted by 'JI at their cited

transcriptpage(Tr.3665). The Staff has not searched the record to

L- . correct JI's citations.

132. JI Finding 2P,

e

The Standard Review Plan used-by the NRC Staff in preparation of the SER,

L ' states at 13.1.1, "(a) corporate officer should clearly be responsible
- for. nuclear activities, without having ancillary responsibilities that

k
!

o
'

_ _ . . . . - .

_
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might detract from his attention to nuclear safety matters." The only
CP&L corporate officer responsible for all nuclear activities is Mr. Utley,

- who is also responsible for~all fossil generation, transmission, and
distribution for the company. This does not meet the Standard Review
Plan acceptance criteria. Bemis, p. 36.

Staff Comment

JI Finding 28 distorts the record by failing to quote fully from

Mr. Bemis' testimony. Distortion by omission was not looked upon with
.

favor by the Appeal Board in Tennessee Valley Authority (Hartsyfile

NuclearPlant,UnitsIA,2A,18and28),ALA8-407,5NRC1391,.1395
,

(1977) and should not be acceptable here. The rest of Mr. Bemis'
,

testimony is set forth infra.
,

Although not a violation of the regulations, this
does not meet the portion of the SRP acceptance
criteria stating that the person in charge of nuclear

. activities should have no ancillary responsibilities,
f'~~'N but CP&L is planning further steps toward consolida-

Et j tion. The Staff finds that the present organization
'' ' within CP&L is acceptable for the operation of the'

Brunswick and Robinson sites, although furtherr

i nuclear consolidation is desirable. This matter is
[ still under review. [8emisat36]

133. JI Finding 29

The ability of senior management to safely construct, maintain, and
. operate a nuclear power plant can best be evidenced by that seniori .

management's past performance.

Staff Comment

JI Finding 29 again is an expression only of Mr. Runkle's personal

-opinion not supported by the evidence in the record. Common sense would

dictate that present performance is more important than past performance,

f3
v]

!
!

t
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V:
134. JI Finding 29'

1

Staff Comment4

:

: JI Finding 29, the second, incorrectly recites the period covered

by SALP I,.JI Ex. 19. The correct period is April 1, 1979 through_ ,

i- . August 31, 1980. There are two JI Findings 29 and 30.

135. JI Finding 32

; . CP&L witness, Utley, stated that the company would make changes to
correct any deficiency contained in the SALP reports.>

| Staff Coment

; The citations by JI do not support their assertion tbt Mr. Utley

f stated CP&L "would make changes to correct any deficiencies contained in

l ' . , ,s ,L the SALP reports." In addition the SALPs do not allege specific

N " deficiencies".
<

i

-136. JI Finding 33

~JI-39 was entered into evidence and compares selected functional ares
for SALP II through SALP IV in those areas where comparisons can be made
(ratings were not made for each area in each of the SALP reports).
JI-39 is helpful .in assisting in. comparison between the different SALP
. reports and their evaluations.

( ,

-Staff Comment
(
|. JI Finding 33 ignores Mr. Bemis'' testimony (Tr. 3654-3655) that
i

! ' meaningful comparisons cannot be made.. Mr. Runkle provides no citation
' :to support his assertion.

137. JI Finding 38

| ri JI-40 contains information which was compiled from NRC documents; the
| :: ; parties stipulated and it was received into evidence. In comparing the

\

--.. --: -- . , . . - . _
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SALP ratings for all operating nuclear plants during the period covered
by SALP II, the Brunswick plant had the lowest average rating (a 2.57
with 3 being the absolute lowest) in the nation.

Staff Comment

In the Staff's view JI Ex. 40 is of no significant value. See the
~

discussion on transcript pages 3572 through 3;,08 and especial'y 3588

through 3596. See also Mr. Bemis' testimony that SALP category numericalg

ratings cannot be meaningfully averaged. (8emis,Tr. 3654-3655.)

138. JI Finding 39 .

During the 1979 remand hearings, one of the issues raised was the high
number of LERs at the Brunswick units. At that time, CP&L's position
was that it was not content with the high number and promised to correct
the problem.

7.s
-Staff Connent

( JI Finding 39' lacks citations to the record to support the first

two sentences.

139. JI Finding 41-

s,
Staff Comment

JI Finding 41 -lacks citation to the record.

140. JI Finding 44

Staff Comment

The correct citation is Tr. 3209-3210.

'141. JI Finding 45

JI-40 shows that in 1982, Brunswick 2 had the sixth worst capacity
/^') factor of operating reactors in the nation with 26.2 (based on " design.

N).

__, - _ _ _ . . . . _ _ . . ._. . . . _ . . . _ _ . -. - -
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eldctrical ratings" for each . reactor). JI-40 also shows that presumably
at the end of 1982, Brunswick 2 had the. seventh lowest lifetime capacity
in the nation, while Brunswick I had the eleventh lowest (again, using
" design electrical ratings" for each reactor). The approximate average.

' lifetime capacity of 'J.S. reactors in 60-65%.

Staff Coment

JI Finding 45 alleges an average lifetime capacity factor for U.S.

reactors of 60-65% and uses 'JI Ex 40 as authority. JI Ex 40 has no U.S.

. average capacity factors.
.

~142. JI Finding'47

One of the. major issues in the 1979 remand hearings was the necessity .

.for adequate staffing at the Brunswick units. CP&L's position was in

.effect that staffing levels were not where it wanted them to'be but gave ;

assurances that this problem would be taken care of. However, as late
'

as the.Cresap report in late 1982 (see Finding 20), this problem had not
been rectified.~ Recommendation 50 by-Cresap was that eliminating the [

' O_
. shortages of operating personnel.at the Brunswick plant should continue

1; to be a = senior management priority. Tr. 2815, 2867'(Utley); 2551 (Utley).
_ =i
Staff Coment

JI Finding. 47 omits- a record citation to support the' first sentence.

. Mr.-Runkle als.o omits the testimony of Mr. Utley that the operating,

:

p personnel shortage problem at Brunswick no longer exists. (Utley,
,

t .. ;

Tr.2816-2818.)7 He also omits Mr. Howe's'similar testimony. (Howe at 15;

Howe, Tr.-- 3250,3291.) '

<

d
! -143. JI Finding 53, s

.-

I L As a result of the issues raised at the remand hearing,,CP&L management
,

beginning in 1979 instituted-many improvement programs that entitled'

p 'significant' management changes at Brunswick to resolve those problems.
L -Tr. 2554-2558 (Utley).
,,

,
.

c '. - - - - '- -
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Staff Comment

The Utley testimony cited by JI does not support the proposed

finding that CP&L instituted changes "as a result of the issues raised

at the remand hearing."

|

| 144 JI-Finding 56

Staff- Coment

JI Finding 56 relates to the $600,000 civil penalty for failure to
e

,c.onduct surveillance at Brunswick. It concludes:

" Applicants also had discovered the problem in April
1979 through a QA audit and failed to take corrective
actions. Utley et al. , p. 29; Tr. 3232 ff. (Howe)."

The testimony of Mr. Utley and Mr. Howe cited by JI does not support the

: - h quoted sentence. -

V ,

145. JI Find'ing 61

Mr. Bemis also testified that, based on his knowledge and experience in
the field, the TMI changes required at Brunswick were not substantially
greater than those at other similar BWR plants. Tr.-3876-7 (Bemis).

Staff Comment

Mr. Bemis testified to the opposite. He testified that TMI

required changes were, greater than for similar plants due to the age of
4

. Brunswick. (Bemis. Tr. 3877 lines 12-15.)

146. JI Finding 64

[ Finding 86 by Applicants with the phrase " recommendations for improve-

ments"-in quotes and deleting)"did not make any adverse findingsregarding CP&L's program but" .

[D
U
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A
Staff Coment

JI Finding 64 lacks citation to the record to support their

assertion that MAC made adverse findings regarding CP&L's program.

147. JI Finding 67

In the 1979 remand hearings, one of the issues raised was the necessity
. for changes in the health physics program as too many workers were being
exposed -to radiation. Again, CP&L's posture was that this area was one
in which improvements would be made. Howe /Dietz at 17-19.

Staff Coment

The Howe /Dietz preffled written testimony cited by JI does not

support this proposed finding.

148. JI Finding 75

(]
,

Staff Coment

JI Finding 75 alleges that steam generator tubes are " patched" if

there are 47% through wall cracks. Steam generator tubes are not

" patched"; rather they are plugged and the 47% figure is on transcript

page 3170, not 3174 through 77 as alleged by Mr. Runkle.

149. JI Finding 87

CP&L initiated a program in June,1984, at the_ Harris site which is
called the Quality Check program. It is part of the QA organization and
has as.its purpose to bring safety concerns to management's attention
when they_ can be dealt with effectively. This program was initiated as
.it appeared that concerns about safety were not raised by workers
through rormal charnels.... Tr. 2701 ff. (Banks); 3927 (Smith).

Staff Coment

There is no citation to the record to support Mr. Runkle's

assertiot, that safety concerns were not being raised by workers throughV

._ . .- .- . . . .
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nonnal channels. The transcript citations do not support the proposed

finding.

150. JI Finding 89
,

Though Mr. Maxwell has not investigated the effectiveness of the Quality
Check program or reviewed any of the concerns which have risen through
that program, it has had the effect of decreasing considerably the
number of complaints which workers regularly bring to him and the other
NRC inspectors. Tr. 3844-5 (Maxwell).

Staff Comment

This finding is set forth as a matter of fact attributed to

Mr. Maxwell. The transcript pages cited show clearly that it is a
I matter of Mr. Maxwell's opinion.

,- O 151. JI Finding 91

\' There is not enough evidence in the record to make the determination
; . whether GET levels I and II satisfy the regulatory requirements for

training employees working in radiation levels. All workers do not
receive GET level III training, only supervisors. [see Finding 207 by
Applicants].

Staff Comment

This again is a personal editorial conclusion by Mr. Runkle for
'

which no citation to the record is given.

.

152. JI Finding 92

JI-29 which was admitted into evidence is an IE Information Notice
(No. 84-59, August 6,1984) describing the deliberate circumventing of
station health physics procedures at Brunswick and two other nuclear
plants.

b
x
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i i
U. Staff Comment

'

,

Here again Mr. Runkle has failed correctly to state the record.

The implication of the first sentence is a deliberate circumventing of

-health physics procedures at Brunswick. Below we quote from JI Ex 29

which shows a different inference.

3. Allegations

The following two events involve allegations of
contract workers circumventing HP Procedures at the
Brunswick Plant. On investigation these allegations
could not be substantiated. However, they are added
to illustrate additional methods that could be used .

to circumvent procedures. [Page2,emphasissupplied]

* * *

As part of the actions taken at Brunswick to prevent
improper use of TLDs, the licensee has established a
special personnel dosimetry surveillance program.

("N The surveillance ensures that selected personnel

t]' exiting high exposure jobs report directly to the
'

dosimetry office with the TLD work at the time they
exited the work area. The TLD is checked to ensure
it is the one issued to that individual. [Page3
Joint Exhibit 29]

153. JI Finding 94g
|

P Staff Comment

The first sentence which asserts that the following quoted material

'is.the Staff's conclusion in its Preliminary Assessment of CP&L

Management is not correct. The quoted matter is from SALP I, JI Ex 19

and is not a Staff conclusion in the Preliminary Assessment of CP&L

Management. In addition, the citation to Bemis Tr. 3672 is not correct.

Mr. Bemis testified at the cited page only, that in 1981 the Staff

. thought what it said it thought.,- s
I \'
L ,/

I

!
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154. JI Finding 96 |

Staff Coment
.

JI Finding 96 implies that Mr. Bemis testified (somewhere) in

1982. No so. The cited transcript pages make it clear that it is an

Aug;st 9, 984 perception of Mr. Bemis as to a 1982 situation.

155. JI Finding 98

Staff Coment

JI Finding 98 in the first sentence stated that Mr. Bemis felt in

1982, etc. Mr. Bemis prefiled testimony at page 24 lines 1, 2, and 3 make

it clear that the time point of reference referred to is August 9,1984,

the date the prefiled testimony was filed, not 1982.

!(m) .
.

~

156. 'JI Finding 99

'

. Mr.- Bemis was chosen to directly supervise CP&L and report directly to
the regional administrator, James O'Reilly. Mr. Bemis was charged with
overseeing improvements which CP&L's management needed to undertake to
correct the inadequate performance at their operating facilities.
Tr. 3687-88 (Bemis); Bemis, p. 6-7.

Staff Coment

The second-sentence, set forth above, is incorrect. Mr. Bemis'

testimony follows:

L In November 1982, I was promoted to my present
position with dire ~ct responsibility for managing thet

! performance of the NRC inspection and enforcement
program at all of the CP&L' facilities. Bemis at 6.

Mr. Bemis supervises NRC employees. He does not supervise CP&L nor did

he, nor does he, oversee CP&L management. 11r. Runkle has confused NRC

ry with CP&L.,

!-(

,

'

t

'
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"N 157.- JI Finding 100

The improvements which the SALP IV report states were made by the
Applicants also have a bearing on whether Mr. Bemis was adequately
fulfilling his duties in his role as overseei of CP&L activities.

|Mr. Bemis's testimony.is replete with self-serving statements and it is
i

not unreasonable to infer that better. SALP ratings for CP&L would make
Mr. Bemis look better. Tr. 3781-3782 (Bemis).

Staff Coment

This finding' as quoted above improperly impugns the integrity of. |
1

Mr. Bemis and of all NRC employees and should be stricken, l

'

' '
158. JI Finding 101

. Prior to preparing testimony for the hearing on this contention
Mr. Bemis had not reviewed the transcript to the -1979 remand hearing or
read the initial decision at 10 NRC 37. Tr. 3629 (Bemis).

. Staff Comment

(/ This is an inaccurate statement of the record. Mr. Runkle's citatiori

(Tr. 3629).is to a. ruling by Chairman Kelley upon a request for subpoenas

'by Mr. Eddleman. Second, Mr. Bemis testified at transcript page 3729-

[ that he did read the Initial Decision for the remand hearing,10 NRC 37.

I

? 159. JI Finding 103

Staff Comment

! The correct citation is Tr. 3858-3859.

,

'V
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(d)'
160. JI Conclusion-

[ Staff Comment

It is the Staff's view that no proposed findings put forth by any

,

party, nor the record itself, support Joint Intervenors' Conclusion.

i

161. The Licensing Board rejects all of Joint Intervenors' proposed |

!

findings as being not relevant, not material, incorrect, or misleading.

'

.t
Summary

162. The Board feels it would be advantageous to summarize the more-

|>

significant of our findings on Joint Intervenors' Contention I.

163. The Applicants' witnesses are well qualified and knowledgeable

['N, in the areas in which they testified.
'

b 164. The Staff's witnesses are well qualified and knowledgeable in
I

the areas in which they testified. (

-

165. The Staff's prefiled testimony represents the Staff's view
' collectively as well as that of f ts individual sponsor and we find the

,

NRC Staff to oe the source most knowledgeable on whether the Applicants-

will be able to operate the Harris facility with due regard for the

public health and' safety.
. g

166. Until 1982 Applicants' Brunswick facility did not cperate in an ~ ~(
"

. exemplary manner.

167. The Intervenors only direct evidence, JI Ex 40, is an unsound

use of the-SALP II ratings for Brunswick and has no substantive or proba-

tive value.
,

( 1

v

- - - ~ ~
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A 168. The Applicants' corporate management structure is adequate.

169. The Applicants' management structure at Brunswick is adequate

and leads to the conclusion that such a management structure at Harris

will provide for adequate operation of the facility.
,

170. The Apolicants' reorganizations in 1982 and 1983 substantially

improved the management of its three nuclear facilities.

171. The Applicants' training and personnel programs should ensure
^

adequate operation of the Harris facility.

172. The number of personnel at Brunswick and Harris is adequate.

173. The Staff's SALP reports from April 1979 to April 30, 1984

clearly show that the Applicants are improving the quality of their

operation of their three nuclear facilities. They also show:

f~' -The number of LERs is diminishing. The number of
~

violations is diminishing. The severity level of
violations _is diminishing.

174. The health physics program at Brunswick is good.

175. Tracking Technical. Specification surveillance requirements on a

computer at Brunswick and Harris should lead to improved operation of the

facilities.

176. Tracking NRC regulatory requirements on a computer should lead

:to better operation of Brunswick and Harris.

177. The rewriting of some 3000 operating procedures at Brunswick

. improved performance of the facility.

178. - The establishment of a site manager at a Vice President level

and a site QA manager improved the operation of Brunswick and should do

so at Harris.
: /'~''g

.

- . .. .
- . - - . .
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179. The re-tubing of condensers and installation of an augmented

off-gas system at Brunswick were performed well and positively reflect

upon Applicants' management.

180. Management involvement and support for nuclear facilities has

significantly increased. This is evidenced, in part, by the 1982 and

1983 reorganizations, the increased number of personnel at Brunswick, and

the substantial increases in the Brunswick operating, maintenance and

capital budgets and the improvement in its health physics program.

181. The Applicants' QA program is adequate. .

182. The Applicants' proposed staff for Harris operation meets the

Staff's technical requirements.

183. The Cresap report commissionied by the North Carolina Utility

-Commission strongly supports the conclusion that the Applicants will be

able to operate the Harris facility safely.

Conclusions On Joint Intervenors' Contention I

Management Qualification

184. The Board ccacludes, based upon our findings made supra, and

upon.the record as a whole including all oral, written, and documentary

evidence, and all filings in this proceeding, that the recent history of

the operation of its three nuclear facilities from 1982 to date, provide

reasonable assurance that the Applicants will be able to operate the

Harris facility with due regard for the public health and safety. The

Board further finds, pursuant to .10 CFR s 50.40(b) that Applicants are

technically ' qualified to operate the Harris facility.

' )

. . . - . . . ..
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V B. Joint Contention IV

185. The issue remaining concerning Joint Contention IV which was
.

litigated in this proceeding was:

Whether the TLDs and measuring equipment and processes to be
used at the Harris facility can measure occupational doses
with sufficient accuracy to comply with the NRC regulations.

Tr. 2218.

186. Joint Contention IV was originally admitted by the Board in its

Order of September 22, 1982. LBP-82-119A supra, 16 NRC 2069, 2077. The

original Contention stated:

~ Applicants intend to rely on thermoluminescent dosimeters
(TLDs) as the dosimeter of record to monitor occupational
radiation exposure. Because of TLD inaccuracies and their
-lack of real-time monitoring capability, these devices are
inadequate to assure worker safety and health. Applicants
should be required to use portable pressurized ionization

, YN. monitors in support of workers in radiation hazard areas to '

J, l corroborate the exposures indicated by'the TLDs.

f -187. A motion for summary disposition was filed by Applicants and was

supported by the Staff. Joint Intervenors opposed Applicants' motion.

" APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF JOINT INTERVENORS' CONTEN-

TION IV (THERM 0 LUMINESCENT 00SIMETERS)" (January 9, 1984); "NRC STAFF

RESPONSE IN SUPPORT OF APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF

JOINT INTERVENORS' CONTENTION IV (THERM 0 LUMINESCENT 00SIMETERS)"

(February 2,1984); ."J0lNT INTERVEN0RS' RESPONSE TO SUMMARY DISPOSITION

ON JOINT CONTENTION IV - THERM 0 LUMINESCENT 00SIMETERS AND UPDATE TO

DISCOVERY OF J. I. ON JOINT IV (February 6,1984)."

188. On April 13, 1984, the Licensing Board granted Applicants'

motion in part and deried it in part. " MEMORANDUM AND ORDER (Ruling on

Motions for Sumary Disposition) (April 13,1984)." In that order the
~

,
,

.: 't

( ,/ Board stated:

.. .. .- . - . - -
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, i

For the reasons outlined above, the Board finds an issue of'

material fact; namely, does ccmpliance with the 1983 ANSI
Standard insure compliance with NRC regulations?. . .
Alternatively, there is an issue of material fact whether the
TLDs to be used at the Harris facility nevertheless can be
used to measure occupational doses with sufficient accuracy
to comply with NRC regulations.

Id. at 20.

189. Applicants filed a motion for reconsideration of the Board's

denial of their motion on July 18, 1984. " APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR

RECONSIDERATION OR CLAP.IFICATION OF BOARD MEMORANDUM AND ORDER ON JOINT

CONTENTION IV." The Board granted that motion by deleting one of the

issues that it had set down for litigation, and denied it in part stating

that the issue of whether:TLDs, processes and measuring equipment could

measure occupational doses with sufficient accuracy to comply with the

|/ NRC's regulations was acceptable for litigation. Tr. 2218.
,

190. Testimony on this issue was presented by Applicants and the

Staff.

191. Intervenors presented no direct evidence on this contention.

192. Applicants presented the testimony of Mr. Stephen A. Browne.

" APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN A. BROWNE IN RESPONSE TO JOINT CONTEN-

TION IV (THERM 0 LUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS)" ff. Tr. 6407 [ hereinafter Browne).

Applicants witness Mr. Browne is employed by Carolina Power and Light

Company as Project Specialist, Health Physics. He is responsible for

the technical direction of personnel dosimetry for all CP&L plants.

.Mr. Browne is trained in physics and environmental engineering. He has

been directly involved in programs using TLD systems manufactured by

Harshaw, Teledyne, and Panasonic. Mr. Browne is also a consultant to

j the National Bureau of Standards in evaluating dosimetry processors,

'
i s' .

-under the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP).

.
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V ~(Browne, ff. Tr. 5407 at 1.) As the Project Specialist in Fealth Physics,
' Mr. Browne's responsibilities include technical and quality assurance

management of Applicants' program. Specifically, he is responsible for

supervision of the following types of activities: preparation and

processing of TLD badges, data processing, establishment of methods and

f. orocedures for all phases of dosimetry operatior.s, calibration and

maintenance of dosimetry equipment, establishment of quality assurance

standards, performance of quality control inspections and checks,
* training and qualification of dosimetry staff, performance of tests,

_ .

development of new methods and systems, and maintenance of official
*

. ersonnel exposure history records. (Id_. at 2.)p

193. The Staff presented the testimony of Mr. John P. Cusimano,

'q Mr. Seymour Block, and Mr.. Ross H. Albright. NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF_ ,

JOHN P. CUSIMAN0 AND SEYMOUR BLOCK CONCERNING JOINT CONTENTION IV, ff.
'

Tr. 6560 [ hereinafter Cusimano/ Block]; NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF ROSS H.

ALBRIGHTCONCERNINGJOINTCONTENTIONIV,ff.Tr.6567[ hereinafter

Albright].
t

194. The Staff's witness John P. Cusimano is employed at the Depart-+
;

trent of Energy's Radiological and Environmental Laboratory as a Senior

Physicist in the Dosimetry Branch. For the past 23 years Mr. Cusimano

has been directly involved in the evaluation, development and implementa-

tion of dosimetry programs using photographic film, and more recently,

thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) systems, manufactured by Eberline,

Victoreen, Harshaw, Teledyne and Panasonic. In his current position he

.is responsible for the technical development and implementation of

h, personnel dosimetry systems at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.*

,

%J
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i )
He also serves as a technical expert to the National Bureau of Standards

NVLAP Program in Personnel Dosimetry. (Cusimano/ Block, ff. Tr. 6560 at

1-2.)

195. Staff witness Seymour Block is employed by the Nuclear Regulatory'

.

Commission as a Senior Health Physicist. Mr. Block is responsible for

reviewing Applicants' submittals concerning their radiation protection
'. program.

196. Staff witness Ross H. Albright is a Radiation Specialist with

NRC Region II. His responsibilities include the inspection of the radia-

tion protection and radioactive materials transportation programs at

various licensed facilities in Region II. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 1.)

197. At the request of the Board, the Staff also presented Dr. Phillip

] Plato as a witness in this proceeding. Dr. Plato is a Professor of

Radiological Health at the University of Michigan. Dr. Plato was a member

of the Health Physics Society Working Group which wrots draft standard

ANSI N13.11. He is also the contractor who conducted the pilot studies

involving both versions of this draft standard. (Plato, Tr. 6562.)
#

Dr. Plato adopted and agreed with the Staff's testimony of Messrs. Cusimano

and Block to the extent that it described the third pilot study. (M. )

198. It is Applicants' position that their TLDs and processing

techniques are sufficiently accurate to comply with the NRC regulations,

and that their TLDs meet the p-arformance specification of ANSI N13.11-1983.

This is demonstrated by. tests conducted in-1982 and 1984. (Browne,ff.

Tr. 6407 at 2-3; Browne, Tr. 6408-6409.) As Applicants have testified,

this accuracy standard is part of the NRC's Proposed Rule concerning the

(aj accreditation of dosimetry processors. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 2-3;
,

%J -
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b : Browne, Tr.- 6409. ) In addition, Applicants' witness testified that on

.0ctober 1,1984 Applicants learned that they have been granted accredita-

tion'as only one of sixteen dosimeter processors. (Browne, Tr. 6408.)

-190 " Applicants'Dwitness testified that TLDs will- be used at Harris

:to' perform routine monitoring of personnel. The object of this routine
'

' monitCring is to assess the cumulative dose to individuals for official
,

exposure . record-keeping purposes. When the TLD is exposed to radiation,
.

some energy:is absorbed and stored. If the TLD is subsequently heated,

E me'of that stored energy will be released as light which can be detec.ted

;and measured. The: quantity _of 1ight received is proportional to the dose

received'by the individual being monitored by the TLD. .(Browne,ff.
m
'

. Tr. 6407c at 3-4. ) .

200. ' Applicants ; plan to use Model UD-802-AQ TLDs manufactured by

Panasonic.-(Browne,ff.iTr. 6407Dat 3.) Applicants' witness testified-

: that.these TLDs differ from other TLDsidesignated as Models 802 AR and /S

-onl/in' terms of their: percentage standard deviation. Model 802 AQ-has

the lowest standard deviation. -(Browne, Tr.L6433.) This standard devia-

tion. is akin to'5%. _(Applicants' Exhibit 25.at 6; Browne, Tr. 6445.),

:This standard deviation refers only to a group of TLDs. It applies' to.a
~

,

: group of fifty sequential badges.- (Browne, Tr. 6444.): The witness
,

' testified that he has compared large batches' of T'.Ds including.different
.

groups, and they are very close to the 5% standard deviation. set forth in

_
,< the manufacturing specifications. ((Browne, Tr. 6444-6445.)

201. TLDs were chosen.for routine monitoring -because they are rugged .

y : reliable, -accurate and sensitive. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 9.) TLDs are

[
A
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i /N capable of measuring the dose from the types and energies of radiation ,

which represent significant external exposure hazards in nuclear power

plants. .For example, these TLDs are capable of measuring beta doses over

the erergy range from about 0.1 to 2.3 MeV. Betas below 0.1 MeV are too

weak to be a significant external hazard, while betas above 2.3 MeV are

very rare. For gama radiation, the TLDs have a usable energy range

from about 40 kev to 7 MeV. Gamas above this range are rare, and gammas

below this range contribute relatively little to the total dose in

nuclear power plants. With appropriate calibration, the TLD can also be

used for neutron monitoring in the event that such monitoring is

necessa ry. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 4.)

202. The TLDs will be worn continuously by individuals working in

{ radiologically controlled areas. (Brcwne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 4.) Those

outside radiologically controlled areas will not be monitored. (5rewne,

Tr. 6430.)

203. TLDs are processed at least monthly to determine official dose

readings. Under. cross-examination Applicants' witness testified that

TLDs.may be processed more frequently for exposure. control purposes.*

(Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 5; Browne, Tr. 6424.)

204. The dosimetry program to be used at Harris will be the same as

the programs in effect at the Robinson and Brunswick facilities. (See,

Browne,Tr.6412.)

205. The Panasonic TLDs to be used at the Harris Plant were tested

-in 1982 and 1984 and found to meet the performance specifications of ANSI

N13.11-1983. -This ANSI standard sets the tolerance level at 50% for

Y doses from 0.03 to 10 rem and at 30% for doses from 10 to 500 rem.
kj\

=- - - - -
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(Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 8.) This ANSI performance criterion specifies'U

that for a series of dosimeter measurements the sum of the average

absolutt >cas (P) plus the standard deviation (S) must be less than the

specified tolerance level (L). The mathematical expression of the

criterion is: P+S L. (J_d. at 7. )

206. The Staff's witnesses described the testing of dosimetry processors

in detail. (Cusimano/ Block, ff. Tr. 6560 at 5.) The 1982 pilot study was

conducted by the University of Michigan to examine the practicality of

implementing the Health Physics Society draft standard which later became

ANSI N13.11-1983. The irradiation procedures used in the third pilot test
.

were intended to simulate actual field irradiation conditions with the

provision that the sources.of the delivered doses must be traceable to the

-- National Bureau of Standards. Qd.at6.) Radiation sources included
- gamma rays from cesium-137, 6 different energies of filtered x-rays, beta

rays from a strontium / yttrium-90 source and neutrons from a deuterium

oxide moderated californium-252 source. Eight different categories

consisting of exposures to individual and combined sources were' included

in this study. The TLDs were sent to the University of Michigan and

irradiated on plastic blocks intended to simulate the scatter properties

of the human torso. These 8 categories are representative of experience

in a variety of facilities. For each category fifteen dosimeters were

irradiated in groups of five to randomly selected doses over three
_

months. The dosimeters were then returned to the processor who reported

the results to the University of Michigan. The University of Michigan

calculated a performance statistic for each category which combined the

O random and systematic uncertainty of the group of 15 dosimeters. They4

N,,|~
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U - calculated an average performance index and a standard deviation for

each group of dosimeters tested. If the results were equal or less than

the tolerance limit of 50% the processor passed the test; if it were

greater than 50% the processor failed. The tolerance level was set at

50%. (Jd_.at7.) In this pilot study CP&L was processor 187. (Browne,

ff. Tr.6407 at 8.)

207. In 1984 similar testing was conducted to meet the NVLAP

accreditation performance test requirement. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 8.)'

CP&L was within the tolerance limits of 0.3 for categories I and II and

0.5 for all other categories in which it participated. (Id.at9.)
Therefore, CP&L passed the tolerance limit for these categories both in

1982'and.1984. (Id.)_

/3 208. ' NUREG/CR-2891, the report of the results of the 1982 Pilot

AN') study, noted the existence ;.' four common reasons for poor performancee

of dosimetry processors. These were: 1) use of incorrect calibration

factors; 2) dosimeter variability; 3) clerical errors; and 4) poor

calibration for accident doses. CP&L has taken steps to minimize errors

, . in each of these four areas through an extensive quality assurance

program. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 20-21.)

209. Calibration factors have been determined for the TLD system

based on irradiation of TLDs to NBS traceable radiation standards. These

g - correction factors have been verified by the tests conducted in 1982 and

1984, and will also be verified by the quarterly intercomparison program

engaged in by Applicants with the University of Michigan. (Browne,ff.

Tr. 6407 at 21.) This program follows the format of the ANSI' performance

. test, except that CP&L has added two additional radiation categories
LJ
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'd 'which are applicable to the radiation types and energies found in its

nuclear plants, and has dropped the accident categories which differ

from other categories only in the dose level. These two added categories

are low energy beta and mixtures of low energy beta with high energy
,

photons. ~(Id. at 12-13.) A monthly cross-check program is conducted

where a number of TLDs are read on each TLD reader with a 0.3 accuracy

standard. Each reader is calibrated semi-annually and after any

maintenance affecting calibration. (Id_. ) The TLD readers also undergo a

daily quality assurance check which requires a 15% standard of accuracy

for critical parameters. (Id.)

210. In the semi-annual calibration of the readers 10 TLDs are read

at 5 exposure-levels from 0.25 to 4.0 rem. They must be within 10% of the

. [~'s -known dose, and the. standard deviation must not exceed 10%. For daily TLD

reader calibration checks, TLDs are read after being irradiated to known

doses of 0.5 and 4.0 rem. Each TLD must read within 15% of the actual

irradiated dose. If a reading within 15% is not obtained, the check is

repeated two more times; if the check fails two out of three times, the

TLD is removed from service. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 22.)

211. To minimize dosimeter variability, TLDs also undergo initial

acceptance testing before being used. Those which fail are replaced.

(Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 23.) During this acceptance testing TLDs are
t.

irradiated to a known exposure using a calibrated source traceable to'

NBS, are read and compared to the acceptance criteria, read again to

evaluate the residual reading, the data is put in the computer for testing

history and if the TLDs pass the test they are put into service. (Browne,

A
v
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N '] Tr. 6413.) The second reading is perfonned to determine whether the i
"

!

. badge has been completely read out. (M. ) |

212. In order to eliminate the potential for clerical error CP&L has

installed an automatic data processing system with detailed verification

techniques. Individual records are on a computer which interfaces with

the' TLD reader'. Where a manual entry is required they are verified by

other people, and hard copies of records are maintained to back up the

computer. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 23.)

213. With regard to poor calibration for accident doses, CP&L has .

performed in-house tests which establish the dose response of the TLDs

'up to dosas of.100 rem. The response is essentially linear within

, approxima tely 15%. In addition, CP&L has participated in and passed

|f .th'e accident-dose categories during ANSI performance tests in 1982 and

! '1984. This verifies that poor calibration for accident doses is not a

problem'at CP&L. (Browne, ff.Tr. 6407 at 24.)i

214 During cross-examination of Applicants' witness, Intervenors

raised the issue of whether the effects of fading are considered in the
,

reading 'of TLDs. (Browne, fr. 6440.) Applicants' witness indicated that
,

their. procedures consider fading. (Id.) First,-a fade rate has been
'

determined for each TLD reader. .(Id.) Applicants' procedures require
P

that a certain time period be allowed prior to reading a badge to minimize(;

the ' effects of fading on the final results. (M. )

215. Applicants' witness indicated that most fading of the stored

-signal on the TLD occurs within a relatively short time period after

exposure. (Browne, Tr. 6440.) -It is Applicants' opinion that fading is
p

-'s._
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U] contingent on temperature, and that at the temperatures experienced in a 1

nuclear power plant, fading is not a significant problem. (Id. at 6441.)

216. The effects of fading also depend on the way the TLD reader is

~ calibrated. (Browne, Tr. 6442.) Applicants allow the badges used to

calibrate their readers to fade for 24 hours before they calibrate their

system, so that the vast amount of fading has occurred. (M. ) The fading

of the TLD which occurs between the first and 30th day after exposure is
,

relatively small, less than 10 percert. (Id. at 6442-6443.) Applicants'
_

witness testified that the elements which are sensitive to light in the

TLD are always protected from light, so there is no fading from light.

(Id.)_

217. CP&L has a well established program which has operated for

m over ten years. The program has improved equipment, highly trained staf#,e

(V). and elaborate QA. Therefore, Applicants are confident that CP&L's

dosimeters, measurement equipment and processing techniques are adequate

to protect the health and safety of the workers and to comply with NRC

regulations. (Browne, ff. Tr. 6407 at 25.)

218. It is the Staff's position that the Panasonic System has been,

found to provide reliable and accurate information. The system seems to

be a reliable system to protect Shearon Harris workers. (Cusimano,Tr.-

6568.) In addition, inspections of the Applicants' dosimetry program

indicate that the Licensee has quality control programs for dosimetry

equipment. Such inspections also indicate that the TLD program is

adequate to protect the health and safety of the Applicants' workers.

(Albright,Tr. 6569-6570.) Finally, it is the Staff's position that the'

[] results of the third pilot study cont'ucted by the University of Michigan
I

|:
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V indicate that Applicants have the capability to perform good quality

dosimetry processing. (Cusimano/ Block, ff. Tr. 6560 at 8.) Therefore,

Applicants' personnel monitoring program is adequate to protect the health

and safety of the workers and complies with 10 C.F.R. 9 20.202(a) of the

Consnission's Regulations. ( Id_. )

219. Based on his personal evaluation of the Panasonic System, Staff

witness Cusimano has determined that the TLD reader specs of the Panasonic

System provided by the manufacturer a.e an accurate representation of the

reader's capability. (Cusimano/ Black, ff. Tr. 6560 at 4.)

220. The Staff believes the system to be accurate and reliable

because of automation and the ability of the system to interface with a

computerized recordkeeping system. (Cusimano/ Block, ff. Tr. 6560 at 4.),

A Recalibration of the reader could be on a quarterly or semi-anntal basis

due to the reader's stability with daily QA checks. The reader also has

built-in self checks. (Id.) As noted above Applicants' dosimetry

processing capability was evaluated in 1982 and 1984. EI The Staff did

not review Applicants' 1984 results in preparation of their testimony.

(Cusimano, Tr. 6579.)

221. Dr. Plato noted-that there were changes between the standards

used in pilot tests 1 and 2 in 1979 and pilot study number 3 conducted in

1982. (Plato,Tr.6580.) The change in the draft was made due to the

review of the data from tests one and two before the commencement of the

-9/ Applicants also participated in pilot tests I and 2 which took
place in 1979. However, they were not using a Panasonic system at
that time. (Browne, 1r. 6437.)

v)t
!
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'V third pilot study. This standard later became ANSI Standard N13.11.

(Id.) Dr. Plato pointed out in cross-examination that even using the

characteristics of the standard beforo its changes in test three, CP&L

could meet that standard. (Plato, Tr. 6586.)

222. Under cross-examination Dr. Plato was asked whether Applicants'-

change of categories in their quarterly intercomparison program was an

acceptable ch.nge. Dr. Plato stated that what they were doing was

adequate because of the design of the reader. Dr. Plato also stated that,

with regard to the dropping of the accident categories, if one can show

that you can reac.'1 a dose of 10 rem, then the reader will be accurate

up to several hundred rem. The use of the two new categories proposed

by the Applicants, the witness stated, is a good approach because the

Beta particles are better representative of the needs of the Applicants'
t

Ad workers than the Beta particles from strontium 90 used in the regular

test categories. (Plato, Tr. 6587.)

223. Dr. Plato defined the bias used in the standard applied in the

third pilot study as the average bias of the 15 dosimeters tested. The

witness stated that this is a good measure of the spread of the individual

values'obtained from the TLDs. (Plato, Tr. 6588.)

224. Prior to this evidentiary hearing the Board had expressed concern

over the use of a 50% tolerance limit in the standard used in the third

pilot study. (Order of April 13 at 16.) This concern was one of the

subjects of the Board's examination. (Carpenter, Tr. 6/ 0.) Dr. Plato

pointed out that the standard with its tolerance limit would be reviewed

every five years. This standard is scheduled to be reviewed by 1987

/S (Plato,Tr.6599.) It is the plan of the Health Physics Society to form
\v]
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a new working group in January of 1986 to complete its review by the end

of the five-year period. (Plato, Tr. 6599.)

225. Dr. Plato described in detail the approach taken by the Health

Physics Society Working Group in formulating the standard used in the

third pilot study. (Tr. 6600 et Sec.) The working group attempted to

set accuracy limits on TLDs to blend an interpretation of a co ract
' statistical approach, and the requirements of radiation protection

organizations. (Plato, Tr. 6602.) After a review of the first two pilot

-tests, certain problems with the orainal draft of the standard were

found relating principally to the f4 ring tolerance limit used 1A that

standard. (Plato,Tr. 6602-6603.) This flaring tolerance limit, although

adequate for biological purposes, was found to be unworkable for a

f testing program where the idea was to either pass or fail a given

'd processor. (Id,. at 6604.) The working group determined that a balance -

: between the needs of Health Phy t tes 'and the state-of-the-art resulted in

. a standard of P + S 50%. (Piato,Tr. 6606-6607.)

226. Dr. Plato pointed out that using this standard, a processor will

only pass the test if essentially all of the 15 dosimeters tested are within

50% of the correct values. This is true whether the bias is considered

to be zero or the standard deviation is censidered to be zero. (Plato,Tr.

6607-6608.) Dr. Plato pointed out that if 2S were used, all 15 dosimeters

would have to be within 25% of the correct value. (H. at 6608-6609. )

He state'd that this 25% value was thought to be too restrictive in light
,

of the state-of-the-art. (M. at 6609.) The witness stated that a lower

tolerance limit was considered too difficult in light of the state-of-

O )- the-art based on. the.best judgement of the working group in light of the
\v
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'v data that had been reviewed. (Plato, Tr. 6615.) During cross-examination

both the Intervenors and the Buard raised the question of whether the

change in passing rates between the first two pilot tests and the third

pilot test was due to the change in the standard from P + 2S to P + S.

Dr. Plato stated that this change in passing rate was due to several

things. First, some of the worst processors dropped out. Also, there

have been a number of improvements in dosimetry processing between the

tests. For example, processors were notified of the reasons for their

errors and improvements were made in those areas. (Plato, Tr. 6635.)

Dr. Plate noted that there has been a steady increase in the passing rate

demonstrated by the NVLAP program and it is now up to approximately 92%.

(Id.) The NVLAP program uses the same standard as that used in the third

p pilot-test. (Id.) *

s' 227. The Staff also has inspected CP&L's dosimetry program used at

its other facilities. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 5.)

228. The Staff testified that there are no specific numerical standards

of accuracy in the Commission's regulations. -(Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 4.)

However, upon Board examination Staff witness Albright pointed out that

the regulations do require Applicants to conduct reasonable or adequate

surveys. In enforcing this regulation the inspection program looks at

.

the quality. control exercised by the Applicants. Then they inspect to

insure that Applicants are using acceptable sources for calibration of

their equipment, and that the equipment is calibrated with some frequency.

(Albright, Tr. 6619.) Staff witness Albright testified to his belief that

Applicants could be cited for inaccurate dosimeters under the regulation

.cverning the conduct of reasonable surveys. (Albright, Tr. 6623.) Staff]

L)

_
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_ witness Albright also pointed out that there are checks which would insure-

that dosimeter accuracy was not a problem. For example, Staff witness

Albright stated that use of pocket chambers as used by Applicants would

provide a check on the accuracy of their dosimeters. (Albright,Tr.6629.)

In addition, Staff witness Albright pointed out that there are sections
I in the technical specifications which require radiological protection

,

procedures. (Albright, Tr. 6631. ) The witness also stated that as part*

of the radiological protection program, survey instruments are also used.
't

Therefore, TLDs are just one part of an entire exposure control program.,

(Albright, Tr. 6632.) If licensees fail to follow the procedures as out-

lined in the technical specifications, Staff Witness Albright testified

. - that the Commission could cite them for failure to comply with technical

[] specifications. (Albright, Tr. 6634.) -

'N 229. Staff witness Albright testified that Applicants have a quality

control program to test their dosimeters before they are put into service

and every six months thereafter. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 6.) The

dosimeters are irradiated to 500 HR and then read. The results must be

within 15% of the correct'value, if the dosimeters fail the first QC

test they must pass two successive tests in order to be put into service.

(M. ) There is also semiannual calibration of the TLD reader. (Id.

at 6-7.) The Staff reviewed Applicants' calibration data and found no

deficiencies. (3. )
230. As part of the Applicants' daily quality check three irradiated

TLDs are read. They must be within 15% of the actual exposed value. If at

any plant three tests are failed, the corporate dosimetry section must be

[]/ called to evaluate the problem. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 8.) There is
i
^' J
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V also a monthly quality check of the TLD reader. This acts as a cross-

check on the TLD reader. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 9.)

231. Staff witness Albright testified that the plants also have

pocket chambers which are correlated to the TLDs. (Albright, ff. Tr.

6567 at 9.) In order to limit the use of incorrect calibration factors,

the Staff noted that Applicants' calibration factors are determined and

used automatically. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 10.)

232. In order to minimize dosimeter variability, Applicants compare

these with the pocket dosimeters and have quality control on the

calibration of the TLDs and the readers. (Albright, ff. Tr. 6567 at 10.)

Staff noted that clerical error is not a problem for Applicants due to

their verification of their data. They may interface automatically with

- O]
a'' computerized record-keeping system. In addition, as stated by

'

' Applicants' witness, manual entries are verified by other personnel.

(Albright,ff.Tr.6567at11-12.)

233. The fourth source of error noted by the Board was the incorrect

calibration of accident. doses. The Staff noted that in the event of
.

accidents the TLDs would be specially calibrated. The Staff found this

approach acc?ptable. Therefore, the results of the inspection indicated

that the dosimetry programs are acceptable at CP&L's other facilities,

and that there is no reason to believe that the identical program would

not be acceptable for the Shearon Harris facility. (Albright,ff.

Tr. 6567 at 13.)

Joint Intervenors' Findings

234. Joint Intervenors filed their findings on this contention on
'

January 9, 1985. Joint Intervenors' Proposed Findings on Joint Centen-
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U tion IV (Thermoluminescent Dosimeters). The Staff has no dispute with

the majority of Joint Intervenors' findings. However, a reply to

findings 12, 13 and 14 is necessary.

235. _In finding 12, Joint Intervenors urge the Board to find that
_

Applicants' dosimetry program should have written procedures for all

phases of the program, formal training and qualification of all

operating personnel, and supervisory review of all quality control

records. .There is no indication in the record that Applicants' program

does not already have such elements. In fact, Applicants have testified
<

that their program contains these features. Browne, ff. Tr. 6407, at 24.

236. In their proposed findings Joint Intervenors ask the Board to

impose what amounts to a license condition on Applicants changing the

exposure limits for their personnel. (Joint Intervenors' Proposedt-

findings 13-14.) Any such license condition would amount to a change inv

the regulatory limits for this particular licensee. .There is no

evidentiary support for such a license condition. As both Applicants

and Staff have testified, the regulations are enforced in terms of the

measured dose. (Browne,.Tr. 6534; Albright, Tr. 6622,6627.) Inter-

venors would have this Board impose a different type of regulation on ,

this licensee from that imposed on any other licensee. There is no

evidentiary support for such a change in the Commission's regulations.

237. Applicants'should be held to the same regulatory requirements

as others-licensed to operate nuclear power plants. Even in its proposed

rule, the Commission has not attempted to change its exposure limits to

account for dosimeter accuracy. The Commission is focussing on accuracy

standards for dosimeter processors, and not nn changing its regulatory

limits to account for possible dosimeter inaccuracy. If Intervenors

~ - .z. = a - - .= - - _ _,- z-_- - _ _ -
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V wish to challenge the regulatory limits imposed by those regulations and

say. they should be limits which account for a standard of accuracy, then

their remedy is to show that special circumstances exist pursuant to

10 C.F.R. Section 2.758 of the Connission's -regulations. The record in

this proceeding does not support any such showing. Therefore, Inter-

venors' more restrictive limits should not be imposed on licensees.

238. For the reasons set forth above, Joint Intervenors' Findings 13

and 14 should not be adopted by the Board.

. Conc 1 >:sion .

239. The Board finds that althcugh there is no specific i- 'ical

standard of accuracy set forth in the Commission's regulations, ..ie Appli-

cants' program provides the ability to conduct reasonable surveys in

accordance with 10 C.F.R. Q 20.201(b). Failure to conduct good dosimetry

would result in a citation for failure to conduct reasonable surveys.

240. The Board finds that TLDs are just one part of the entire

-radiation ccntrol program and that, therefore, there are rathods of

insuring that these TLDs are producing accurate exposure records.

241. The Board finds that Applicants have developed and are using
.

a dosimetry program which is capable of meeting accuracy requirements

set forth in standards proposed by the American Nuclear Standards

Institute, as well as other standards proposed by radiation protection

organizations.

242. The Board finds that the TLDs, measuring equipment and

processing techniques which will be used at Harris are adequate to

measure radiation exposures with sufficient accuracy to protect the

.I D
\v! -
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:\ health and. safety of the plant's workers and to comply with the Commission's

regulations.

C. Joint Contention VII-(4)

243. JointContentionVII(4) states:

Applicants.have failed to demonstrate that the steam
generators to be used in the Harris Plant are adequately
designed and can be operated in a manner consistent with the
public health and safety and ALARA exposure to maintenance
personnel-in light of (4) existing tube failure analyses.

244. Joint Contention VII was admitted in its entirety as a matter in-

icontroversy in this proceeding in September of 1982. LBP-82-119A, supra

16 NRC at 2069, 2977-76. As originally admitted this contention consisted

.of four parts.

245. Applicants filed a motion for summary disposition of the first

A three subparts of the contention. APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY

DISPOSITION 0? JOINT CONTENTION VII (STEAM GENERATORS) (May 16,1984).

The Staff supported Applicants' Motion. NRC-STAFF RESPONSE TO APPLICANTS'~

-MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF JOINT CONTENTION VII (June 5,-

,

1984). The Board' granted summary disposition in Applicants favor 'in a

. telephone Conference Call held on July-12, 1984. (Tr.2167.)

-246. A portion of Part 4 of this contention was settled by the

(' parties .in a stipulation approved by the 3oard. Memorandum and Order

[ (Ruling on Various Safety and Procedural Questions) at 1-2 (July 27, 1984).

i- 'This stipulation concerned the operator response time issue, which the

~ Board ruled was incorporated into Part'4 of Joint Contention VII. (See,
'

.Tr. 771.),

iN

!.
i
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).V( 247. The only-remaining issue for litigation is therefore: whether

' Applicants in the Final Safety Analysis Report should have analyzed

multiple tube ruptures as a design basis event as part of their tube

rupture analysis.

248. Testimony on this issue was presented by Applicants and the

Staff.

,

Joint Intervenors did not present any testimony on this issue.249.

250. Applicants presented the testim ny of Michael J. Hitchler.

" Applicants' Testimony of Michael J. Hitchler in Response to Joint Inter-

venor Contention VII(4) (Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis)," ff.

Tr. 4012 [ Hereinafter, Hitchler]. Applicants' witness Hitchler is a

(I_d. at 2.) He is employed by thetrained mechanical engineer. _d

.fm Westinghouse Electric Corporation as a manager of the Probabilistic Risk
t i .

' w) Assessment Group. (Id. at 3.) Mr. Hitchler has participated in the

development of probabilistic models to quantify the frequency of steam

generator tube rupture events, and their consequence:, in *.erms of core

melt frequency and public risk. (Id.at4.) He has directed the_

performance of probabilistic risk analyses of tube rupture events for a

number of nuclear facilities. (Id.)

251. The Staff presented the testimony of Ledyard 8. Marsh and

Herbert F. Conrad. "NRC Staff Testimony of Ledyard B. Marsh and Herbert F.

Conrad Regarding Joint Contention VII Part (4)," ff. Tr. 4176 [ Hereinafter

Marsh /Conrad]. Mr. Marsh is employed as a Section Leader in the Reactor

Systems Branch, Division of Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation, of the NRC. Mr. Marsh has received training in the

Q areas of electrical and nuclear engineering. His current responsibili-
\N ') ties include supervising the safety reviews of the reactor coolant,
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d emergency core cooling, accident and transient analyses. (M. at Attach-

,

ment 1.) Staff witness Conrad is trained in metallurgy and mechanical

engineering. He is employed by the NRC as a Senior Materials Engineer,

in the Material Engineering Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

His responsibilities include the safety review and evaluation of

materials used in the construction of nuclear power plant components. He

specifically evaluates materials application, heat treatment, fabrica-

tion, inspection and corrosion control. (ld. at Attachmeni. 2.)

252. In their Final Safety Analysis Report, Applicants analyzed a

double ended guillotine break of a single steam generator tube combined

with the assumed complete loss of off-site power. (Marsh /Conrad,ff.

Tr. 4176 at 2.) Applicants assume no operator action for thirty minutes.

. ,/~] the worst iodine concentration allowed by technical specifications, and
'\ i
k'. steam generator tube leakage at the maximum rate allowed by technical

specifications. (Id.) This is consistent with the Staff's Standard

Review Plan NUREG-0800. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 4.)

253. Mr. Hitchler testified that the break of a single steam generator

tube is an event which is not expected to take place during the lifetime

of the plant. (Hitchler,ffTr.4012at4.) The frequency of such events

is judged to be less than 2.5 x 10-2 per year. (ld.) Mr. Hitchler

testified that this estimate is consistent with PWR performance in the

approximately 233 plant years of experience to date.- (ld. at 4-5.)d

254. The Staff testified that it does not require the analysis of

multiple double-ended quillotine break tube ruptures as a design basis

accidant'because: 1) the Staff believes that the likelihood of multiple

double-ended steam generator tube ruptures is exceedingly low although
o

~"
--
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not quantified for the Shearon Harris Plant; 2) the assumption of a

single, double-ended guillotine tube break covers a spectrum of smaller

more probable leaks, including the leakage from a few tubes; and 3) a
,

scenario postulated for a design basis accident is never considered to

represent an expected event, but rather is a stylized scenario designed to

bound the consequences of similar but less severe events. (Marsh /Conrad,

ff. Tr. 4176 at 3.) The Staff testified that while an operating reactor

event may show that any one assumption in an accident analysis might be

exceeded, it is the integral conservatisms in the analysis that assure,

that the FSAR analyses will be bounding. (Id.) The acceptability of this
_

. approach has been substantiated by the four domestic steam generator tube

rupture accidents in which the overall consequences were all less severe

than the FSAR' analyses. (Id.)
V 255. It is Applicants' position that the contention lacks merit on

the basis that the frequency of multiple tube ruptures is exceedingly

small compared to what is considered in the FSAR analysis, and that the

contribution of such multiple failures to risk is not large. (Hitchler,

Tr. 4014.)

256. During cross-examination Applicants testified that the require-

ments for FSAR analyses contained a number of conservatisms, including the

use of a double-ended break of a single tube at the worst location, core

physics and heat transfer at their maximum potential for DNB, and the

assumption of single failures. (Hitchler, Tr. 4018.) ONB is Departure

from Nucleate Boiling. This means that heat transfer changes drastically

at certain points, and thus there it a higher potential for fuel damage

O under those conditions. (Hitchler, Tr. 4020.) The single failure described
N)

. _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . . . ._ _
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k' /) by the witness means that one other single failure must be considered

after a tube rupture. (Id. at 4022.)_

257. Applicants calculated the probability of both a single steam

generator-tube rupture and multiple tube ruptures. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012

at4-5,12.) In addition, Applicants' witness testified that tube ruptures

do not contribute significantly to the overall risk of a plant such as

-Harris. (Id. at 12.)

258. Applicants calculated the probability of a single steam generator

tube rupture based on historical exp rience. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at

5.) This estimate is expected to be 2 steam generator tube rupture no

more than once in forty five years of reactor operation. (Id.)

259. Applicants' witness calculated this estimated probability by

-S first determining the total number of years of experience of Westinghouse

(_ plants with inconel tubes as of July,1983. As of that date Applicants'

witness testified that there were over 4 million tube years of

experience. (Hitchler, ff Tr. G 12 at 5.) Applicants' witness then

(ld.) Jointdiscounted the data by 10% to 3.6 million tube years. d

Intervnors raised the question of the appropriateness of the witness's

ten percer.t reduction factor. Applicants' witners stated that this

reduction factor was used to account for plugged tubes. (Hitchler,

Tr.4059-4060.) In the witness's judgment this factor represents a

conservative upper bound, since the actual percentage of tubes plugged

ranges from 2.4 to 2.5 percent. (ld.atTr.4060.)
260.. Applicants testified that five tube rupture events in Westinghouse

plants have occurred with leak rates sufficient to cause plant trip and

Q to initiate safety injection. Only one event had a sufficient flow rate
t 1
\,_ /

. .
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\|U to even approximate a full double-ended tube rupture as described in the

FSAR. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 5.)

261. Based on this data Applicants determined a tube failure rate of

1.6 x 10~0 tube / year. This constitutes one failure in 45 years. (Hitchler,

ff. Tr. 4012 at 6.) Witness Hitchler testified that this failure rate

could be as low as 0.73 x 10-6 or as high as 2.9 x 10-6 per tube year.

(Id.)

262. During cross-examination Applicants' witness was questioned as

to the adequacy of the data base used by the witness in his analysis.

Applicants' witness stated that the data base used in his analysis was

limited to Westinghouse plants with inconel steam generator tubes.

(Hitchler,Tr. 4025-4032.) In discussing the applicability of the foreign

plants used in the data base to the Applicants' analysis, the witness,

stated that'he believed Westinghouse would be aware of any substitution

of materials in these foreign plants. The witness also stated that the

accident analyses performed in particular for the Japanese plants are as

rigorous as what .is performed in the United States. He testified that a

foreign plant must be licensable in the country of origin. (Hitchler,Tr.

4028-4029.) It was the witness's opinion that no Westinghouse plants

operating before July 1983 were omitted from the data base he used in his
|

j analysis. (Hitchler, Tr. 4032.)

263. Applicants' witness testified that, due to identified advances

in design, operation, maintenance and inspection of steam generators,

engineering judgment would suggest any even lower tube failure rate which

is estimated to be an annual frequency of 8.2 x 10-3 per tube year or
'

A
i I

L.)
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~\ one event in approximately 120 years of reactor operation, for a plant

such as Harris. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 10.)

264. Witness Hitchler pointed out that operating conditions at some of

the plants which have experienced tube ruptures are not applicable to the

Harris plant. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 10.)

265. Some causes of steam generator tube rupture have been phosphate

, wastage and stress corrosion cracking. Another cause of tube rupture has

been determined to be foreign objects wearing the tubes. (Hitchler,ff.

Tr. 4012 at 7.)*

266. Witness Hitchler testified that phosphates will not be used at

Harris, and that therefore the tube rupture frequency is estimated to be

lower by at least a factor of 100. This reduction factor is used even
- though phosphate wastage is impossible at Harris, since, Applicants

testified, there could be other as yet unidentified types' of wastage.

If denting occurs it will develop much more slowly because of AVT water

- chemistry, reduction of copper in the secondary side systems, and fresh

water condenser cooling with resultant decreasing chloride

concentrations. Stress corrosion cracking is judged very unlikely at

Harris because of: 1) limitation of the use of copper which decreases

stress corrosion cracking by reducing the concentration of alkaline,

salts; and 2) design advances which minimize crevices between the tube

and tube sheet through full depth expansion of tubes and provides

features to reduce accumulation of overlying sludge. (Hitchler,ff.

.Tr. 4012 at 8-9.)

267. Applicants . testified that any tube degradation at Harris will

}[ most'likely be identified before tube rupture could occur, due to the
V

_
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extensive-inservice inspection which includes the inspection of all tubes

before the plant is put.into operation, eddy-current testing, ultra' sonic
,

inspection techniques, profilometry probes, and continuous monitoring

of water quality, radioactivity, leakage rates, etc. (Hitchler,ff.,

I Tr. 4012 at 9.) Therafore Applicants' witness concludes that denting

and stress corrosion cracking-induced tube ruptures should be reduced.

by a factor of 5. (H. ) Applicants testified that design advances and

commitments make these failure mechanisms unlikely at Harris.,

268. Because'of quality control and monitoring for loose parts,
i

Applicants' witness concludes that this -type of tube rupture is judged

to be much less likely than historical experier.de and would reduce the.
'

estimate of the frequency of tube rupture due to this mechanism by a

,-( factor of 2. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 9.) Applicants-also concluded.
i
' that tube vibration induced ruptures should be reduced below the-

|

experience base used in this analysis. (ld.)d
'

269. Applicants' witness attributes 1.5 of the previous 5 events to

' mechanisms which could occur at Harris. Therefore, Applicants estimate

| that the median tube failure rate for Harris should actually'be 0.6 x

{ 10-6 tube / year. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 10.) Applicants' witness
'

believes that, although this estimate involves some engineering judgment,
i

[ the data available and the identified advances provide reasonable support
,

{- for this estimate. (Id.)
<

270. During questioning concerning the-process for requiring or- ,

i

recommending design improvements to minimize steam generator corrosion,

Applicants' witness. stated that it is Westinghouse's practice after
'

balancing the necessary factors to recommend the optimal- strategy for -
c-
!

1
, ,
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(. reducing a problem which arises or for eliminating it. This process is

conducted in light of the current state of knowledge. Applicants'

witness pointed out that monitoring is also required to insure that the

right strategy is being employed. (Hitchler,Tr.4050.)

271. Joint Intervenors raised the issue with Applicants' witness of

whether cycling has an effect on the probability of steam generator tube

rupture, and whether that effect was considered by Applicants' witness.

Applicants' witness stated that some corrosion mechanisms are more

prominent at high temperatures and some are more prominent at low

temperatures, but that he was not aware of a direct link between cycling
,

and corrossion. (Hitchler,Tr. 4055-4056.) It was the witness's opinion

that for plants such as Harris, not suceptible to denting, cycling would

not have any effect on the probability of corrossion and thus of steam
'

generator tube failure. (Hitchler,Tr.4056.)
'

272. Multiple tube rupture events were estimated using the pressure

pulse model. (Hitchle r, if. Tr. 4012 at 11.)

273. Such a model must be used since a multiple tube rupture has

never occurred. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 11.)

274. This model is based on pressure differentials across the steam

generator tubes. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 11.) Based on laboratory

tests the minimum tube burst capability is estimated to be 10,000 psi at

the beginning of tube life. (Id.) The tubes are assumed by the model to
_

degrade linearly from 0 to 40 years of service. The model assumes-that

during normal operation transient pressure swings up to 2500 psia occur

with a frequency of once per year. 2500 psia is the safety valve set

point. The model applies a conservative distribution to the individual

;

4

_
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tube failure probability; the binomial distribution is then used to

calculate the probability that one, two, or three tubes fail. (M. )

275. The pressure pulse model was used to generate a single tube

rupture probability of 7.5 x 10-3 which is consistent with the estimates

gained from experience. (Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 11.) The multiple

tube rupture frequency is estimated to be 7 x 10-5 per year, or one

event in 14,000 plant years. (H.at12.)
276. Under cross-examination concerning Applicants' pressure pulse

model, Applicantf witness testified :at the pressure pulse model identi-

fies the maximum number of tubes whicF may be in the degraded pressure

resistance window so that if a presure pulse occurred the maximum number1

of tubes would be near the degradation limit. (Hitchler, Tr. 4100.)

277. Intervenors questioned the use in this model of a uniform tube

degradation rate. Applicants' witness stated that if one assumed a

non-uniform degradation rate this tends to increase the frequency of a

single tube rupture. This means chat a tube fails sooner, but when it,

fails inspections are performed and other tube failure mechanisms are

disccvered. Therefore, Applicants' witness stated when sensitivity

studies are performed, it has been found that there is an actual

reduction in the number of tubes that may be vulnerable to generating

multiple tube rupture events. It is Applicants' witness's judgment that

! the assumptions made in this analysis are bounding assumptions for
:

multiple tube failures. (Hitchler,Tr.4101.)

| 278. Joint Intervenors on cross-examination of Applicants' witness

j raised the issue of whether a Poisson rather than a chi squared and binomial

distribution should have been used by Applicants' witness. Applicants'

l
:

,
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(' witness agreed that a Poisson distribution could be used to define the

failure probabilities of steam generator tubes. (Hitchler,Tr. 4113-4126.)

The Poisson distribution, according to Applicants' witness, is applied to

situations where there are a large number of data points with a smaller

number of failures attached to the distribution. Such a distribution is

used for infrequent events. (Id.at4113.) Applicants' witness stated
'

his belief that the binomial distribution he used in his analysis has

more flexibility than the Poisson distribution. (Hitchler,Tr. 4123-4124.)
-

It is Applicants' witness's position that the Poisson distribution would

not be able to deal with linked phenomenon such as pressure pulses. Qd.)
Applicants' witness testified that he applied the Poisson and various

other distributions in his analysis and found that the chi squared

distribution was the easiest to implement. He also found.that for this<

particular problem, the chi squared distribution was more conservative.

That is, it tended to give a higher probability of failure. (M.at4126.)
279. Finally, Applicants assess the contribution of steam generator

tube ruptures to the overall risks posed by the Harris facility. (Hitchler,

ff. Tr. 4012 at 12.) Applicants' witness concluded that tube ruptures
| do not contribute significant1.v to the overall risk at a plant such as
I Harris. The Harris core melt frequency due to tube ruptures as an
i

initiating event was estimated to be about 3 x 10-7 per year. Three

percent of this core melt frequency, 1 x 10-0 per year, was estimated to

be due to multiple tube rupture events. (M. ) Using what Applicants
,

| call a representative PRA consequence model, risk from multiple tube

ruptures was detemined to be an insignificant contributor to overall

risk at Harris. (H. )

,

.
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280. During examination by the Board, Applicants' witness testified

that he believed that the PRA which was the basis of his analysis instilled

confidence that multiple tube ruptures are of small probability. He

beifeved that the studies chosen as the basis of his analysis addressed

the concerns of the Lewis Connittee. As he states, his testimony is not

so much a bottom line but rather a risk perspective. Even if there are

large uncertainties in the risk analysis, multiple tube rupture events
,

' are small contributors to risk. (Hitchler,Tr. 4161-4162.)

281. Based on this insignificant contribution to public risk,

Applicants concluded that little benefit would be gained from performing

a rigorous analysis of the consequences of multiple tube rupture events.

(Hitchler, ff. Tr. 4012 at 12-13.)

282. It is the Staff's position that multiple tube ruptures need not

be considered since there are a number of measures to prevent them, and if

they did occur, the event could be controlled. (Marsh, Tr. 4230.) The

Staff concludes that it is unecessary to analyze such an event as a4

design basis event, but that procedures should be provided to deal with

such events and in fact have been so provided. (Marsh, Tr. 4231.)

283. The Staff also testified that, although they had not performed
i

; an analysis of the frequency of multiple tube ruptures specifically for

Harris, the frequency of postulated multiple tube rupture events is

extremely low. (Marsh /Conrad, ff. Tr. 4176 at 3.)

284. The Staff testified that it is unnecessary for Applicants to

perform an analysis of the multiple tube rupture events for several reasons.

First, the Staff believes that the design basis scenarios analyzed by

Applicants are acceptable and will bound a variety of similar less

!
.

>
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serious scenarios. In addition, the Staff concludes that a combination

of preventative measures and calculations which show that multiple tube

rupture events can be mitigated confirm that Applicants need not include

multiple tube failures as a design basis accident. (Marsh /Conrad,ff.

Tr.4176at6.)
285. This approach is substantiated by the four domestic steam

generator tube ruptures which have occurred. In all of these events, the

overall consequences were all less severe than those analyzed in the

FSAR. (Marsh /Conrad, ff. Tr. 4176 at 3.) Staff witnesses testified that

there have not been tube failures which have exhibited a greater flow

rate than that analyzed in the Final Safety Analysis Report. (Marsh, Tr.

4182.)

(-
286. Staff witnesses also testified that even the worst consequences

of a tube failure, those exhibited at Ginna, were less than those predicted

in the FSAR. (Marsh,Tr. 4203-4204.)

| 287. With regard to the inspection and surveillance programs which

must be carried out by Licensees, the Staff testified that, in the event

of an unscheduled inspection the leaky tube must be inspected plus 3% of

the other tubes in the steam generator. If leakers are found in that

sample, the sample size is increased to 100%. This 3% requirement is

based on experience and engineering judgment, rather than any statistical

confidence level. (Conrad,Tr. 4212-4213.)

288. The Staff testified that the likelihood of multiple tube

rupture accidents will be minimized by surveillance which is required of

steam generators. (Marsh /Conrad, ff Tr. 4176 at 4.) The technical

specifications will require periodic inspection of steam generator tubes.

Secondary side water will be monitored for leakage from the primary side;

L
,
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eddy-current testing will be routinely required every twelve to twenty,

four months. In the event of a tube leak exceeding technical specifica- -

tion rates of 500 gallons per day per steam generator, the plant will be

C required to perform an unscheduled inspection as well as plug the degraded

tube. Eddy-current indications of degradation in excess of 40% through
;

wall degradation are required to be plugged, except for tubes in the

preheater section. In this manner the integrity of the steam generator,

tubes will be. systematically monitored to uncover defects or degradation

(Id.)before they become serious. d

! 289. Leakage limits are designed to insure that the tubes will retain
b
. adequate integrity against rupture. (Marsh /Conrad, ff. Tr. 4176 at 4.)
!

| Experience has shown that where serious flaws have gone undetected, the

usual consequence is a small manageable leak. The plants have been able
'

to shut down in an orderly manner for tube plugging. (Id.)
290. The Joint Intervenors questioned the Staff about the-actual4

I

'
conservatism of the tube plugging limits as a means of minimizing the

| probability of multiple tube ruptures. Staff witness Conrad testified

j that the tube limits are set so that they do not allow the wall to be

reduced to the extent that a burst would be possible under nonnal or
,

| accident conditions. The additional conservatisms were added to the
!

minimum wall thickness to get a limit that will be much smaller than the
,

minimum allowable wall thickness. (Conrad,Tr.4180.)
,

291. The Staff has also testified that in the unlikely event a; ,

'

multiple tube rupture event should occur, existing safety systems will
.

automatically respond to bring the plant to a stable condition, thus,

{ allowing operators time to assess the accident and take the appropriate-'

.

!

4
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action. (Marsh /Conrad, ff. Tr. 4176'at 5.) A Staff analysis done for a

similar plant to Harris has indicated that primar coolant natural
4

circulation, steam generator auxiliary feedwater and the injection of

additional coolant from the high pressure safety injection system are

sufficient to remove core decay heat and to keep the core covered and

cooled. (H. ) Calculations perfonned by Westinghouse to support the new

emergency operating guidelines have shown similar results. The Staff
f

compared the parameters most important to tube rupture accidents in their

analysis, power, volumes, temperatures and safety injection systems

characteristics, with those of the Harris plant and concluded that these

calculations would bound the Harris plant; (Id.)

292. In addition, new Westinghouse emergency operating procedures will

be utilized at Harris according to Applicants' commitment. (Marsh /Conrad,

ff. Tr. 4176 at 5.) These procedures will enable operators to deal with

a variety of beyond design basis t be rupture accidents. They will be

1 able to deal with single and multiple tube ruptures as initiating events,

tube rupture accidents with loss of secondary side integrity, and tube

; ruptures combined with a variety of equipment malfunctions. (Id. at
5-6.) Operators will be trained to recognize such events. (Ld.at6.)

293. Under cross-examination Staff testified that the analysis
|

demonstrating that operators and safety systems can handle multiple tube

rupture events was conducted for the Zion nuclear plant. (Marsh,

Tr.4219.) Witness Marsh testified that it is unecessary to do a similar

analysis for Harris, since the analysis for Zion showed that the existing

safety systems enabled the operators to manage the event adequately.

{ (Marsh,Tr.4224.) In response to Joint Intervenors' concern that Ginna

[
~

+
4
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(
was not properly managed by operators, Staff witness Marsh testified that

i

the new emergency response guidelines are significantly better than those
,

in place at Ginna.. These guidelines are symptom oriented, which tell the
1 i

' operator to look for certain key parameters. Applicants have committed.-

to the newest emergency procedures. (Marsh, Tr. 4225-4226.)'
*

294. Joint Intervenors also raised the question that the Ginna event

had not been treated as a design basis accident. Staff witness Marsh
- responded that though there were failure mechansims which are not covered

in the FSAR analysis, the FSAR analysis for Ginna was'still bounding, and

{ that gives the Staff confidence in the use of a single tube rupture as a

j design basis event. (Marsh,Tr.4229.)

j 295. The Staff believes that Harris has an inherently large margin #

!

j - of safety to accommodate multiple tube rupture events. (Marsh /Conrad, ;

| ('
*

. ff. Tr. 4176 at 6.) In addition, Staff witnesses testified that in the
;

| unlikely event of such an accident they believe that the safety systems
i ;

f and operator actions will insure that the core will always remain cool,
'

!

| and that the consequences of such an event would be acceptable. (Jd.)
!

!,
296. Intervenors presented no contrary evidence on this issue, and

raised no issues during cross-examination which would challenge the Staff's '

or Applicants' conclusions regarding this issue. While the Staff did not

! verify the Applicants probablistic analysis, they agreed with Applicants'
!

basic conclusion that. multiple steam generator tube rupture events are

; extremely unlikely. (Marsh, Conrad Tr. 4234.)
1 *

j Joint Intervenors' Proposed Findings

297. Mr.-Eddleman filed proposed findings on'this contention on(''-

behalf of Joint Intervenors on January 8,1985. ' Joint Intervenors',

:

f
i.

|

l.
i
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Proposed Findings re Joint Contention 7 (Steam Generators Multiple Tube

Ruptures). In these findings Mr. Eddleman computes his own probability

of a single steam generator tube rupture. (Proposed Findings 2-3.)
,

However, this contention relates to the question of whether multiple tube

ruptures should be considered as a design basis event by Applicants in

their tube rupture analysis. Mr. Eddleman has not computed the probability

of multiple tube ruptures.

298. In addition Joint Intervenors fail to take account of the

Staff's testimony concerning the plant response to multiple tube ruptures.

(See, Paragraph 291 supra.) As the Staff testified, even if a multiple

tube rupture event were to occur, calculations which bound the Harris

plant have demonstrated that the existing safety systems automatically'

respond to bring the plant to a stable condition, allowing the operator,

{
,

sufficient time to assess the accident, and take the appropriate actions.'

(Marsh /Conrad, ff. Tr. 4176 at 5.) Mr. Eddleman did not adduce any
i

evidence to challenge the Staff's conclusions in this area. Therefore,

Mr. Eddleman in his findings has not set forth any reasons for the

consideration of multiple tube ruptures as part of Applicants' tube,

!

| rupture analysis. His findings on this contention are not, therefore,
1

; be adopted by the Board.

( , Conclusion

299. The Board finds that it f* not necessary for Applicants to

analyze multiple tube rupture events o. design basis accidents in their
! tube rupture analysis.
|

| 300. The Board finds that with respect to the analysis of multiple
!

! ( tube rupture events, the Applicants tube rupture analysis is adequate to-

!' demonstrate that the steam generators to be used at Harris are designed
?
|
I

__ _ - .
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and can be operated in a manner sufficient to protect the health and

safety of workers and the public and to operate within ALARA principles.

D. EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 9
(Environmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment)

301. Contention 9 as litigated in this proceeding states:

The Program for environmental qualification of electrical equipment
at Shearon Harris is inadequate for the following reasons: A) the
proposed resolution and vendors modification for ITT-Barton
transmitters has not been shown to be adequate. (Ref.IE
Information Notices 81-29, 82-52, and 83-72.) B) There is not
sufficient assurance that the concerns with Limitorque valve
operators identified in IE Information Notice 83-72 (except for
items C2, C5 and C7) have been adequately resolved. C) It has not
been demonstrated that the RTDs have been qualified in that the
Arrhenius thermal aging methodology employed is not adequate to
reflect the actual effects of exposures to temperatures of normal
operation and accidents over the times the RTDs could be exposed to1

those temperatures. (Ref.NUREG/CR-1466, SAND-79-1561, Predicting
(-

Life Expectancy)of Complex Equipment Using Accelerated AgingTechniques.) D The qualification of instrument cables did not
include adequate consideration and analysis of leakage currents
resulting from the radiation environment. These leakage currents
could cause degradation of signal quality and/or spurious signals
in Harris instrument cables. E) There is not sufficient assurance
that the physical orientation of equipment in testing is the same as4

the physical orientation of equipment installed. F)Theeffectsof
radiation on lubricants and seals has not been adequately addressed
in the environmental qualification program. G) There is inadequate
assurance that failure to report all results of environmental
qualification tests, including failures, has been brought to light
in connection with electrical equipment installed at Harris. This
includes past test failures of equipment which subsequently passes
an EQ test and test failures of equipment which is said to be
qualified by similarity. (REF. Item 2, Page 5, L. D. Bustard et
al., Annual Report: Equipment Oualification Inspection Program ~-
3andia National Laboratories, FY83).

302. Eddleman Contention 9 was originally admitted by the Board in-

September of 1982. LBP-82-119A, supra,16 NRC 2069, 2091.

L

_ _ - .
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303. The contention was modified to read as stated above by negotia-

tions between Applicants and Intervenor Eddleman. This modification was

accepted by the Board in July of 1984. " Memorandum and Order (Revision

of and Schedule for Filing Written Testimony on Eddleman Contention 9;

Rulings on Eddleman Contentions 45 and 67)" (July 24, 1984).

304. Evidence was presented on each subsection of this contention by

Applicants and Staff.

305. Intervenor presented no direct evidence on this contention.

306. The Staff presented the testimony of Armando Masciantonio with

respect to each of the seven subparts of this contention. "NRC STAFF

TESTIMONY OF ARMANDO MASCIANTONIO ON EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 9, ff. Tr. 5567

[hereinafterMasciantonio].

307. Mr. Masciantonio is employed as an Equipment Qualification

Engineer in the Environmental Qualification of the Equipment Qualifica-

tion Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

He is responsible for the technical reviews, analyses and evaluations of

the adequacy of the environmental qualification of electrical equipment

important to safety and safety-related mechanical equipment whose failure

under postulated environmental conditions could adversely affect the
,

'

performance of safety systems in nuclear power plants. (Masciantonio,

ff. Tr. 5567 at Attachment 1.) Mr. Masciantonio is directly responsible

for the review of the Shearon Harris environmental qualification program.

(Masciantonio,Tr.5608.)

308. The Applicants presented the testimony of various panels con-

| cerning different subparts of the contention. Applicants witnesses were as

[ follows: Contention 9 Robert W. Prunty and Peter M. Yandow, " APPLICANTS',

i

!

<

l

I

'

-4y- r. - ,
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT W. PRUNTY AND PETER M. YANDOW IN RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN

CONTENTION 9 (ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT)", ff.

Tr.4971[hereinafterPrunty/Yandow]; Contention 9A,RobertW.Prunty,

Peter M. Yandow and Richard B. Miller, " APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF ROBERT

W. PRUNTY, PETER M. YANDOW AND RICHARD B. MILLER IN RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN

CONTENTION 9A (ITT-BARTON TRANSMITTERS)", ff. Tr. 5093 [ hereinafter Prunty

et al.]; Contention 98, Robert W. Prunty and Peter M. Yandow, " APPLICANTS'

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT W. PRUNTY AND PETER M. YANDOW IN RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN

CONTENTION 98 (LIMITORQUE VALVE OPERATC 3)", ff. Tr. 4971 [ hereinafter2

Prunty/Yandow (98)]; Cantention 9C, Rici ird B. Miller and Thomas W. Dakin,

" APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF RICHARD B. MILLER AND THOMAS W. DAKIN IN

RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 9C (THERMAL AGING OF RTDs)", ff. Tr. 4839

[ hereinafter Miller /Dakin];. Contention 90, Richard M. Bucci and Edwin J.
'

Pagan, " APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF RICHARD M. BUCCI AND EDWIN J. PAGAN IN

RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 90 ' INSTRUMENT CABLES)", ff. Tr. 5166

[hereinafterBucci/ Pagan];Contentfen9E,RichardM.Bucci,EdwinJ.

fagan, and Edward M. McLean, " APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF RICHARD M. BUCCI,

ENIN J. PAGAN AND EDWARD M. MCLEAN IN RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 9E

; (PHYSICAL ORIENTATION OF EQUIPMENT)", ff. Tr. 5234 [ hereinafter Bucci, et

al.]; Contention 9F, Richard M. Bucci, Edwin J. Pagan and Peter M. Yandow,

"APPLILANTS' TESTIMONY OF RICHARD M. BUCCI, EDWIN J. PAGAN AND PETER M.

YANDOW It? RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 9F (LUBRICANTS AND SEALS)", ff.

Tr. 5441 [cereinafter Bucci et al.]; Contention 9G, Robert W. Prunty,

Richard M. Eacci, Edwin J. Pagan and Kumar V. Hate, " APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY

OF ROBERT W. FRUNTY, RICHARD M. BUCCI, EDWIN J. PAGAN AND KUMAR V. HATE

.
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IN RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 9G (TYPE TEST REPORTING)", ff. Tr. 5515

[ hereinafter Prunty et al.]. We find that the Applicants' witnesses are

well qualified experts and their evidence is reliable and probative.

309. The environmental qualification of electrical equipment is

governed by 10 C.F.R 650.49 of the Comissions Regulations, NUREG-0588,

" Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related

Electrical Equipment"; and Section 3.11 of NUREG-0800 (Standard Review

Plan). * (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 3.)

310. Environmental qualification is the generation of evidence to

insure that equipment important to safety will operate on demand to meet

the necessary performance requirements under all postulated environmental

conditions resulting from desion basis events. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr.

f-
5567 at 3.-) '

311. The environmental qualification program is the systematic and

formal process employed to demonstrate that the equipment important

to safety is qualified. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 3.)

312. In its review of the environmental program submitted by Appli-

cants the Staff must ascertain that the proper definition of postulated

environmental conditions has been used, that the environmental quali-

fication program is complete, and that the program demonstrates the

qualification of items of equipment based on supporting documentation.

(Masciantonio,ff.Tr.5567at3-4.)

313. Postulated environmental conditions must be based on the most
.

severe accident for which the equipment is required to operate.

(Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 4.) For equipment located inside contain-

( ment the design basis accident is the main steam Ifne break and loss of

coolant accident. The environmental conditions outside containment are
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reviewed by the Staff for these areas which could experience a High

Energy Line Break. (M. )

314. The environmerital conditions for which equipment must be

qualified are temperature, pressure, radiation, humidity, chemical spray

and submergence. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 4.)

315. The environmental qualification program must include the

following equipment: a) equipment needed to perform the safety functions

of emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling,

containment and reactor heat removal, and prevention of significant

release of radioactive materials to the environment; b) nonsafety-related

electrical equipment whose failure under postulated environmental condi-

tions could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of the required safety,

functions;c)certainpostaccidentmonitoringequipmentspecifiedin<

k
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-

Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions

During and Following an Accident", (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 5.) To,

demonstrate qualification, this equipment must be shown to be operable

under all postulated conditions. (ld.)d

316. When the Staff's review of the Applicants' submittal is1

completed, an audit of qualification files is conducted by the Staff.

(Masciantonio,ff.Tr.5567at6.) The purpose of this audit is to

verify that adequate documentation exists to support and Applicants'

claim that its environmental equipment is qualified. About 10% of the

equipment items are chosen for audit. The Staff during this audit

examines actual test reports, and actual plant installed equipment to

{ verify that the installation does not invalidate the basis for

qualification. (H. )
!
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317. Applicants' Environmental Qualification Program is contained

in Section 3.11 of the FSAR. FSAR Appendix 3.11A compares Applicants'

procedures for environmental qualification of electrical equipment with

NUREG-0588. (Prunty/Yandow, ff. Tr. 4971 at 10.) The Staff's review of
4

Applicants' submittals is in the early stages. (Masciantonio, Tr. 5601.)

318. However Applicants submitted letters on July 25 and August 24,;

1984 indicating how the specific concerns raised by Contention 9 were being

resolved in their environmental qualification program. (Masciantonio,ff.:

Tr. 5567 at 7.) The Staff has reviewed the information provided by the

Applicants to determine the adequacy of the environmental qualification

program in addressing each of the issues raised in this contention. (M. );

The Staff also made a site visit to verify the accuracy of the information

'i submitted by Applicants. (H.at8.)
!

_ Contention 9A: ITT-Barton Transmitters ,

319. Testimony on this contention was presented by Peter M. Yandow,

Robert W. Prunty and Richard B. Miller.
|

320. Mr. Yandow is employed by Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L)

| as an Electrical Engineer. He has 10 years of experience in the nuclear

field, and is currently responsible for the environmental qualification
,

.

I program at Harris. In previous positions Mr. Yandow has been closely

involved in the area of environmental qualification of electrical equip-

ment. (Prunty/Yandow, ff. Tr. 4971.at 5-7.) He is, therefore, a

qualified expert in this area.

321. Mr. Prunty is employed by CP&L as a Principal Engineer in the

{ Electrical and Instrumentation and Control ("I&C") areas. Since 1979

. - - - - _ ,. _ . _ _ _ _
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(
Mr. Prunty has been integrally involved with the Environmental Qualifica-

tion Program and Harris. In fact, he established that_ program. He has .

also supervised the two groups at Harris which are responsible for the

procurement of the majority of the equipment included in the Environmental

Qualification Program. (Prunty/Yandow, ff. Tr. 4971 at 2-4.) He is,

therefore, a qualified expert in the area of environmental qualification

of electrical equipment.

322. Mr. Miller is employed as a Principal Engineer with the Nuclear

Safety Department of Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Mr. Miller is

a co-author of WCAP-8587, which describes Westinghouse's methodology

for qualifying electrical equipment. In his current position he is

responsible for electrical equipment qualification and is the primary
'

interface between the hRC and Westinghouse customers with regard to this
'

area. Mr. Miller was very active in the performance of safety evalua-

tiens concerning the problems noted with ITT-Barton Transmitters.

(Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 2-3.) Mr. Miller has demonstrated

expertise in this area.

323. ITT-Barton Transmitters are pressure type transmitters. They

use either a bourdon tube or bellows assembly to measure pressure and

differential pressure respectively. Pressure changes cause the

mechanical movement of strain gauges. The variation in teasion causes

changes in electrical resistance of the strain gauges, which is

converted into an electrical output by the electronic circuitry of the

transmitters. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 4.)

324. At Harris both models 763 and 764 ITT-Barton Transmitters are
'

used for various safety functions such as to check reactor coolant pressure,
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pressurizer pressure, steam pressure, pressurizer level, steam generator

level, and steam flow. Such transmitters are located throughout the

containment building. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 6.)'

325. Both Applicants and Staff testified that three deficiencies with
'

ITT-Barton' Transmitters were noted by Information Notices 81-29, 82-52

and 83-72. (Prunty 'et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 5; Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567'

at8-10.)

326. The first defect consisted of failure of initial qualification
,

tests due to erratic behavior. The. sign.'icance of the failure was an

error-in output which could have resultet in the safety analysis limits

being exceeded. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 5.) The failure was
,

determined to result from degradation of contacts in internal circuit

( connector assecblies of the transmitters. (Id.) This problem was
\
'

corrected by the soldering of connector assemblies. (M. ) The modifica-,

f

tion and test results were reported 9 the Staff and approved by the

: Staff on November 10, 1983. (M.at6;Masciantonioff.Tr.5567at8.)
327. Applicants returned the affected models of ITT-Barton Trans-

,

mitters to ITT-Barton for perfomance of the above described modifications.<

Applicants have received test reports to confirm that the modification

j is adequate to qualify the equipment. (Prunty et al. , ff. Tr. 5093 at 7.)
'

328. The two additional problems with ITT-Barton Transmitters concern

| the negative shift which is a decrease in output during initial exposure

to constant operating pressure, and thermal non-repeatability of both

models 763 and 764 ITT-Barton Transmitters. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093

at 7-8; Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 8-9.) Thermal non-repeatability is,

the inability of the instrument to repeat a specified output within
~

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ .. _. - -_ _ _ _.. __. . . .
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( )
allowable limits when exposed to the same temperature and pressure to

,

,

which it was initially calibrated. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 8.)

329. The cause of the negative shift problem was determined to be

combined creep in the link wire between the pressure bourdon tube and

the strain-sensing beam, and in the material used to attach the link

wire. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 8.) This negative shift problem

was determined not to have any safety significance. (M. ) The effect
of negative shift on the over temperature delta T is minimal and in the

conservative direction. Also the effect of such negative shift on

low-pressure trip is conservative. This means that the FSAR function
4

'

would occur less than 0.5 seconds later than analyzed. The acceptance

criteria for overpressure protection would still be met. (M.at8-9.)
There is no modification presently proposed for this problem (H.at9.),

,

i

330. Westinghouse's conclusions regarding the safety significance
,

of the negative shift problem are contained in an analysis performed by

Westinghouse. This analysis was first presented to the Staff in a

meeting during February of 1984. (Miller,Tr. 5095-5098.)

331. At the time of the hearings the Staff had not completed its

review of this Westinghouse analysis. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 9;

Masciantonio,Tr.5634.) The Staff testified, however, that there is no

indication that such analysis is inadequate. (Id. at Tr. 5635.)
332. During the hearing Staff Counsel informed the Board that the

re, view of the Westinghouse analvsis relating to ITT-Barton Transmitters

could be accelerated and that this review would be completed shortly.

(Tr.5692.) This review was completed and the Staff submitted the Affidavit

(' of Armando S. Nasciantonio, Richard A. Kendall and Robert C. Jones, Jr.

-
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along with a Motion to Supplement the Record to receive the Affidavit.

"NRC Staff Motion to Supplement the Record" (Nov. 20,1984). During the

hearing Mr. Eddleman indicated he had no desire to cross examine Staff

witnesses on the results of their review, and had no objection to the

submission of a supplemental Staff Affidavit setting forth those results.

However, he wished it to be understood he did not necessarily agree with

the Affidavit. (Eddleman,Tr. 5770-5771.) On December 17, 1984, the Board

admitted the Staff's Affidavit which sets forth the results of its review,

of the Westinghouse analysis as NRC Staff Exhibit 7. (Tr. 7413, 7432.)

333. With respect to the negative shift problem, the Staff concluded

that the additional error introduced by the negative shift does not
J

cause a safety concern. The Staff's review indicates that the maximum

additional error due to the negative shift in the transmitter output wasc

I
calculated based on actual long term test data. This maximum transmitter

'

error was included in the calculation of the total actuation system

channel error allowance using the same methodology previously reviewed

and approved by the Staff. At Harris the Safety Analysis Limit for the

high pressurizer pressure reactor trip has been increased from 2440 psig

to 2445 psig. The Staff has determined that this revised value will

provide adequate protection for the RCS overpressurization events and

limit the peak RCS pressure to less than 110 percent of the design

value. This is consistent with il 15.2.1-15.2.5 of the Standard Review
Plan. (Staff Exhibit 7 at f 7.1

334. With regard to thermal non-repeatability the sources of the

errors were discovered to be first that the calibration techniques used by
'

Barton resulted in errors. The resultant error would always be in the{
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positive direction. Barton also found an electrical leakage path

through the wiper ann of the zero and span potentiometers to the instru-

ment cases. The path only creates positive errors at high temperatures

and is only of concern during accident conditions. (Prunty et al., ff.

Tr.5093at9-10.) Westinghouse calculated the expected deviations due

to this error, and evaluated the effects of the deviations on transmitter

function. Westinghouse changed the set points at Harris to provide an

adequate margin between the Safety analysis limits and the set points so

that there would be no safety concern. (M.at10-11.)
335. As corrective actions the correct calibration techniques were

used to check the transmitters. Also a fiber glass insulator was installed

between the potentiometer and the case to interrupt the leakage path.
s

(Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5093 at 11.) Any transmitter returned to the
'

factory for other repairs would also have the above modifications

performed. (M. )

336. With regard to thermal nonrepeatability, the Staff's affidavit *

indicated that their review of test results for modified units demon-
.

strates that the proposed resolution of this defect is adequate. (Staff

Exhibit 7at16.)
i

337. During cross-examination Applicants' witness testified that

another report of a negative shift problem on the zero based pressure

transmitters manufactured by ITT-Barton has also been observed. Some of

these transmitters are used in Harris. The nature of this negative shift

is the same as that discussed in Applicants' testimony. (Miller,Tr.

5102.) The effect on the Barton Transmitter is less according to Appli-

( cants' witness in magnitude than on the other suppressed zero model.

(!d.at5103.)
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338. Applicants' witness testified that there is a 1% shift allowance

for Barton Transmitters. The negative sh,ift discovered on the zero based -

transmitter is within the t1%. (Miller, Tr. 5103.)

339. Applicants testified that all of the ITT-Barton Transmitters were

qualified by test rather than by similarity. (Miller, Tr. 5113.) Appli-

cants' witnesses also indicated that the potential safety significance of

thermal non-repeatability is somewhat mitigated because the establishment

of a set-point is not at the point where there would be a safety concern.

These set-points are backed off from safety limits so that an instrument

could exceed the set-point and stay within safety limits. (Yandow,Tr.

5121.) The margin between the set point and the safety limit accounts,

for all instrument errors. This margin is on the order of 10 to 15%.

(Miller, Tr. 5122.) Applicants indicated that upon receipt from Barton
'

of the transmitters previously returned to the factory from the factory

they would be inspected by Applicants QA program. (Prunty, Tr. 5133.)

340. On cross-examination Applicants indicated that Westinghouse has

now approved Barton's calibration procedures, and that Westinghouse's QA

organization will actually check as to how the procedures are performed.
.

(Miller,Tr.5160.)

341. In light of the modifications being made to correct the thermal

non-repeatability and connector problems, and in light of the results of

the Westinghouse analysis dealing with thermal non-repeatability and

negative shift problems, both Applicants and Staff have concluded that

the Harris Environmental Qualification program adequately addresses all

of the concerns with the ITT-Barton transmitters. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr.

{ 5093 at 12; Masciantonio, f f. Tr. 5567 at 8-10; Staff Exhibit 7 at 18.)

342. The Board approves and adopts their conclusion.

|

i

._ __.
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343. The Board finds that Applicants' environmental qualification

'

program has adequately addressed concerns relating to ITT-Barton

Transmitters. The Board also finds that the proposed vendor modifica-

tions of the ITT-Barton Transmitters are adequate.

:

Contention 9B: Limitorque Valve Operators

344. A valve operator is a component of a valve which causes it to

open or close. These valve operators have motors which cause the valve to

changeposItfon. They are used in valves such as globe valves, butterfly
i'

valves, and gate valves. (Prunty/Yandow'i,ff.Tr.4971at3.)

345. Limitorque Valve Operators are used on a number of valves-at

Harris which perform safety functions, including containment isolation,:

reactor coolant pressure boundary isolation, ECCS operation, and operation
;

of the emergency safeguard system. These valve operators are located both)

i inside containment and in the auxilic y building. (Prunty/Yandow 98, ff.

Tr. 4971 at 3.)

346. Applicants testified that Limitorque determined that only one

of a number of deficiencies noted in Information Notice 83-72 pertaining

to Limitorque Valve Operators was applicable to Harris. That deficiency

concerned the use of unqualified terminal blocks ar.d some Limitorque

Valve Operators supplied to Westinghouse. Applicants testified that

Limitorque indicated that Westinghouse had undertaken to replace all,

unqualified terminal blocks. (Prunty/Yandow98,ff.Tr.4971at45.)
,

'

In addition, however, Applicants have committed to do a 100% field >

'

verification of all Limitorque Valve Operators on active valves in harsh

{ environments. (Yandow.Tr. 4975-4977; Prunty/Yandow 98, ff. Tr. 4971 at 5.),

t
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347. Applicants testified that an active valve is one which actually

must move to perform its function. (Yandow, Tr. 5029.) It is Applicants'

position that the function of a passive valve would not have safety

significance if it failed. (Yandow,Tr.5030.)

348. The inspectiori is being performed in three phases. The first

phase which was the inspection of all active safety related valves inside
I containment has found no deficiencies. The second phase involved the

inspection of all active valves in the Steam Tunnel. No deficiencies

; were found. All of the remaining safety related active valves in a harsh

environment to be inspected. (Yandow, Tr. 4975.)

349. There are several concerns relating to terminal blocks. An

underrated terminal block could pr: :r.t the valve from performing a safety
y

function and rapresents a hazard to plant personnel ~. (prunty/Yandow 98,>

k'

ff. 'Tr. 4971 at 6.) This deficiency was particularly related to the;

Midland plant. (Jd_. )

; 350. Another terminal block concern related to the Midland
4

1 personnel's inability to identify terminal blocks in the low voltage

control circuits of their Limitorque Operators. Limitorque inspected the

operators and found all blocks to be identifiable and suited for the

purpose for which they were intended. This again was a concern related

to the Midland Plant. The Limitorque manufacturer instructed the Midland

people on how to identify blocks using vendor supplied catalog data sheets.

(Prunty/Yandow 98, ff. Tr. 4971 at 6.)
,

351. As far as the unqualified terminal blocks are concerned, it

was noted that nylon blocks were used which had never tested. Tests have

{ shown that nylon experiences a 25% degradation at radiation doses of

1
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4.7 x 10E6 rads. Some operators could receive greater doses. Limitorque

claimed that these blocks were used exclusively on operators supplied to

Westinghouse. Westinghouse has informed Applicants that no Harris

operators have such blocks. (Prunty/Yandow 98, ff. Tr. 4971 at 7.)

352. Applicants' field verification program measures the dimensions

of each terminal block. These measurements are then compared with vendor

supplied information. To date all blocks inspected have been determined

to be qualified. Any unqualified terminal blocks found in these inspec-

tions would be replaced. (Prunty/Yandow 98, ff. Tr. 4971 at 7-8.)

353. A concern was also raised about the motor insulation used in

Limitorque Valve Operators. (Prunty/Yandow 98, ff. Tr. 4971 at 8.)

Bechtel had raised a concern about the use of a class of insulation which

had not been type tested for inside containment. Limitorque explained;

the problem as a difference in terminology and has reviewed records on

each of the motors at Midland using Class H insulation to confirm that

the motor is constructed with the appropriate insulation. The results of

the Limitorque review have shown that all motors inside containment at

Midland were properly qualified. (,Id.at8.) As part of the field veri-

fication program Applicants are also checking the name plates to determine;

that the insulation is correct. (M. a t 9. ) To date all insulation has

been fouri to be RH. Any motor inside containment found to be unqualified

would be replaced. (M. )

354. A concern was also raised as to whether Limitorque Valve Operators

are qualified for all installation orientations. (Prunty/Yandow98,ff.

Tr. 4971 at 9.) Applicants have specified procedures for insuring the

proper installation orientation of safety-relatec' electrical equiptreat

i

!

i
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including Limitorque Valve Operators. (Id.at10.) The Field verification
program includes a check of the installation orientations. No deviations

.

from Limitorques recommended orientation have been identified. (Id.)

355. Bechtel also raised a concern about whether the ins,tallation of

drain plugs and orientation of drain holes at other than the lowest point

of the operator would affect its qualification. Limitorque has required'

the installation of drain plugs to prevent moisture buildup on the motor

.
and that they must be installed in the two lowest drain plug locations.

The drain plugs are placed in the Ifmit switch compartments with installation

instructions at the time of shipment by Limitorque. (Prunty/Yandow 98, ff.

Tr. 4971 at 11.) Applicants have specifically instructed their personnel

via design documents how to install drain plugs. (Id.) Installation of
these drain plugs is verified as part of the field verifica'tfon program.! e -

|
(Id.)

356. A concern was also raised as to whether purchase order and

qualification files agree with the installed components. (Prunty/Yandow

98,ff.Tr.4971at12.) Applicants testified that both CP&L and Ebasco

review the qualification documentation against the requirements contained

in the purchase order and specifications for the equipment. The equipment'-

is inspected prior to shipment, upon receipt at the site, and after its

installation. During the verification program Applicants will be

verifying that the equipment as installed agrees with the purchase order

specifications and other design documents. (Id.);

i 357. The final concern is related to the qualification of 0-rings.

(Prunty/Yandow 98, ff. Tr. 4971 at 12.) Applicants do not believe that

this concern is applicable to the equipment employed at Harris. Appli-,

;
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cants testified that 0-rings cannot be identified without dissembling

the equipment. However, Applicants have committed that if the field

verification program identifies any equipment component of which quali-

fication appears questionable, the operator will be disassembled and all
"

questionable components would be replaced including any unidentifiable

0-rings. (Id_.at13.)
358. The Staff testified that in light of Applicants' commitment to

perform a 100% reinspection of all Limitorque Valve Operators in a harsh

environment, there is reasonable assurance that Applicants' environmental

qualification program has addressed the concerns raised in Information

Notice 83-72. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 11.) In addition, the Staff

testified that it is possible that during the audit the Staff would tear
1

down a Limitorque valve operator to independent!y verify its qualifica-,

tion. However, the Staff went on to point out that a decision to do so

has not been made at this time. (Masciantonio,Tr. 5642-5643.)

359. Based on the commitment to perform a 100% reinspection of all

the Limitorque operators in a harsh environment, the Board finds that

Applicant's environmental qualification program adequately addresses the

concerns regarding Limiturque Valve Operators raised in Contention 98,
i

! Contention 9C: Thermal Aging of RTDs

360. Applicants' witness, Dr. Thomas Dakin, is a consultant for

Westinghouse. During his career Dr. Dakin's research activities concen-

trated on the electrical behavior and electrical and thermal aging of

insulation both in service and in laboratory tests simulating service
- environment conditions. Dr. Dakin has published papers which discuss

.

.
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most if not all of the precautions regarding application of accelerated
,

} aging mentioned in the Sandia Report referenced in Contention 9C as well

as other precautions. He is trained as a Physical Chemist. He is a

fellow of the IEEE. (Miller /n kin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 2-3.)a
,

:
- 361. An RTD, a resistance temperature detector, is an instrument used

1

to measure temperature in which the primary element, a resistance wire,
,

has a well-defined resistance temperature relationship. (Miller /Dakin,

ff. Tr. 4839 at 4.)i

362. Harris uses RTDs manufactured by the RdF Corporation. There 1,

are 18 RTDs directly immersed in the bypass lines to the reactor coolant
4

| . system. There are three coolant loops at Harris. The 18 RTDs are used
1

| to measure the " hot leg" and " cold leg" temperature in each loop. These

RTDs are directly immersed to provide rapid time response measurements
i(
| for use in the reactor protection and control system. Six model 21205'

RTDs are installed in wells located in the reactor coolant system piping

to provide measurement of the hot and cold leg temperature in each loop
; for use in monitorir.g plant conditions.. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 4.)
|
i 363. The safety functions performed by these RTDs include: 1) the

giving of signals to the reactor protection system used for reactor shutdown

[ functions; and 2) the RTDs give control room operators information on plant
>
! conditions like temperature during cooldown. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839

! .at 5.)
'

364. Epoxy Potting, the organic material at the cable interface probe

{ which gives mochtnical support and insulation for the wires at this point,

is the only age sensitive organic material in the RTD. (Miller /Dakin,
- ff.Tr.4839atf.11.)

:

I

i

1
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365. Thermal aging is a temperature dependent chemical process which

can lead to changes in the properties of organic materials over a period

of time. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 6.) Since real-time aging is not

practical over the long periods of time over which electrical equipment

must be qualified for nuclear power plants, accelerated processes have

been developed to simulate a defined life cver a much shorter period of

time. (Id.at7.)
366. The Arrhenius methodology is the methodology which has been

developed to accomplish accelerated aging. This methodology is based on

.the premise that deterioration of materials in service is due to

chemical reaction. These occur internally sometimes between components

of the material, sometimes with compounds in the environment such as

oxygen or water vapor. Chemical reaction.s occur more rapidly at higher,

temperatures. Arrhenius showed that temperature dependence of chemical

reactions follows an exponential equation. It is" postulated that there

is a consistent correlation between the amount of physical change and

chemical reaction so that the time to reach a selected amount of physical

j change will vary according to the Arrhenius equation. (Miller /Dakin, ff.
.

| Tr. 4839 at 7-8.) The rate of thermal aging is the slope of the graph

using the 'rrhenius equation. (Id. at 8.) It is Applicants' conclusionA

that other than testing of the material or system for the predicted

years of' service, this is the most logical scientific way of predicting

that a material or system will be reliable. (ld.at9.) Type tests for
'

thermal aging are made from one to two years. After the linearity of the

Arrhenius graph for a particular material is confirmed, then short-time- l
~ 1

'

more accelerated tests are acceptable to evaluate small changes in
'

,

|
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( materials or application conditions. (H. ) Generally the experience

has been excellent in confirming the predictions. (M. )

367. The NRC Staff has concurred in the use of the Arrhenius

methodology for thermal aging. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 9;
,

Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 14.)

368. The environmental qualification for the RTDs to be used at

Harris includes thermal aging, thermal cycling, irradiation aging, and

vibration aging, as a part of the preconditioning process. The RTDs are

temperature cycled to account for plant heat up and cool down tempera-

tures. They are exposed to radiation for normal and accident conditions.

They are also exposed to conditions which simulate pipe and flow vibra-

tions. This precess simulates a minimum 20 year life for those RTDs in

the bypass line and a minimum of a 10 year life .for those in the wells.

(Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 10.) After preconditioning these RTDs

are subjected to the effects of seismic event and high energy 'line break

environments. (H. )

369. Since epoxy is the only safety-related material which is age

sensitive used in the RTD, the activation energy was selected for this

material. Using the Arrhenius methodology and the an.bient temperature at

the cable interface, the aging temperature was calculated which would

simulate the desired life at an accelerated rate and not inadvertently

degrade the material due to the high temperature alone. (Miller /Dakin,

ff. Tr. 4839 at 11.) The normal ambient temperature equivalent to the

normal amt,ient temperature in the region plus the expected temperature

rise associated with the heat transferred to the interface from the
- reactor coolant system is a 120*F plus a 50* centigrade rise. Therefore,

.

|
-
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the temperature to which these RTDs would be exposed would be 100*C.

(Id.at11.)

370. .The activation energy chosen was at the low end of the range of

activation energies for epoxy resins. Therefore, this activation energy

is quite conservative. (Dakin,'Tr.4918.)
'

371. The Arrhenius methodology was also used to simulate accident

conditions, but only in the post-accident period. The first day after a.

high energy line-break was simulated in real time and temperature.

Following the first oay of testing the remaining post-accident period was

simulated by accelerated thennal aging. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 12.)

Westinghouse uses a standard accident profile which uses a 0.5 standard
,

electron volt activation energy to get the time / temperature relationship

during th.is period. RTDs were sub,jected to this generic profile. (Id.)
372. After the accelerated aging was performed, the RTDs were tested

by calibration checks at 32*F, 525 F and 625*F resistance measurements

were also taken. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 12.) No degradation was

detected. (Id.)

373. In supporting this contention Intervenor Eddleman cited to a

Sandia report which cautionei using the Arrhenius methodology for>

accelerated aging. The predicted deficiencies noted in the Sandia report

do not apply to the epoxy used at Harris. The insulation system of the

RTD and connector are protected against moisture so that diffusion of

the moisture is preferred. Moisture diffusion is the only potentially

invalidating condition referred to in the Sandia report that could apply

to the accelerated aging of RTDs. In addition, epoxy resins are not

_ .
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(
known to be sensitive to moisture effects as was the polyurethane used in

the Sandia report. (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 14-15.)

374. Even the Sandia report concludes that " accelerated aging techniques

offer the best opportunity for predicting lifetimes or simulating life

of complex equipment." (Miller /Dakin, ff. Tr. 4839 at 15; Masciantonio,

ff. Tr. 5567 at 14.)

375. During cross-examination concerning the properties of epoxies,

Applicants' witness testified that epoxy starts as an organic compcund,

reacts with catalysts and becomes a high polymer. Epoxies have better

aging characteristics than other resins except for silicone. They are

strong mechanically. (Dakin, Tr. 4912.) Dr. Dakin did testify that they

can have shrinking, cracking and evaporation these are the methods for

degradation of such epoxies. (H. ) These mechanisms are caused by
'

cross-linking and by oxidation. (Dakin,Tr. 4912-4913.)

376. Dr. Dakin testified that if the epoxy has a filler the moisture

can be absorbed onto the filler and the resistivity would decline with

,

time to a sufficient degree to cause a change in the calibration of the
!

RTDs. However, Dr. Dakin believes that the effects would be small and

doubts that it would be important. (Dakin,Tr.4916.) He thinks that the

main effect would be on the filler. (M.atTr.4917.) Dr. Dakin points

out that the polyurethanes mentioned in the Sandia report were a different

material to that used at Harris. (_Id . ) In addition, the RTDs are sealed

and therefore would provide an additional barrier to moisture intrusion.

(Dakin,Tr.4910.) Dr. Dakin does not believe that moisture diffusion

would be a problem in the case of the RTDs. (Dakin, Tr. 4920.)
<

.

!
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377. Dr. Dakin testified that another potential mechanism for<

degradation of epoxy is oxidation. However, he testified that the

requirements on the epoxy in an RTD are minimal and do not have to
,

withstand much voltage. Therefore, it needs almost no dielectric

strength. Epoxy could endure large amounts of cracking without harming

the function of an RTD, even if oxygen were present. (Dakin,Tr.4924.).

378. Epoxy is also relatively insensitive to radiation. (Dakin,Tr.

4945.) Applicants' witness is not aware of any radiation caused cracking

or diffusion in epoxies. (Id.)
.

379. Ne different types of aging tests are performed sequentially.

This is standard industrial practice. (Miller, Tr. 4940-4942.)

380. The Staff reviewed Applicants' basis for Applicants aging

calculations. The Staff is aware of the inadequacies in the Arrhenius
,

~

methodology. However, it is the best approach currently available to-

address accelerated thermal aging and has been used in equipment

qualification programs of every nuclear power plant in the country.

(Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 13-14.) The Staff does not allow reliance

j exclusively on the Arrhenius methodology of accelerated aging to address

the requirements for establishing a qualified life for equipment. Appli-

cants must have a surveillance and maintenance program to account for

unanticipated degradation which is not reflected in the results of the,

accelerated aging process. Combined with the surveillance program the

, Arrhenius methodology is considered acceptable for aging to establish a
!

(Id. at 14.) Applicants have committed to a surveillancequalified life. d

program in compliance with Reg. Guide 1.33. (Id.at12-13.)_

.
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381. As stated above the life of 20-23 years for RTDs was based on an

ambient temperature of 50*C and a 50*C temperature rise. The temperature

rise is based on he'at transfer analyses which presumes 620*F coolant

temperature and 140* ambient temperature. Conservative activation energy

was chosen. The Staff believes that the activation energy chosen by

Applicants was conservative because the ranges chosen were those which

would give the shortest lifetime for the RTDs. (Masciantonio, Tr. 5652.)

Tests for the NRC performed by the Sandia National Laboratory showed -

that RTD housing temperatures are in the range of 150 F to 200*F for PWR

primary coolant temperatures of 600*F and containment temperatures of
,

108*F. These are consistent with the Harris calculations. Therefore,

the Staff judged the methodology used by Applicants for accelerated aging

of RTDs to be acceptable and to represent actual plant conditions.
'

(Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 16.)

382. For the reasons set forth above, the Board finds that the use

by Applicants of the Arrhenius methodology coupled with a maintenance

and surveillance program, is adequate to demonstrate that the RTDs have

been environmentally qualified.

Contention 9D: Instrument Cables

383. Applicants presented the testimony of Richard M. Bucci and

Edwin J. Pagan on this contention. Mr. Bucci is employed by Ebasco Services,

Inc. as an Associate Consulting Engineer in the Corporate and Consulting

Engineering Department. Mr. Bucci is Manager of Ebasco's Equipment

Qualification Program. In that position he is responsible for implemen-

tation of this program, and heads a multi-disciplinary committee which

:

|
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(
oversees and develops guidance for EQ efforts on all Ebasco nuclear

,

projects. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 2-3.)

~384. Mr. Pagan is employed by Ebasco Services, Inc. as a Senior

Electrical Engineer. Mr. Pagan is responsible for developing and

implementing the EQ program for non-NSSS equipment and supervising the
.

work of the EQ group, which consists of nine multi-disciplined engineers.

He has reviewed and checked various EQ test reports and performed

executive reviews of most documentation packages. He has also trained

engineers to review test reports, written FSAR qualification sections,

provided responses to NRC EQ questions and interfaced with Applicants on

all EQ related matters. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 3-4.)

385. Instrument cables are cables constructed of a conductor,

insulation, shield, drain wire and overall jacket. They are designed toc

k
'

conduct low power electrical signals. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 6.)'

386. During normal operation these cables perform the safety function,

i

of being used to conduct signals which give information about plant

operating conditions such as reactor coolant system pressure, tempera-
t

ture, and containment radiation levels. These cables also go from

measuring instruments throughout the plant to indicating and control-

j devices in the control room and other locations. During accidents such

cables transmit protective action signals required for safe shutdown, to

i
mitigate the consequences of an accident, and to monitor plant conditions

during and after the accident. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 6.),

|

| 387. These cables have been qualified by tests using the methodology

employed in IEEE 383-1974. This methodology is endorsed by Regulatory

Guide 1.131. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 7.) These cables are subjected

i
i

!
'
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'(
to thermal aging, radiation, and other design basis accident conditions'

.

as applicable. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 8.) The cables are quali-

fied for the worst case location and most severe environmental conditions

that any part of the cable could experience. (M. ) They are exposed to

much higher doses' of radiation than the most severe doses which could

actually be received under normal and accident conditions. (M. )

According to conservative radiation calculations, the maximum normal,

plus accident dose which this instrument cable could receive at Harris
7is 5 x-10 rads, one fourth of the dose which the cable sample received

during testing. (M. ) After the testing was completed the cables were

required to pass a voltage withstand test, which subjected them to addi-

tional electrical and mechanical stresses of a greater magnitude than the,

| cables would experience during normal service. This test indicated that

j margins still existed in the integrity of the insulation after the qualiff-
'

'

(M. )cation testing.
t 388. The leakage current is that portion of the signal carried by the

cable which is conducted through the insulation to toe ground. (Bucci/ Pagan,

ff. Tr. 5166 at 8.)'

389. The insulation recistance is the resistance of the cable insulation,
,

to the flow of the leakage current. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 9.)

The leakage current and insulation resistance are inversly proportional,

- to each other. When the insulation resistance decreases, the leakage

current increases, providing the voltage remains constant. (M. ) This is
a relationship described by Ohms Law. (M. ) The leakage current occurs

. when the insulation resistance is too low, such as when organic cable

; fnsulation degrades as a result of environmental stresses. (J_d. )

..
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-(' 390. The Safety implications of the reduction and insulation

resistance depend on.the instrument sensitivity. Leakage currents could
~

affect the accuracy of the information transmitted by the instrument. If

the instrument is a safety-related instrument, plant safety could be

impaired. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 9.)

391. Both the leakage current and insulation resistance were

measured during qualification testing. The leakage current is sensed by

a measuring device and converted to an insulation resistance value'which

is recorded. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 9-10.)

392. Leakage current values are not recorded since they depend on

circuit parameters such as cable length, operating voltage and instrument

accuracy and other resistive sources which vary from circuit to circuit.

7
Since insulation resistance is a inherent property of insulation material,

it can be expressed as a constant value in per unit length. These

values can be used to analyze the effects of leakage current on instru-

ment circuit accuracy. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff.- Tr. 5166 at 10.)

393. The insulation resistance of these cables was measured at a

minimum prior to the test, after irradiation and at frequent intervals

! during the design basis accident testing. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at

,
10.) It was not measured during the radiation test because radiation

|

| - causes a cumulative change which does not result in fluctuations in
! insulation resistance during testing. Therefore, there is no reason to

measure insulation resistance during these tests. Those measurements

| . made before testing and after irradiation adequately account for the
,

| changes which could affect the accuracy of the electrical signals.

(M.at10-11.)

|
.
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394. Irradiation was not found to result in a significant decrease
l'
: in insulation resistance. For example, in one sample, the insulation

10resistance before irradiation was 8.75 x 10 ohms per 1000 ft. The
10insulation resistance after irradiation was 1.75 x 10 ohms per 1000 ft.

Insulation resistance values of these magnitudes indicate negligible

leakage ' currents in the circuit. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 11.)

395. Ebasco is also performing insulation resistance calculations

which will consider insulation resistance r.easurements taken during the;

entire qualification test sequent . The results must show the quality of

the instrument signals will not degrade to a point where the instrument

! may not be capable of performing its safety function. These results

will be contained in individual environmental qualification packages.

(Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 11-12.)j. '
; -

| 396. Therefore, it is Applicants' position that these instrument
t

cables have been reviewed to ensure there will be no adverse effects on the
,

safety functions performed by Harris instrument cables as a result oft

(

leakage currents caused by radiation. (Bucci/ Pagan, ff. Tr. 5166 at 12.),

397. During Board examination Applicants' witness Bucci pointed out

that the current loss during the breakdown of the insulation resistance

; would be 2 x 10-10 amps which is too small to measure. (Bucci, Tr. 5228.)

i 398. The Staff during its site visit reviewed certain environmental

qualification files. The Staff found that the effects of radiation on

; insulation resistance had been included in the environmental qualifica-
|

tion program. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 16.) It is the Staff's
;

position that the measurement of insulation resistance gives a direct
,

1(
i indication of the leakage current. These files indicated that leakage

1

5

i
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current was measured after radiation exposure. The results showed little

loss of insulation. resistance due to radiation exposure. (Id.)
l 399. 'Intervenors did not raise any issues during cross-examination

which caused a change in either the Staff's or Applicants' conclusions.*

'

400. The Board finds that Applicants' environmental qualification-

program takes adequate account of leakage currents resulting from the

radiation environment.
,

1

'

Contention 9E: Orientation of Installed Equipment

401. Applicants presented the testimony of Mr. Richard M. Bucci,'

Mr. Edwin J. Pagan, and Mr. Edward M. McLean on this contention,

i 402. Mr. McLean is employed by CP&L as a Project Mechanical Engineer.

Mr. McLean is responsible for the development of a storage and maintenance

program for onsite equipment. He also provides engineering support for,

1

i the installation of piping and equipment. He has specifically worked on

[ the installation of electrical and mechanical equipment insofar' as the-

preparation of work packages and process control sheets are concerned to

insure the proper completion of quality control inspection. (Bucci et

al. , ff. Tr. 5234 at 3-4. );
;

403. The physical orientation of a piece of equipment refers to
'

the location of that equipment with respect to a set of rectangular

coordinates, angular positions.with respect to other equipment in the
,

plant and installation interfaces. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 4.)

404. Physical orientation as ~ a concern for environmental _ qualification

is generally not pertinent. - For the most part environmental conditions -,

( are identical. regardless of the orientation of the particular piece of ^

.

i
.
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equipment. Physical orientation is more likely to be related to seismic,

qualification or operability. However, Applicants testified, there are

some circumstances where physical orientation could affect environmental

qualifications. These includes circumstances where a valve operator

would be upside down and hydraulic fluid could leak onto cable termina-

tions causing corrosion of the connections. In addition, incorrect.

orientation of battery chargers could result in improper ventilation and

j thus raise the temperature for components above the expected normal
'

operating temperature. This would shorten the life of that component.

(Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 5.)

405. The environmental qualification test reports provided by the

vendors of equipment for Harris which is qualified by testing describe

and give sketches of test configurations, including the physical orienta-

tion of the tested equipment. The vendor may test the equipment in'

several manners. First, the vendor may test the equipment in the most
'

limiting orientation. Thus, the equipment is enviror. mentally qualified

for any orientation. This is the most common form of testing equipment.

(Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 5; 8tcci, Tr. 5395.) The most limiting

orientation is that orientation which causes the most stress on the

equipment. (Bucci,Tr.5395.)

,406. The vendor.may also test the equipment in a single orientation

which is not the most most limiting and qualify equipment by analysis for

other orientations, or the vendor may just specify that the test orienta-

tion is the only permissible orientation. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234

at6.) The vendor may also test in several orientations. He must provide

L
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[ '
. . installation and maintenance instrections. He must also provide mounting i
! drawings which include the mounting orientation instructions. (I_d. )d

407. Ebasco as the design organization reviews the test orientation

against the design drawings for installation. The orientation during 6

|.
testing must either be identical to the design drawings' orientation or

I the equipment must be able to be qualified by analysis for a different
;

orientation. (Bucci et al. , ff. Tr. 5234 at 6-7.) Ebasco also reviews

the manual accompanying the equipment to determine its consistency with

4 the test setup. (Ijd. at 7.)
,

; 408. A::plicants also have employed procedures for the review and

! control of installation documents and documentation of corrective actions

l which includes physical orientation. Drawings are prepared based on the ;

1
2 - vendors information and physical conditions .at the equipment locations.
J -

| They are reviewed by the affected engineering disciplines to insure
,

,

Eadequate consideration of all aspects of plant design. These drawings

) are sent to vendors for review and correction before they are issued to

j the field. As part of the environmental qualification program, vendor

i reports are reviewed to insure that the test orientation is consistent
,

with the installation drawings. Concerns about orientation are documented *

' n the environmental qualification packr.ges as outstanding items whichi

need resolution prior to considering the" equipment qualified. -(Bucci et
I

al. , ff. Tr. 5234 at 7. ) . In order to change an installation drawing, a
- designchangenotification(DCN)mustbeissued. This is reviewed in

i the same manner as the original drawings. (Id. at 8.) It is affixed to

the drawings so that all affected personnel know of the change and it is

|[: . given to the field personnel for implementation. (Id.)

l.

1
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]
409. Applicants insure that equipment is installed according to the

drawings'through procedures for control of design documents, preparation

of work packages, and quality assurance inspection to verify proper

installation. (Bucci et al. , ff. Tr. 5234 at 8-9.)

410. The construction engineer receives documents from the document

control center and prepares the work package. The work packages includes

installation drawings, vendor drawings, vendor manuals, process control

sheets, field change requests (FCRs), and DCNs. (Succi et al., ff.

Tr. 5234 at 9.)

411. The work package is sent to the field superintendent to

insure that the equipment is installed according to the documents and

notifications. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 9.) Inspection points

of installation are noted at which point quality assurance inspection-

activities must be conducted. These points are indicated on the process

control sheet. An inspector prepares inspection documents. Inspectors

examine the work packages when conducting inspections and lock at

physical orientation. (M. at 9-10. )
1

412. If a piece of equipment cannot be installed in accordance with
,

the work packages, and needs a change in installation orientation which

; exceeds design tolerances in the work package, the construction ergineer

I writes a field change request which must be reviewed.by the responsible

design engineer. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 10.) The design engineer
'

evaluates the changes, gets additional information from the vendor or

Ebasco if necessary, and if the FCR is approved it is sent to the

document control center and forwarded to the construction engineer and

i

!

[
;
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(
becomes part of the work package. Then the equipment would be installed.

,

(Id.)

'413. If the field change request is denied, and the equipment cannot

be installed according to the original design, the design engineer should

provide an alternate resolution. (Bucci et al. , ff. Tr. 5234 at 11.),

If the FCR is denied an installation cannot be completed as designed, work

stops. 'The program does not allow the work to be completed and accepted

until installation agrees with the design documents. (Id.)
414. At an inspection point such as location, elevation, orientation,

and anchor tightening, there are places on the process control sheet

with spaces for craft and inspector signatures. These are reviewed by

the quality assurance inspector and the construction engineer. Inspec-

tion points are provided for those activities that affect the quality

of installation. Until the inspection is acceptable the installation

is not acceptable. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 11-12.) If there is

a discrepancy between the design documents and the installation, a

nonconformance report is written (NCR). (_I_d. at 12. ) A hold tag isd

placed on the equipment which may limit the work which can be performed

regarding that equipment. Each NCR requires specific disposition, which

may include rework. (ld.)
415. An additional assurance is also provided concerning the

physical orientation of electrical equipment due to the fact that the

startup organization checks the orientation of equipment prior to plant

operation. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5234 at 13.)

r
|

.
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416. Therefore, Applicants conclude that they have programs to insure

the correct installation of electrical equipment. (Bucci et al., ff.

Tr. 5234 at 13-14.)

417., The Staff reviewed certain environmental qualification packages

and determined that the installation review procedures of the Applicants

demonstrate that the physical orientation of equipment is adequately

addressed in the environmental qualification program. (Masciantonio,
'

ff. Tr. 5567 at 18.) In the Staff's testimony a concern about interface

requirements in the packages reviewed was raised. However, during

cross-examination Staff witness Masciantonio concluded that additional

information provided during the site visit and subsequent to that visit

appeared to show that the configuration of the interfaces was representa-

tive af the test configuration, and that the Staff's concerns on this

] matter were alleviated. (Masciantonio, Tr. 5689.) In addition, during

the final walkdown equipment will be inspected to verify that the

installed configuration compares favorably with the test configuration.

(Masciantonio,Tr.5688.)

418. Based in the above, the Board finds that the Applicants'

environmental qualification program provides adequate assurance that the

physical orientation of tested equipment is the same as the physical

orientation of installed equipment at the Harris site.

Contention 9F: Effects of Radiation on Lubricants and Seals
4

419. Testimony on this part of Contention 9 was provided by Applicants'

witnesses Richard H. Bucci, Edwin J. Pagan and Peter M. Yandow.

[

.
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420. . A lubricant is an oily or greasy substance which provides a

near frictionless film on two or more surfaces which rub, roll or rotate

against each other. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5441 at 3.)

421. Motors, . valve operators and pumps are examples of safety related

electrical equipment which use lubricants. (Bucci et al. , ff. Tr. 5441

at 3.)

422. A seal is a dynamic or static device made of metal or organic

material, which prevents foreign substances from entering equipment, or

retains required substances within equipment. (Buccietal.,ff.

Tr. 5441 at 3.)

j 423. Valve operators, transmitters, pumps and RTDs are examples of
'

equipment which have seals. (Bucci et al., ff. Tr. 5441 at 3.)

424. All of the balance-of-plant safety related electrical equipment,

which is equipment not part of the nuclear steam supply system, was

provided by Ebasco, and if located in the harsh environment is qualified-

by test. Equipment which normally contains lubricants or seals is tested

with those as part of the equipment qualification tests. The tests
;

consist of accelerated thermal aging, radiation, and design basis

accident simulation if applicable. (Bucci et al. , ff. Tr. 5441 at 4.)

425. During the radiation portion of these tests the equipment is

irradiated as a whole, including lubricants and seals. The dose to

which this equipment is exposed exceeds the total integrated dose to

which it could be exposed _over its qualified life. Th'e required

radiation dose exposure is based on normal operation, design basis

accident, and post-accident conditions as applicable. (I_d. at 4-5. )
1 ?

! (
|

|
|
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' - 426. Ebasco reviews vendor reports for balance-of-plant equipment

to identify organic components of the equipment including lubricants and

seals and compares them with the lubricants and seals supplied or

recommended by the vendor to verify that they are the same. (Bucci et

al . , ff. Tr. 5441 at 5. )

427. If the lubricants and seals are not defined in the test report

or a discrepancy exists between those in the reports and those recommended

by the vendor, Ebasco attempts to obtain more information from the vendor

or corrective action is taken to qualify the component. These corrective
.

actions must be documented in the environmental qualification package.

(Bucci et al . , ff. Tr. 5441 at 5. )

428. The Nuclear steam supply system safety related electrical

equipment is supplied by Westinghouse Corporation. (Bucci et al. , ff.,

Tr. 5441 at 6.)

429. There are lubricants and seals in NSSS equipment in some

instances. These seals may be either metallic or organic. (Bucci et al.,

ff. Tr. 5441 at 6.) Metallic seals are not degraded by the environmental

conditions for which electrical equipment must be qualified. Organic

seals are qualified as part of the equipment tested. (Jd.) Westinghouse

has not identified the lubricants used in testing, but recommends a

general type of lubricant and provides specifications which the lubricant

must meet to insure operability of equipment. Therefore, CP&L has

obtained a lubrication study performed for Harris by the !!obil oil

company, which is the leading. lubricant vendor, to identify the specific

brands of lubricant which can be used for each piece of electrical

( equipment requiring lubrication. . Applicants' are presently reviewing the

adequacy of this study. The study provides the results of radiation
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.(
stability testing. This radiation stability testing included standard

4

performance tests which were conducted both before and during frradiation

to measure the effects of radiation. The dose for lubricants will be I
~

compared with the ~ total integrated dose the equipment will receive. The,

test dose must be higher than the qualified dose. Applicants will verify

that the manufacturer's lubricant performance specifications have been.

(J_d. at 6-7. ) There will be an equipment qualification package fordmet.

documenting tests of the lubricants-in the study, and analyses which

apply the test results to specific equipment at Shearon Harris. (Jd.

at 7.)-
,

,

430. Applicants have concluded that their program adequately

i addresses the affects of radiation on lubricants and seals. (Bucci et

j --[ al., ff. Tr. 5441 at 8.)

. 431. The Staff testified that 13 C.F.R. 50.49(c)(4) requires that a
i

~

j radiation environment must include the total dose over the installed life

of the equipment, irradiation from the most severe design basis accident,
,

; and dose rate affects. Applicants have shown that radiation is included
|

[ in the environmental qualifications testing of equipment with lubricants
I

and seals and other organic materials. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 19.)

. 432. The Staff testified that the effects of radiation on lubricants

.

and seals are accounted for by exposing-the equipment to the total dose
!
' during the expected life including lubricants and seals. Where lubricants

are other than those tested, the documentation must provide a proper

|- analysis to show that they are qualified for the intended application.
i

The results of .the actual test and analyses, with a good surveillance

[ -program will provide assurance that unanticipated degradation is not.

taking place. The Staff'has concluded that Applicants' Program properly
.

.- - -. - - . . - . . - - .
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addresses the effects of radiation on lubricants and seals. (Masciantonio,

ff. Tr. 5567 at 18-20.) .

433. Under Board examination Applicants' witness testified that

large equipment tends to make noise before a lubricant fails, rather than

after it fails. (Yando,Tr.5503.) In addition, Applicants' witness

testified that the large motors are equipped with vibration detectors,

and the bearings are equipped with thermocouples to determine whether

they are overheating. (Bucci, Tr. 5503.) Finally, the lubricants are

visually examined periodically, and the level of the lubricants is

checked. (Pagan,Tr.5504.)
'

434. Intervenors have presented no contrary evidence on this subpart,
i

and the cross-examination raised no issues which would cause any change

,- in Applicants' or Staff's conclusions.<

435. Based on the above the Board finds that Applicants' environ-

mental qualification program adequately considers the affects of radiation

on lubricants and seals.

f

Contention 9G: Test Failures,

436. Applicants presented the testimony of Messers. Robert W. Prunty,

j Richard M. Bucci, Edwin J. Pagan and Kumar V. Hate on this contention.

! Mr. Hate is employed by Carolina Power & Light Company's Corporate

Quality Assurance Department at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant,

as Principal QA Engineer, QA/QC Harris Plant section. He has worked on,

i

| OA at for CP&L since 1974. (Prunty et al., ff. Tr. 5515 at 2-3.)
; His responsibilities have included the direction of a team of quality
!

ih assurance engineers in an overview of the electrical design, procurement
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- and construction installation process from a QA viewpoint for the Harris

( . Project. (Id.at3.)
.

437. This contention references Item 2 of a report issued by Sandia

' National Laboratories. Applicants testified that this item is based on

Inspection Reports which document the results of inspections of the

Rockbestos Company. The Inspection Report questions the use of

Rockbestos environmental qualification test report QR 2806 to qualify
,

their entire 100 series line of coaxial, triaxial and twinax cables.

They argued that other members of the product ifne were qualified by
.

similarity. Degradation observed in previous tests was never discussed
*

in the similarity report. One product had substantially degraded during

previous attempted tests. These efforts were never mentioned by the

/ reporting company. The company had also changed test parameters until
; ( ,

they obtained good results. (Prunty et al . , ff. Tr. 5515 at 5.)

438. Rockbestos cables RSS-6-104/LD is used in the Shearon Harris
1

radiation monitoring system. RSS-6-105/LD, coaxial and RSS-6-108/LD,

triaxial are both used in the electrical containment penetrations,
d

, Rockbestos was not the direct cable vendor at Harris so other than the
!

radiation monitoring systems interconnected cable, there are no
,

a

Rockbestos cables in the Harris raceway systems. (Prunty et al., ff.<

I Tr. 5515 at 6.)

439. In determining how they would qualify Rockbestos cable,
*

Applicants visited Rockbestos and determined that there was not sufficient

documentation to support the use of the original Rockbestos report to

qualify cables at Harris. (Prunty et al. Supplemental Testimony, ff.

_f Tr. 5515 at 3.)
:

.

,

,z
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440. Applicants have obtained two test reports, IPS-1053 and IPS-1054
,

from Conax Corporation which describe environmental qualification testing

i of penetration module assemblies including Rockbestos RSS-6-105/LD

coaxial cables. Applicants have reviewed these reports and detemined

that the test parameters envelope Shearon Harris parameters for the worst

c case locations through which the coaxial and triaxial cables are routed.
|-
p Applicants. testified that the minor differences among the RSS-6-105/LD,

RSS-6-104/LD and RSS-6-108/LD cable types do not affect qualification.

Thus, Applicants concluded that the qualification testing of RSS-6-105/LD;
;

i cables is applicable to the other Rockbestos coaxial and triaxial cable

f used at Harris. (Prunty g d. Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 5515 'at
i

| 3-4.)
.

i 441. Conax's quality assurance program has been. reviewed by Applicants
*

:
; since it is a direct vendor to CP&L and their quality assurance program

j has been found acceptable. (Prunty g d. Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 5515 at 4.)
,

442. With regard to the two Firewall cables, Applicants have received
!

i two test reports which describe environmental qualification research tests

performed by Sandia Naticnal Laboratories on Firewall III control cables,

f Shearon Harris cables are one of the cable types tested in these reports.

. NUREG/CR-2932 and NUREG/CR-3588. Applicants have determined that the

! . test parameters envelope applicable Shearon Harris parameters for the

worst case locations for both types of cable. In addition, the control

j cable is representative of the thermalcouple cable for environmental

qualification purposes, since all the features of the two cables signiff-

[_ cant to environmental qualification are+the same. The thickness of the

,

l

{
l
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insulation material on the thermocouple cable is 25 mils compared to

00 mils on the control cable. However, the thermocouple cable wires are

covered by a metallic shield and Hypalon overall jacket which more than

compensate for this minor difference in thickness. (Prunty et al. Supple-

mental Testimony, ff. Tr. 5515 at 5-6; Bucci, Tr. 5560.) Applicants'

witness also testified that the control cable was stressed to 480 volts

rather than the milfvolts which would be used on the thermocouple cable.

(Bucci, Tr. 5561.) Therefore, it is Applicants' position that the environ-

mental qualification program can demonstrate the qualification of all

(Prunty _e_t ,al. Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 5515Rockbestos cables. t

| at 6.)

443. Applicants testified that they have reasonable assurance that

significant test failures have been ider.tified or havd not occurred. In

specific vendor test programs initiated at the request of one or more

customers, a test plan and test procedure are approved by the customer (s)

prior to actual testing. Specific numbers and types of test samples aret

delineated. Upon completion of testing data gathered with respect to

each sample, as well as the conclusions drawn are presented in the

report. Applicants testified that it would be apparent if the vendor

had not reported test results on any of the samoles. (Pruntyetal.,ff.

Tr.5515at10.)
,

444. In addition, Applicants have taken steps to assure the quality
I

of vendors. Suppliers are evaluated before contracts are awarded. Visits

are made to supplier's facilities. (Prunty et al. , ff. Tr. 5515 at 12-13.)

Vendors may be qualified by an audit, or by acceptance of the vendor's
(

[ ASME certification, by acceptance of the HRC, or by qualification through

.
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the CASE system. In the CASE system another utility has performed an

audit of the vendors in question. (Hate,Tr. 5529-5530.) In the case of

Conax, Applicants qualified this vendor through the CASE system. (Hate,

Tr.5529.) -

445. The Staff testified that Part 21 of the Commissions Regulations-

requires that all environmental qualification test facilities must

report all test failures and test results which could affect safety. In

addition, the requirements for quality assurance programs at vendors

facilities are detailed in. Appendix B to 10 C.F.R. Part 50. This section'

of the regulations also requires that all results of environmental

qualification tests be documented and reported. There are also industry

standards which are explicit in the requirement to report all qualifica-

tion test results. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 20..)

446. In August of 1982 the NRC instituted a vendor inspection

program to assess test facilities' QA programs. This program has found

numerous nonconformances which have subsequently been corrected. The

specific case cited in this contention is based on one inspection of the

Rockbestos Company. It was, and still is, concluded that environmental,

!
'

qualification of these cables has not been established based on the

i documentation provided by Rockbestos. (Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at
i

20-21.)

447. The Staff set forth its findings concerning the Rockbestos

Company in Information Notice 84-44. The Staff suggested the possible

courses of action which could be taken to qualify Rockbestos cables. The

qualification must show that it is suitably qualified. (Masciantonio,t

f( ff. Tr. 5567 at 21.) In Information Notice 84-44 the Staff suggested the

;

-
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following courses of action: 1) a valid qualification test could be:

performed of the installed Rockbestos cables; 2) an Applicant could |
!

obtain documentation from other available qualification tests already '

performed and determine its applicability to the installed cables; and

3) Applicants could perform analyses of the existing qualification

reports applicable to the installed cables to insure that the documenta-

tion relied upon to demonstrate environmental qualification supports such

a conclusion. (Mascinatonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at Attachment 3, pages 2-3.)

448. The Staff reviewed Applicants' supplemental testimony on this

contention, and testified that the approach described in that testimony
,

is consistent with the pertinent Staff suggestions in Infonnation Notice

84-44. (Masciantonio, Tr. 5585.)

449. Intervenors did not present evidence either direct or by
(' '

cross-examination which would raise a question as to the adequacy of the

Applicants' environmental program to address concerns regarding test

failures with regard to Rockbestos cables.

Wells Eddleman's Proposed Findings;

450. Mr Eddleman submitted his proposed findings on this contention

on January 8,1985. (EddlemanProposedFindings30-35.)

; 451. Mr. Eddleman first claims that the environmental qualification

program is inadequately documented, and urges the Board to take official

notice of Staff questions concerning the EQ program as a basis for his

finding. (Eddleman Proposed Findings 30-31.) In these findings

Mr. Eddleman is attempting to broaden the scope of Contention 9.

{ Contention 9 refers to the adequacy of the Environmental Qualification

. _
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program to address seven specific items. A previous attempt to broaden,

the contention to cover the entire EQ program was rejected by the Board.

See Memorandum and Order " Revision of and Schedule for Filing Written

Testimony on Eddleman Contention 9; Rulings on Eddleman Contentions 45

and 67) at 1-3 (July 24,'1984)." As the Staff testified, its review of

the entire Shearon Harris envircnmental qualification program is in the

early stages. (Masciantonio,Tr.5601.) These questions are the Staff's
i

first round of questions in that review. The fact that they have been

asked makes no difference to the disposition of this contention. As the

Staff stated in its testimony, letters were sent to the Staff by Appli-

cants specifically addressing the seven items covered by this contention.-

(Masciantonio ff. Tr. 5567 at 7.) In addition, the Staff made a site

visit to verify the accuracy of the information provided. (Id.at7-8.)
The Staff did not consider the documentation concerning the entire

Shearon Harris EQ program in its testimony on this contention. There is

no support in the record for the Board to take official notice of the
.

Staff's questions, since they do not relate to the evidence in the record

on the seven specific items contained within the scope of this contention.

These two findings are rot adopted by the Board.

452. Mr. Eddleman next urges the Board to order Applicants to track

down all test reports on Rockbestos cables rather than attempting to

qualify certain cables by similarity, and to order the Staff to review,

Applicants' activities in this area. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 32.)

There is no basis in this record for the issuance of such an order.

453. Applicants testified that they were obtaining test reports

performed by companies other than Rockbestos, and has reviewed these

.

_ . . _
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reports to determine their applicability to Harris. (Pruntyet,al. )t

Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 5515 at 3.) In the case of other cables,,

Applicants have obtained research test reports from Sandia National

Laboratories, and reviewed these reports. Applicants also determined

that the cables tested in these reports,are similar to those used at

Harris, in one instance. (Prunty et al. Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 5515 at 5-6; See also, Paragraph 442 supra.) Qualification by
.

similarity is permitted by the Commission's regulations. (10 C.F.R.

50.49(f).) The record does not establish the need to change the

regulations in this instance.#

454. As the Staff testified, Applicants approach is consistent with
;

one of the approaches for qualification suggested in Information Notice

{
~

84-44 (See Paragraphs 447-448 supra.) Therefore the Staff believes that

the EQ program is taking an adequate approach to the qualification of,

Rockbestos cables, though the actual qualification reports and analyses

remain to be reviewed during the audit to be perfonned by the Staff.

(Masciantonio, Tr. 5785; ff. Tr. 556/ at 21-22.); (Masciantonio,

Tr. 5624-25.) Mr. Eddleman has not adduced any evidence to show to

demonstrate that the approach to be taken by Applicants is inadequate.

455. As in his findings on Contention 116, Mr. Eddleman objects to

any reliance on Applicants' QA program. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 35(A).)

There is no evidence in the record on this contention to support

Mr. Eddleman's assertion that Applicants' QA program in this area is

suspect. Therefore, this finding should not be adopted by the Board.

456. Hr. Eddleman urges the Board to find that it is necessary to

test and maintain RTDs. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 05(B).) With respect
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k
to this finding the Staff would point out that Applicants have committed

'

to a surveillance program for their equipment, which is an approach that

the Staff finds acceptable combined with the use of the Arrhenius

Methodology.
.

457. The Staff disagrees with Mr. Eddleman's Proposed Finding 35(D)

that the scope of Contention 9G is broader than the issue conc'erning

Rockbestos cables. The're is a specific reference in that contention,

and the parties are entitled to rely on specific references in the-

preparation of their testimony. This finding is not adopted by the

Board.

'

458. Mr. Eddleman proposes a finding that orientation of equipment
'

will not be adequately checked because his proposed exhibit 49 establishes

['
- that the .NRC has found that CI inspectors lack independence. (Eddleman

.

,

'
'

Proposed Finding 35E.) This issue was not raised as gart of this or any

; other contention, and has not been litigated in this proceeding.

Mr. Eddleman further says that the orientation of limitorque interfaces

has not been properly addressed. As Staff Witness Masciantonio testi-

fied, additional infonnation has led him to believe that his questions

concerning that orientation appear to have been satisfactorily resolved.

(See Paragraph 417 supra.) The Staff has indicated that it will audit

the orientation of plant equipment as part of its regular review.

(Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 17-18.) However, this is no reason to find

that Applicants' program is inadequate to assure the proper orientation

of installed equipment. This finding is not adopted by the Board.

'

.

.t

..

. . _ . _ ... , ,
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459. Mr. Eddleman believes that the Board should order the Staff to

review all of Applicants' evaluations of the qualification of lubricants

and seals. First, this contention was limited to the effects of

radiation on lubricants and seals. The Staff's witness testified that

he has looked at qualification packages and determined that these

packages did address-the effects of radiation on lubricants and seals.

(Masciantonio, ff. Tr. 5567 at 19.) There is no evidence in the record

which would lead to the conclusion that a more detailed Staff review of

Applicants' program to consider the effects of radiation on lubricants

and seals is required than that which has been performed along with the

Staff's audit.

460. For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Eddleman's findings are

not adopted by the Board.

Conclusion

461. The Board finds that there is adequate assurance that failure

to report test failures of Rockbestos cables have been brought to light.

The Board also finds that Applicants' environmental qualification program

adopts an approach for the qualification of Rockbestos cables which is

consistent with the Staff's suggestion in Information Notice 84.44.

462. This contention is found to be without merit. As the above

findings on each subpart of the contention demonstrate, Intervenors have

failed to raise any issues concerning the adequacy of Applicants'

environmental qualification program to address any of the specified

Concerns.

463. Applicants have demonstrated. and the Staff agrees, that their'

~

[ environmental program has taken account of the specific concer s raised

.

!_

[
#

e

. .

&
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'

in this contention, and provides for actions 'to be taken to address them

adequately. .
.

464. The Board finds that Applicants' environmental qualification |,

program provides reasonable assurance that these concerns are adequately
.

?

addressed in conformance with -10 C.F.R. 9 50.49 of the Commissions

. Regulations and thus, that the Applicants' environmental qualification
#

program is adequate with regard to these seven specific items raised by

the Contention.

'

' - E. Wells Eddleman's Contention 41
i Pipe Hanger Welds

,

465.. Wells Eddleman's Contention 41 states:
'

" Applicants'. QA/QC program fails to assure- that

(' safety-related equipment is properly inspected (e.g.,
the "0K tagging" of defective pipe hanger welds at

i
~

SHNPP)."
,

'

As admitted by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in its Memorandum

and Order dated September 22, 1982, 16 NRC 2069, 2097 (1982), this

contention was limited to whether there exists pipe hanger welds that
;

h.tve ben improperly inspected and approved. Some 18,000 pipe ~ hangers!

are involved, each with more than one weld.

| 466. Proper resolution of this contention requires a review of the
'

discovery process upon this contention from its admission in September
'

1982 until hearing in November 1984.,

467. Mr. Eddleman filed very extensive interrogatories up'on the
;

; Applicants and Staff and, requested very, extensive documentation from
.

L
:

,

I

.- -
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Applicants. The Applicants and Staff each served interrogatories upon,,

Mr. Eddleman and requested documents from him.

468. In' addition to interrogatory ' responses, Applicants produced
,

correspondence and NRC I&E reports, the names and qualifications of QC.

welding inspectors who inspected seismic pipe hanger welds, a list of the

names of site personnel who reviewed. pipe hanger drawings, copies of QA
>

procedures, over twelve thousand pages of weld data reports on inspec-<

tions, documentation on the retraining of weld inspectors, a ten percent
,

sample of pipe hanger problem reports, field change requests, permanent

waivers and reworks associated with hangers rejected on reinspections, a

five percent sample of pipe hanger problem reports, FCRs and PWs for*

hangers which concerned weld symbol errors and physical limitation*

'

problems, and documentation on the retraining of welders.
! (. '

;

469. All of this material was produced in 1983. In 1984, in addition, '

1

i.
'

the Applicants produced a list of the names, addresses, dates of employ-

ment of all craft 66 structural welders, plus details on a random sample:

I of that group of their qualifications, when hired, and the training

| received. In addition, Applicants' produced another ten percent sample
' of inspections conducted in 1984. (Tr. 6654.)

470.; On April 2nd,1984 Applicants served a second set of discovery

requests on Mr. Eddleman. This second set of discovery requests was

{. never answered. They ask for answers to the incomplete answers Appli-
1

i cants received on the first. set in 1983, and in general ask Mr. Eddleman
'

.for the results of his review of all the material Applicants have,

; produced to him over the preceding year, including whether he was
i

satisfied With the propriety of their reworks, the disposition of the,

.
.

L

l
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deficiencies reported on the permanent waivers, and the field change

requests, the qualification of personnel and their training, the adequacy

of the corrective actions, and the reinspection program, and for the

bottom line with respect to the safety significance of the pipe hanger

welds in their current state. No answers to these Applicants' second

interrogatories have been served.

471. The Staff's discovery was much less voluminous than that of

Mr. Eddleman or the Applicants. Nevertheless, it went straight to the
.

gravamen of the contention. The Staff's interrogatories 20 and 21 are

set forth immediately below.

INTERROGATORY 20

Identify specifically the defects you allege now exist in
the Applicant's QA/QC programs for inspection of safety-related
pipe hanger welds.-

'

INTERROGATORY 21

Set forth any and all facts within your possession and
control that would demonstrate that, as of the date of these
interrogatories, there are defective
hanger welds in the Harris facility. gfety-related piper

Mr. Eddlecan's response to both interrogatories was that he had no

factual answers. E Mr. Eddler..an's answers have not been supplemented,

augmented, or changed. The Board presumes as a matter of law, pursuant

to 10 CFR $ 2.740(e) which imposes an absolute duty to supplement

responses when the original response becomes no longer true, that as of
i

10/ NRC Staff Interrogatories to Wells Eddleman, March 18, 1983.

11/ Wells Eddleman's Response To NRC Staff Interrogatories (First-

Round), May 6, 1983.

,

f

.

L
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I' November 13, 1984,_ the date of hearing, Mr. Eddleman could not identify

any defects.in the Applicants' QA/QC programs for inspection of safety- ),

related pipe hanger welds and that he had no knowledge of any existing I

pipe hanger welds which are defective. I.

472. At the hearing the Applicants' and Staff's witnesses, qualified
'

experts in their professional fields, testified that the present inspec-

,
tion program, installed in October 1983 (Tr. 7324, 7326), is adequate *

i

; They were extensively cross examined by Mr. Eddleman. At the request of

! Mr. Eddleman and with the Board's concurrence, three Applicant employees

associated with pipe hanger welds and the NRC senior resident operations4

!

inspector. appeared and were cross examined extensively by Mr. Eddleman.'

- 473. With this discovery background, the direct testimony of

Applicants' and Staff's witnesses and the approximately'730 pages of-

'

cross examination transcript, the absence of any factual basis in support
! of Mr. Eddleman's contention is clear.

474. There is no evidence in the record of this proceeding that
i

.any welds exist on seismic pipe hangers which are defective to the degree

that they may fail and cause a safety problem. No evidence adduced by:

Mr. Eddleman or the Board or a party has identified any single defect

or flaw in the Applicants' present QA/QC progra'n for inspection of pipe:
1

hanger welds or in the criteria to which they are inspected. Mr. Eddleman

! has not adduced any evidence that defective pipe hanger welds, if any there

are, will not be caught and repaired by the Applicants' present inspection
'

?
-

- program.
1 .,

475. The Applicants' direct evidence was sponsored by James E. Nevill,

Principal Enginee6 Civil, Harris Plant Engineering Section, Alexander A.

|

t-

,

_ .
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Fuller, Principal Engineer-Mechanical (Hanger Engineering), Harris Plant
.

Construction Section, David R. Timberlake, Senior Engineer-Metallurgy /

Welding, Harris Plant Engineering Section, and Kumar V. Hate, Principal-

QA/QC Engineer, QA/QC Harris Plant Section.-
.

476. The Staff's direct evidence was sponsored by; Paul R. Bemis,

Acting Division Director, Division of Reactor Safety, Jerome J. Blake,

Chief Materials and Processing Section, and George A. Hallstrom, Reactor
.

Inspector, all from the Atlanta Regional Office of the NRC.

477. At the request of Mr. Eddleman and with the concurrence of the

Board, the following appeared for cross examination by Mr. Eddleman:

Kenneth A. Douglas, QA specialist; William H. Pere, QA/QC specialist; and
,

Gene G. Tingen, a pipe hanger welding inspector until February 1982, all

being employees of Applicants and Mr. George F. Maxwell, the NRC senior.

(
resident operations inspector.

478. The Board finds the witnesses identified above to be well

qualified in their respective professional disciplines. The Board finds,

their evidence to be credible, reliable and probative. J2/

479. Mr. Eddleman sponsored no direct evidence to support his conten-

tion. Instead he relied upon extensive cross examination of the witnesses.

identified above and upon extensive documentary evidence which the Board

accepted into evidence, often over the objections of Applicants andd

12/ The Applicants' prefiled written evidence follows Tr. 6663 and the---

Staff's follows Tr. 7217. Where we refer to a witnesses' preffled
evidence, it will be designated as, for exampie, " Hate at - "; oral6

evidence will be cited as " Hate Tr. - " unle?S the text makes the
witnesses' name clear.

('.

I

L ..
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Staff. The testimony of Messrs. Douglas, Pere, Tingen and Maxwell does

.' not support Mr. Eddleman's contention. The documents introduced by

!- Mr. Eddleman, Wells Eddleman Exhibits 20 through 59, El consist of training

and inspection procedures, letters between Applicants and Staff, welding '.

procedures, histories of welds, weld data reports and 18E inspection

reports. These documents do not impeach any evidence of the witnesses,

;- nor do they support Mr. Eddleman's contention that the present inspection

i program is defective. Taken as a whole, they support the testimony of the

: Applicants and Staff. For example, Eddleman Exhibit 50 consists of 1982
i -

weld data reports. Extensive cross examination was had by Mr. Eddleman,

on this document. (Tr. 7109-7122.) As the Board noted at Tr. 7118 all'

; this document did is show that there were non-conforming welds discovered

[ fn the inspection process and that they were fixed. The Board repeated

j its observation in regard to Eddleman Exhibit 20 which only showed that

non-confonning welds were discovered and remedied (Tr. 7311). Few of,

i

Mr. Eddleman's documentary exhibits even relate to.the present hanger
t

' weld inspection program which was commenced in late 1983.

480. The Applicants' direct evidence followed the following format.;

! 481. First Applicants' provided background information on pipe

| hangers, including an overview of the processes for design and'fabrica-
1

i tion, installation and inspection. Second, the relevant deficiencies
i

discovered in 1980 and in 1982 were described and the resultant,

;- reinspection programs and other corrective actions undertaken. Third,

|. M/ Identified and listed in Appendix B to Applicants' Proposed Findings.
'

,

!

|
1
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(
Applicants assessed the safety significance of these occurrences.

Fourth, Applicants described the enhancements to the hanger program

implemented in December 1983, and demonstrated the effectiveness of that

program in ensuring that the quality of the final hanger product is

established. Finally, Applicants assessed the implications of the hanger

program experience for the quality assurance program. (Fuller at'5.)
482. A pipe hanger is a component or structural assembly designed and

installed to support or restrain a section of pipe subjected to a combi-

nation of loads, and which protects the pipe from stresses that could

impair the pipe's ability to perform its function. For purposes of the
*

QA program and Applicants' and Staff's testimony, safety-related pipe

hangers may be equated with the term seismic pipe hangers. (Nevill at 5.)
483. The design of seismic pipe supports started with the Ebascog

-

s'
piping designer and pipe stress analysts. Ebasco developed pipe lay-outs,

:

to satisfy system function requirements and provided design parameters-

for stress analyses. The piping arrangement was then stress analyzed for

operating loads, thennal loads, seismic loads and other appropriate

loadings to determine location, function, and magnitude of support loads.

i This data was utilized by the support designer to develop pipe support

; designs. (Nevill at 6.)

484. The supports are designed to counteract the combined loads and

to prevent the pipe from being overstressed. For Harris, Bergen-Paterson

was the primary design and fabrication organization for the pipe supports.

(Nevill at 6.)
| 485. Welds received both in-process and final inspection by Bergen-
I

Paterson inspectors, and hangers were presented to Ebasco inspectors for
;

!

|

I
|
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final approval prior to shipment to the Harris site. Inspections were

conducted visually by trained inspectors using the Bergen-Paterson design

drawings to identify size and type of weld and hanger geometry. Prior to

the identification in 1982 of deficiencies in vendor-supplied welds,

inspection was done on a sampling basis. (Hateat6.)

486. The initial hanger erection program at Harris was set up to

include an initial (Phase I) inspection and a final (Phase II) inspection.

Phase I inspections were set up to include an intennediate check of

location and an inspection of any field welding performed up to the point

of inspection. Phase II inspections were to verify the total hanger

installation after both pipe and hanger had been adjusted to final

location and work was completed. To a great extent the historical
4

deficiencies noted in Applicants' and. Staff's presentations here were
*

~

found as a result of the early start on inspection activities during

Phase I inspections. Consequently, the early inspections provided

Applicant site management and NRC with early warning of potential hanger

problems. (Fuller at 7 and 8.) ,

487. The following Harris site groups are involved in the installation

of seismic hangers:

Docu..ent Control, which issues and controls design documents;-

Harris Plant Engineering Section generates and approves design-

changes required;

Hanger Engineering (Harris Plant Construction Section) provides-,

'

technical support to the craft;

Welding Engineering (Harris Plant Construction Section)-

provides technical support to the craft and hanger engineering;

.
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('
Construction Inspection (CI) inspects hangers for desigr.-

compliance, including geometry, location, and bill of

materials;

QC performs receipt inspections and inspects hanger welds.-

488. Installation involved the following basic phases: (1) receipt

and processing of design documants; (2) receipt and inspection of material;

(3) issuance of hanger design documents and material for construction;

(4) installation and inspection of the hanger; and (5) final documenta-

tion review. (Fuller at 8, 9.)

489. Hanger design drawings are received by Document Control and are

issued to Hanger Engineering for inclusion in the hanger work package.

(Fuller at 9.) The hanger material for a particular design is received
,

- and inspected by QC for compliance to the purchase order (i.e., identifi-
4

cation, dimensions, damage and shop welds). (Hateat9.) The hanger

design is surveyed in the field to minimize installation conflicts prior

to material issue.

490. Next an initial review group of Hanger Engineering personnel

reviews the hanger drawing and develops a work package consisting of:

(1) A Seismic Weld Data Report (SWDR) for weld joint inspection

records;

(2) A traveler for tracking the status of installation and

inspection;

(3) Work directives for detailing special instructions if required;

| (4) The hanger design drawing;

(5) Field modifications as required; and
!

|(
!

-- - -
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(
(6) A Material Verification Sheet. (Fuller at 9-10.)

491. Third, the hanger package is then "weldmapped" by numbering

the welded joint (s) on the hanger. The field joint numbers are listed on

the SWDR for tracking weld acceptance. This procedure was instituted in

December 1983, per Work Procedure 139. Prior to implementation of WP-139,

field welds were tracked by various methods. This was a major change for

the better in the weld program. (Fuller at 10.)

492. Fourth, the package is reviewed by Welding Engineering to

detennine the particular welding procedure specification necessary in

accordance with project site requirements, mandatory holdpoints for fitup

and preheat prior to welding, and to identify unclear, missing, or

erroneous welding instructions on the drawing. Any additional instruc-
' tions are placed on the SWDR. (Fuller at 10.)

493. Fifth, QC Welding then reviews the new SWDR for completeness and
'

accuracy. Documentation for previous welding is also reviewed and, if

accepted, is transcribed forward to the new SWDR. Welds not yet accepted

on the SWDR will be reinspected along with any additional new welding.

(Fuller at 10.)

494. Finally, the package is routed to a construction crew foreman
i

who requisitions the material from the lay down area for installation.

(Fuller at 10.)

495. The following steps were involved in the installation and

inspection process of hangers at the time of hearing:
.

(1) The hanger members are fit-up, tack welded in place, and

examined by Hanger Engineering personnel prior to weldout.

( Field modifications are generated by Hanger Engineering
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personnel to resolve interferences or other installation l
'

I

problems. -

(2) QC welding inspections are performed to insure fit-up

compliance and preheat verifications as required by the SWDR.
.

(3) The hanger is welded out by qJalified welders.

(4) Final shimming and adjustments are made to the hanger.

(5) Welding Engineering personnel examine hanger welds. .

(6) Hanger Engineering personnel examine the hanger for compliance

to the design intent. Field Modifications may be generated to

report the field condition to HPES (Harris Plant Engineering
,

Section).
; '
'

(7) CI (Construction Inspection) inspects hanger geometry, location,

e and other parameters for design compliance.
\
"

(8) QC Welding inspects hanger field welds and records the weld
,

joint acceptance on the SWDR. (Hate, Fuller, Timberlake at 11.)

496. Final documentation review includes verification of the following:

documentation has been properly completed and signed-off; pertinent,

! documentation has been included in the hanger package; and modifications
i-

have been correctly incorporated into the final drawing. (Fuller at 12.)

; These weld documents are retained by Applicants (Pere, Tr. 7143-7146;
i

Hallstrom, Blake, 7239-7239.)
.

497. Applicants have contracted with Ebasco for vendor surveillance

pertaining to shop fabrication of hangers supplied by Bergen-Paterson.
'

Ebasco Vendor QA performs surveillances, inspections, and audits of the

i vendor's facility and work activities. The actions include review of

| [ such documents as material test reports, inspection records and

!
!

l
!

L
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non-destructive test reports and coating records, and performance of shop

.

inspections on work accomplished. Inspections now include, but are not

Ifmited to, inspection of welds on non-standard parts prior to painting.

Nonconformances identified during the shop inspections are documented and

resolved. Vendor-caused nonconformances identified by App 1fcants after

receipt of the hanger on site are investigated by Ebasco Vendor QA and

reviewed with Bergen-Paterson management to prevent recurrence.

498. After completion of final inspection in the vendor's shop, Ebasco

issues a Quality Release (QR) indicating the hanger is acceptable and is

ready for shipment to the field. Originally when hangers were received

at the site they were accepted based on this QR. The hangers were also

checked for identification, documentation, damage, and obvious welding

discrepancies prior to release for installation. The quality attributes

to be checked during receipt inspection were increased once QC inspec-

tions started noting discrepuncles with previously accepted shop welds.

Statistical sampling of vender welds was initiated in May 1982. Due to

the high reject rate experienced from this statistical sampling,

100 percent receipt inspection of vendor welds was initiated during June

1982. This high reject rate was due in part to the fact that vendor QA

and site QC inspectors were using somewhat different weld acceptance

criteria. Bergen-Paterson used design specification requirements they

developed from the ASME Code while Harris was using the AWS D1.1 code.

Confusion in inspection criteria and the use of professional judgment

resulted. The AWS D1.1 code is somewhat more stringent. Bergen-Paterson

and Applicants consulted and resolved the differences. (Hate,Nevill,

{ Timberlake, Tr. 7032-36.) The majority of welds rejected on site were

-
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4

_ for minor weld' defects. (Hateat13.) Increased vendor QA fnspection
,

;
.

f. and standardization of weld acceptance criteria have resolved this problem.
,

The inspection of shop weld quality attributes has'been retrofit to ),

include hangers received on site prior to June, 1982.,

1 :

i 499. Inspection of pipe hangers in the field fs perforined by !
! t

i ConstructionInspection(CI)andQC. The CI inspections addrets hanger
i

! attributen other than welding. (Hate at 13.)
i-
( 500. Inspection of welding performed on site is done by the QC Welding |
1 t

{ group. These inspections are perforined to assure: compliance with the

i hanger drawings with respect to weld type, size and length; acceptability -
i

{ . of materials; and weld quality. These inspections are performed by (
,

'

inspectors who are qualified and certified in accordance with procedure ;-

[ (-
~

* CQA-1, and are performed in accordance with procedure CQA-19 (procedure
i ,

j' on weld control) and NDEP605 (visual weld inspection procedure), and
'documented on a SWOR. Acceptance and rejection of the welds are noted on

the SWDRs. Rejected welds must be dispositioned (reworked or waivered)
:

and accepted by a QC inspector prior to final acceptance of the hanger, j

The SWDR is included in the hanger package and becomes a QA record. I

SWDRs are reviewed by the QC welding specfalist for completeness and !

accuracy. The QC welding specialist periodically trends the weld reject

rate to determine if an adverse trend is developing 'and whether I

management attention is required. Since the implementation in December '

1983 of the enhanced hanger program, no adverse trends have been i

identified. (Hate at 14.)

501. The previous paragraphs (481 through 500). describe Applicants'- f

historical and present, design, fabrication, installation and inspection

:

I
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of its seismic pipe hangers and the welds thereon. This is an adequate
,

-

program which provides reasonable assurance that defective welds will be '

,

found and corrected.

502. Several times in this decision, and often in the. course of the

hearings, the words " defective weld" have occurred. This is perhaps

somewhat of a misno.ner. It would be more correct to refer to these as

"non-confoming welds", f.e., welds that did not confom to the applicable

ASME or AWS code or to an acceptable alternative standard. Mr. Hate
.

testified that the non-conforming welds had defects which were minor.

(Hate at 13 and Tr. 7026.) The defects would not have adversely affected x

structural integrity. (Nevill, Tr. 6668; Fuller, Tr. 6737-6738.) The

defects were of a minor cosmetic type. (Hallstrom Tr. 735.7.)

503. Nothing is this record impugns the testimony that the defects of-

,

the non-conforming welds have been minor and not of safety significance.
'

504 Much was made by Mr. Eddleman of NRC's citation in 1980 for

violations relating to pipe hanger welds. E Mr. George F. Maxwell, the
,

I then NRC senior resident inspector for construction, who appeared and

testified at de request of Mr. Eddleman, identiffec t. hat on September 3,

i 1980 several har,1ers with unclear and incorrect weld symbols on Bergen-

; Paterson Seismic class I pipe hanger drawings. Mr. Maxwell also identi-

fied instances in which the field applied weld was different from the

drawing requirements and had not been identified by QC. This discovery

was cited as an infraction in an inspection report dated November 3,

,14] See Tr. 7242, 7316, Eddleman Ex. 58. .

.

-
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1980. (Blake,Bemisat9and10). Consequently, a site investigation

by Applicant into selected hanger drawings and installed hangers was

conducted. The results indicated that several weaknesses existed in the,

program for installing and inspecting seismic hangers, in that a substan-

tial number of seismic hanger drawings contained erroneous, nissing, or

unclear welding instructions, and many installed hangers were not welded

to meet the design requirements or quality acceptance criteria. Due to

the extensive scope of the problems identified, Applicants reinspected

all seismic hangers on which field welding had been performed. A final

report on the non-conformances and subsequent reinspection program was

submitted to the Staff on May 1,1981 and revised on June 11, 1981; and

the NRC closed out this item on September 14, 1981. (Fuller at 14 and,

:

,- 15.) The Board views this as historical evidence that NRC identified a
t
'

problem with welds on pipe hangers and that Applicants corrected the
'

problem.

505. Non-conforming welds were either reworked by craft personnel or

accepted by the design organization on the basis of an appropriate

engineering analysis. (Fuller at 16.)

506. Hanger Engineering and Welding Engineering began reviewing pipe
,

hanger design drawings for missing, unclear, and incorrect weld symbols

prior to issuance to the field. Welding Engineering personnel performed

the primary review for weld symbol problems. Drawings with problems were

reported to Ebasco/Bergen-Paterson for correction via pipe hanger problem

memos written by Hanger Engineering. Revised design drawings were

received and reviewed by Applicants to ensure that welds were properly

dispositioned. (Fuller, Timberlake at 16.)

__ . -_.
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507. Bergen-Paterson revised their review' procedures to insure that

design drawings show proper weld. symbols. Drawings being issued from

Bergen-Paterson's three design offices were routed through a single

office to provide more consistent review by Bergen-Paterson engineering

personnel . (Fuller, Timberlake at 16.)
.

508. Applicants at the same time instituted additional weld symbol
.

identification training conducted by welding and hanger engineers. The
:

classes consisted of training on AWS standard weld symbol nomenclature
4

in accordance with AWS A2.4-79 as related to Bergen-Paterson pipe
'

hangers. Craft personnel attending these training classes included

superintendents, general foremen, foremen and welders of pipe and pipe
>

hangers. In addition to instructions on weld symbol identification,

emphasis was given to the importance of welding the pipe hanger exactly
(

as the design drawing required. In those instances where this is not
*

possible, due to physical limitations or drawing errors, craft personnel
I

were directed to return the hanger drawing to Hanger. Engineering.

(Timberlake at 17.)

509. In 1932 surveillance performed by Hanger Engineering identified

hangers with documentation errors and non-conforming welds. The Receipt

Inspection Program revised to encompass examination of vendor welds,

discovered non-conforming shop welds made by Bergen-Paterson. Finally,

Applicants determined that inspectors and craftsmen were using an

improper technique in the measurement of skewed tee fillet welds.
.

(Fuller at 17.)

510. The widespread scope of these non-conformances made it necessary

to reinspect seismic pipe hangers welded or partially welded out prior to

.
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b
June 26, 1982. The reinspection program addressed both shop and field

welds, and the results for each hanger were documented on that hanger's

individual SWDR and disposition on that document. Problems continued to

be discovered which were of a programmatic nature. (See, Fuller at 17-18.)

511. As a result of the 1982 reinspection effort, a number of

remedial actions took place. Shop and field welds on installed hangers

were reinspected and non-confoming welds were either reworked by the craft

or evaluated and accepted by the design organization, except for the few
I

hangers currently on design hold. Non-conformances were recorded on the
'

SWDR and acceptance eventually recorded on that document by the QA inspec-

tion organization. In addition, vendor welds were examined prior to
'

releasing material to the field for installation. Non-conformances noted

| were also either reworked or accepted by engineering evaluation. (Fuller,
-'- Hate, Timberlake at 19.) This program is still in progress as of the

; time of hearing, November 1984.

512. In addition, the following measures were implemented:

(1) Weld acceptance criteria were revised to provide consistent

inspection criteria to be used by site and vendor QA inspectors.

(2) Ebasco assigned fcur vendor QA representatives to the Bergen-j

Paterson facility and began performing both in process and 100 percent

final visual weld inspections. These inspections consist of a visual

inspection of shop welds prior to coating of the hangers. After the
.

harJgers are coated, they undergo a dimensional and coating inspection.

(Prior to the corrective action Ebasco had one vendor QA representa.tive
l assigned to the Bergen-Paterson facility who performed random

|

._- - -_
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dimensional, coating and welding inspections when the hangers were ready

forshipment.)

(3) An ' inspection / documentation procedure specifically for pipe

hanger welding was developed.

(4) Routine audits of each QC inspector's field work were imple-

mented-by QC supervisors.

(5) Weld documentation was reviewed to insure it was correct and

complete.

(6) . Additional training on weld acceptance criterf a '(including

skewed tee welds) was initiated. (Fuller, Hate, Timberlake at 20.) L

513. Mr. Nevill testified that, due to the design conservatisms,
t

the non-conformances discovered in the 1982 reinspections were minor and .

had no adverse impact on structural integrity. (Nevill at 21-23.)-

.(
'

514. The weld non-conformances discovered during the 1981_and 1982
.

reinspections were remedied by rework rather than by engineering

analysis. It is less costly to instruct a welder to rework the weld than

to make an engineering analysis in the field. (Nevill,Tr.6669;Blake, *

Tr.7330-7331.)

515. Finally in July 1983 App 1tcants took decisive action. They

made an indepth analysis of the pipe hanger weld program and instituted

the present program in December 1983.- (Bemis, Blake at 11; Fuller at 10.)

This is called the " enhanced program." (Fuller Tr. 6790).

516. The key elements of the enhanced program are as follows: i,

.(1) A work package group has been created to review hanger work

packages prior to issuance to the field. During the review the hanger

sketch is weld mapped for inspection documentation and the drawing is

;
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checked for constructability. Weld mapping _has provided a high level of

confidence that welds are inspected and accepted. (This is being

retrofitted to previously installed hangers as well as applied to the

installation of new hangers.) This review also insures that recessary

documentation and instructions for installation and inspection are

present in the package prior to issuance to the field. Hangers are also

surveyed in the field to identify attachment points. (Fuller, Timberlake,

Hateat23-24.)

(2) The seismic hanger work procedure has been revised and its

requirements simplified. Generic engineering documents are no longer

used as solutions to common problems. Instead, field modifications are

written for each hanger detailing necessary changes due to t,hese

problems. This has greatly reduced the potential for misinterpretation-

'
and subsequent misapplication of construction requirements. (Fuller,

Timberlake, Hate at 24.)

(3) A field hanger engineering support unit has been developed

whose purpose is to support the craft during hanger installation. These

Hanger Engineering personnel remain in the field throughout the hanger's

construction and identify and resolve installation problems. These

efforts produce additional confidence that the design organization's

intent is being met during construction, Field Hanger Engineering

personnel also examine the hanger for design compliance and have Welding

Engineering personnel examine hanger welds (both shop and field) prior to

submitting the hanger package to CI and QC for final inspection. Hanger

Field Modifications are generated by Hanger Engineering personnel to

j resolve problems encountered. These examinations by the Hanger and Welding
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Engineering personnel will generate higher quality levels in the work

being presented for final inspection and thereby render this process more

effective. (Fuller, Timberlake, Hate at 24-25.)

(4) In addition to CI and QC review, a Hanger Engineering final

review group has been formed to review seismic hanger packages prior to

final turnover to the permanent QA records vault. Hanger package

documentation is verified as being complete and accura'te. (Fuller, Hate.

Timberlake at 25; see also Douglas, Tr. 7189; Blake, Tr. 7270.)

517. There will be a 100 percent reinspection of all pipe hangers

and pipe hanger welds using the criteria and procedures developed in the

enhanced program. (Blake,Ha11strom,Tr. 7321, 7322; Fuller, Tr. 6791-6793.)

Thus, returning to the contention, paragraph 465 supra, the issue is

whether the enhanced program in effect since December 1983 is an adequate,

'

program to detennine whether welds are improperly inspected.

518. Mr. Hate testified that the enhanced program was working. He

stated that in the second quarter of 1984, approximately 93 percent of

the quality attributes presented by the craft to CI for inspection were4

found to be acceptable. Also, approximately 93 percent of the work

presented by the craft to QC for weld inspection was found to be

acceptable. In addition, an independent check of inspector performance

for the period February to April,1984, by QA surveillance revealed a

99.82 percent acceptance rate for CI-inspected attributes and a

99.37 percent acceptance rate for QC welding inspected attributes. (Hate
'

at25.)

519. The NRC Staff introduced into evidence its Systematic Assessment

{ of Licensee Perfonnance for February 1,1983, through April 30, 1984

- - - - - -
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(SALP IV) at the management phase of these hearihgs (following Tr. 3660)

as its latest assessment of Applicants performance. The SALP represents

the Staff's assessment of Applicants' performance. We set forth below

that part of SALP !Y which relates to Contention 41.

3. PipingSystemsandSupports[ Harris]
.

a. Analysis

During the evaluation period, inspections were
performed by the regional and resident inspection
staffs.

Inspections included reviews of the program and
procedures; observation of work activities; and
review of records in the areas of: Pfpe welding,
structural welding, welder qualification, welding
filler material control, welding repair, pipe '

supports, pipe storage, and preservice inspection.

In the early portion of this assessment period, the
( licensee conducted an evaluation of the hanger

erection program. This evaluation was prompted by,
'

construction management's review of the problems
identified, experience gained in the early phases
of hanger erection, discussions with other
utfif ties, program deficiencies which had been
identified by the licensee and the NRC that
required reinspection of previously accepted work,
and the projected acceleration of work in this
area. The results of this evaluation indicated a
strong need for program revision and additional
emphasis in this area. Based upon the above, the
Itcensee, in July 1983, stopped all inspections and
reduced the work activity in this area to permit an
orderly revision of this program.

The following changes were implemented. The work
and inspection procedures were revised and
additional training was conducted for engineering,
craft, and inspection personnel. The hanger
construction activtties were placed under the,

control of the resident mechanical engineer. The
piping group was reorganfred, and staffing levels
were increased from 24 to 117 personnel in the
piping group. A resident engineer was assigned to
the hanger group, and staffing levels in this area

( were increased approximately 300 percent. The

,

C_.____________ __ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(
majority of these newly assigned personnel had
experience from recently completed nuclear plants.
To provide direct assistance to the erection crews,
a hanger engineer was assigned to each work force
foreman to provide guidance and timely resolution
of field problems.

[56] A revised hanger inspecticn program was implemented
in December 1983 which in addition to revising the
hanger inspection program required reinspection of
all previously inspected hangers. This program in
addition to increased staffing, incorporated a
detailed inspection checklist similar to that used
at recently completed inspections. It additionally
incorporated a work and inspection package concept
that contained all drawings, instructions, changes,
inspection checklists and .11 associated material
used in erection and inspection of the individual
hanger.

The licensee's QA surveillance group and the-

corporate audit group have conducted inspections on
this revised program with no major deficiencies
noted. Although an indepth evaluation of this

f revised program has not been conducted by the NRC,
* CP&L QC inspections show that the program will .

provide for much needed improvements in this area.
This program now has the highest level of
construction activity on site. During the period
January 1984 through April 1984 over 10,500 points
on the hangers were inspected. Of those points
only approximately 5% were found to be unacceptable
by the stringent criteria applied. Less than 0.5%
required rework and none had major safety
significance. QA surveillance performed an audit
of over 1200 QC accepted hanger packages and found
only 3 unacce,9 table. All three defects occurred
af ter QC fina' inspection. This data leads the NRC
to conclude the program is functioning as designed.

Nine violations were identified. Six of the
violations (2,3,4,6,8and9below)were
unrelated, and did not indicate a programmatic
breakdown. The remaining three violations (1, 5
and 7) were identified in the area of pipe hanger
installation prior to the implementation of the,

Itcensee's December 1983 hanger reinspection
program. The licensee has performed a detailed
review of completed hanger packages and only a few
minor problems have been found. It should be noted..

{ that only limited NRC inspections of this area have
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been made since December 1983, so the effectiveness
of this program has not yet been fully determined.
[SALPIVpp.55and56).

520. This closely approximates the testimony of Messrs. Bemis, Blake

and Ha11strom at page 11 of their preffled written testimony. Since filing

his testimrny on August 9,1984, Mr. Ha11strom has conducted an inspec-
.

tion at Harris mostly in the area of pipe hangers and their welds. (I&E

Rpt.No.50-400/94-95.) Mr. Hallstrom concluded that his inspection

shews that the enhanced program is working. (Tr.7218-7219.) Mr. Bemis,

responding to Judge Kelley testified that the Staff feels that the present

program is working (Tr. 7354-7355).

521. In response to questions by the Board and Mr. Eddleman the

Staff set forth some of its reasons for its professional judgment that

the enhanced program was adequate. Weld maping, so that each weld is
'

identified, is an improvement. (See, Blake Tr. 7270.) Better definition

of inspection criteria and limiting the exercise of judgment is positive.

(Bemis Tr. 7326.) Mr. Blake was of the opinion that the involvement of

the engineering staff to support the craft and QC inspection on site

provides assistance which was not previously available. (Tr. 7356-7357.)

Mr. Ha11strom expressed confidence in that nothing has indicated that a

weld might fail. (Tr.7357.) The Board also inquired of the witnesses

subpoenaed by Mr. Eddleman as to the efficacy of the enhanced program.

Mr. Douglas testified that weld mapping and field modifications on the spot

were definite improvements. (Tr. 7189.) The sampling and surveillance

according to Mr. Douglas is improved. (Tr.7190.) Mr. Hate testified

that the current program now has welding supervisors looking at welds prior

{ to turning them over to QA/QC, (Tr.7038.) This is an improved additional
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check. Assigning engineers to the field has improved the program. (Hate

Tr. 7938.) The formation of documentation assessment groups has improved

the paper documentation. (HateTr.7039.) Independent QA surveillances

are an additional improved check measure. (HateTr.7039.) .

WELLS EDDLEMAN'S PROPOSED FINDINGS

522. Mr. Eddleman's proposed findings on contention 41 E are a

restatement of pipe hanger weld problems incurred at the Harris site from

commencement of construction until December 1983 when the present inspec-

tionprogram(enhancedprogram)wasinstalled. His proposed findings

are not relevant to the inspection program now in place and should be

rejected in total. Nowhere in his findings does Mr. Eddlemar) set forth

any record evidence that even casts a shadow of doubt upon'the efficiency

of the present inspection program. Nowhere, in his proposed findings, to

return to the issues raised by his contention, does Mr. Eddleman set

forth any facts in evidence in the record that indicate that non-conforming

welds could slip through the present inspection program. Nowhere in his

proposed findings does Mr. Eddleman set forth any facts in the record

which would indicate that a defective weld does, or could, exist at Harris,

the failure of which could cause a safety problem. For these reasons

Mr. Eddleman's proposed findings are rejected.

.

W Wells Eddleman's Proposed Findings on Contentions 41 (Pipe Hangers
QA/QC),116 (Fire Protection) and 9 (Environmental Qualification of
Electrical Equipment) (With Conclusions and Orders Included)-

--
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Conclusions on Wells Eddleman's Contention 41,

Pipe Hanger Welds

523. The Board concludes, based upon our findings made supra, and
,

upon the record as a whole including all oral, written and documentary
'

evidence, and all filings that the Applicants' program installed in
,

December 1983 to inspect and approve welds on seismic pipe hangers

provides reasonable assurance that any non-conforming welds will be found i

and corrected. The Board further finds that there is no evidence to

support the Intervenors' Contention and that it is without merit.
;

F. EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 116 (Fire Protection)
.

524. Eddleman Contention 116 states: [

The fire hazard analysis of section 9.5A (Appendix) in the FSAR does

( not address the availability of control and power to .the safety
equipment. In establishing fire resistance ratings of fire barriers .,~

with respect to fire in cable trays, Applicants have not established
that qualification tests represent actual plant conditions or
comparable conditions. Another vague statement is that fire
barriers are used "where practical" without defining practical or
stating the criteria to decide where a fire barrier is or is not
practical (and what type of fire barrier should be used). FSAR
9.5.1.1.1. The " Analysis" of Appendix 9.5A does not demonstrate as
9.5.1.1.1 claims it will, the adequacy of other fire protection
measures in all cases. Rather, it estimates the BTU of combustible
material, smoke generation and removal rate from the area, gives
usually a qualitative description of some measures to mitigate or
reduce the fire effects, and assumes that the fire will be promptly
detected (usually no analysis of location of detection instruments
etc.) and the fire brigade will respond rapidly and put out the
fire, or the automatic equipment will work. These assertions are
made despite the time it takes to get people into the containment.
and to the fire (not well analyzed). Further, the " analysis" of
what happens if the fire spreads is generally a rationalization
that it can't spread much, not an analysis. See
of effects of postulated fires." The effect "oTa_e.2_. " Analysis

,

fire in a fire
area or a fire zone with a combustible loading greater than,

240,000 BTU /sq.ft, doesn't get dealt with in realistic tems. The
i

|(~
:

-)

!
,

we ,,-,.re , , - ,~n- .' * * ,.u-,,. ..-n- -w- - . , . , - , + -- n. . - - ,,, - .
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(
plantfirefightingcapabgtyofsimultaneo'usfiresisinadequate, |
or at least unanalyzed." -

525. This version of Eddleman Contention 116 was adopted by the

Board in its Order of July 27, 1984. Memorandum and Order (Ruling on

Various Safety and Procedural Ouestions) at 4-5.

526. Negotiations were conducted between Applicants and Intervenor

Eddleman, resulting in the wording of the contention set forth above.

" Applicants' Motion to Amend Eddleman Contention 116" (July 16, 1984).

527. Evidence was presented on this contention by the Applicants and

the Staff. -

528. The Staff also submitted an Affidavit of Randall Eberly and

Dennis J. Kubicki conce ning noen Item 8 in the Staff Safety Evaluation

Report. Cross-examination was permitted on this affidavit and the
/
t affidavit was admitted into the record by the Board. (Tr. 7432.)

529. Intervenor Eddleman presented no direct evidence on this

contention.

530. Applicants presented the testimony of Margaretta A. Serbanescu

and David B. Waters. " APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF MARGARETTA A. SERBANESCU

IN RESPONSE TO E00 LEMAN CONTENTION 116 (FIRE PROTECTION)" ff. Tr. 4256

[hereinafterSerbanescu);" APPLICANTS'SUPPLEMENTALTESTIMONYOF

MARGARETTA A. SER8ANESCO IN RESPONSE TO E00 LEMAN CONTENTION 116 (FIRE

PROTECTION)" ff. Tr. 4256 [ hereinafter Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony);

.

16/ The Board dismissed the consideration of simultaneous fires during-

the evidentiary hearings on this contention. Tr. 4370; Tr. 4831-4832.
'

.

- __
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" APPLICANTS' TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. WATERS IN RESPONSE TO EDDLEMAN Conten-
<

!

TION 116 (FIRE ' PROTECTION)" ff. Tr. 4250 [ hereinafter' Waters).
~

'
'

531. Applicants' witness Margaretta Serbanescu is employed by EBASCO
'

Services Inc. as a Principal Mechanical Engineer, responsible for the
'

supervision of the EBASCO Fire Protection Engineering Group. She has

! extensive experience in fire protection engineering for nuclear and
i

fossil fuel plants.- EBASCO has been retained to develop the fire;

!..
protection program for the Shearon Harris facility using NRC regulations,

!. Industry Standards, and insurance criteria. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at

1-3.) Mrs. Serbanescu was assigned as the Fire Protection Engineer for

Harris in 1978. She is now in charge of the EBASCO Fire Protection Group-

j

i responsible for the Harris Fire Protection Program. Mrs. Serbanescu
i

supervised the preparation of the safe shutdown analysis, and coordinated; ;

\ the justification of deviations from NRC guidelines. (ld.) App 1'icants'
*

) witness David B. Waters is employed by Applicant Carolina Power and Light

|. Company as the Principal Engineer-0perations in the Harris Nuclear *
'

!

{ Project Department. Mr. Waters is responsible for the administration of

( the Fire Protection Program during the operations phase et Harris. He is

) responsible for testing fire orotection equipment, and training the fire

j brigade. He has worked in fire protection at Applicants' other nuclear
i facilities. (Vatcrs, ff. Tr. 4250 at 2-3.)

,

532. It is Applicants' testimony that the aspects of fire protection
i

i

; discussed in this contention meet NRC guidance, standards of the '

)

National Fire Protection Association and . industry standards, and that,,

therefore, there is no merit to the allegations of the contention.
Y/ (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 3-4.)

I,n

I
. ,

!!

,

*
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533. ,The Staff presented the testimony at the hearing of Randall

Eberly and Robert L. Ferguson. "NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF RANDALL EBERLY AND

ROBERT L. FERGUSON CONCERNING EDDLEMAN CONTENTION 116", ff. Tr. 4626

[hereinafterEberly/Ferguson]. The Staff also presented the testimony

of Dennis J. Kubicki in the form of a Joint Affidavit with Mr. Eberly.

Mr. Kubicki was cross-examined on the contents of this Affidavit on

December 17, 1984. " Joint Affidavit of Randall Eberly and Dennis J.

Kubicki Concerning SER Open Item 8 (Acceptability of Fire Doors)".

534. Staff witness Eber1v was employed as a Fire Protection Engineer

in the Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. El He was directly responsible for the review

of the fire protec' ion programs for the Shearon Harris facility.t

'(Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 6.) Mr. Eberly is a trained fire
A protection engineer, with fire protection experience with the U.S. Coast

Guard, as well as with the NRC. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 1.)

535. Staff witness Ferguson is a Section Leader of the Fire Protection

Section, Chemical Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. He is responsible for supervising the

Staff's review of the safety considerations associated with fire protec-

tion programs at nuclear power generating stations. (Eberly/Ferguson,

ff. -Tr. 4626 at 3.) Mr. Ferguson has participated in the development of

Appendix R to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 and in the development of the Staff's

fire protection guidelines.- (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 5.)

1]7,/_ Mr. Eberly is no longer a member of the NRC Staff.
,

,

i ~

,

< s

, -
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536. Mr. Kubicki is employed as a Fire Protection Engineer in the

Chemical Engineering Branch of the Division of Engineering, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation. He is responsible for perfoming safety
'

reviews and evaluations of the fire protection programs of nuclear power

plants. This includes the determination of the degree of conformance of

the plants with applicable NRC fire protection guidelines and require-

ments. Mr. Kubicki is trained in fire protection and safety engineering.

Mr. Kubicki has had extensive # ire protection engineering experience.-

NRC Staff Exhibit 8 at Attachment 1.

537. It is the Staff's position that the Applicants' program has

been developed using nationally recognized criteria such as the National

Fire Protection Association Codes for Guidance, and that the _ Applicants'4

t

program conforms to branch technical position CMEB 9.5-1, with approved

deviations, and is adequate to provide reasonable assurance that one

train of cables and equipment needed to safely shut down the reactor will

be maintained free of fire damage. (Eberly, Tr. 4628.)

Applicable Regulatory Standards and Guidance

538. The development of a fire protection program is controlled by

10 C.F.R. l 50.48 of the Commission's Regulations which states in pertinent

part:

(a) Each operating nuc? ear power-plant shall have a fire
protection plan that satisfies Criterion 3 of Appendix A to
this part. This fire protection plan shall describe the
overall fire protection program for the facility, identify
the various positions within the licensee's organization that
are responsible for the program, state the authorities that
are delegated to each of these positions to implement those
responsibilities, and outline the plans for fire protection,-

{ fire detection and suppression capability, and limitation of

. - - ..
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fire damage. The plan shall also describe specific features
necessary to implement the program described above, such as
administrative controls and personnel requirements for fire
prevention and manual fire suppression activities, automatic
and manually.operited fire detection and suppression systems,
and the means to limit fire damage to structures, systems, or
components important to safety so that the capability to
safely shut down the plant is ensured. (Footnote omitted.)

539. Appendix R to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 of the Consnission's Regulations,

which also relates to fire protection, does not apply to the Shearon

Harris facility directly. (Ferguson, Tr. 4634. See, Ferguson, Tr. 4631.)

Appendix R applies to those plants licensed before 1979. (Ferguson,

Tr.4631.) It should be noted that the technical requirements of

Appendix R to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 are generally included in the Staff's

protection guidelines. (Ferguson, Tr. 4634; Eberly, Tr. 4645.)

540. The Harris facility is also required to comply with general

( design criterion three which states:

Structures, systems, and components important to safety shall
be designed and located to minimize, consistent with other

'

safety requirements, the probability and effect of fires and
explosions. Noncombustible and heat resistant materials
shall be used wherever practical throughout the unit,
particularly in locations such as the containment and control,

j room. Fire detection and fighting systems of appropriate
capacity and capability shall be provided and designed to,

minimize the adverse effects of fires on structures, systems,
and components important to safety. Fire fighting systems

l. shall be designed to assure that their rupture or inadvertent
i operation does not significantly impair the safety capability-
L of these structures, systems, and components.

541. The Staff reviews fire protection programs for plants such as

Shearon Harris in accordance with Section 9.5.1 of the Standard Review

Plan, NUREG-0800, Rev. 3, July, 1981. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 7.)

542. The Staff Standard Review Plan also incorporates various sections

of the National Fire Protection Associations codes and standards. Staff

. _ _ ,_
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Exhibit 6 at 9.5.1-50, 9.5.1-51. Those NFPA standards used by Applicants

in the preparation of their fire protection program are set forth in

Applicants' Exhibit 6. (Applicants' Exhibit 6 at 9.5.1-45.)

543. The purpose of the fire protection program is to insure the

capability of a nuclear facility to shut down the reactor and maintain it

in a safe shutdown condition, and to minimize the radioactive releases to

the environment in the event of a fire. This program is implemented

using the philosophy of defense in depth to protect against the hazards

of fire and its associated effects on safety related equipment.

(Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 6-7.)

544. In order to demonstrate compliance with GDC 3, a fire hazards

analysis is performed which verifies that the fire protection program

-guidelines have been met, or that deviations from these guidelines are

justified. The fire hazards analysis lists the elements of the fire

protection program, identifies deviations from the guidelines, and

justifies them. In order to justify a deviation from a fire protection

guideline, Applicants must demonstrate that an equivalent level of

protection will be achieved. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 8.)

545. Applicants have performed a fire hazards analysis to show the

ability to achieve safe shutdown in their final safety analysis report

and their safe shutdown analysis. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 9.)

Availability of Control and Power Cables To Safety Related Equipment

546. Both Applicants and Staff have testified that the availability
i

| _of control and power cables to safety related equipment is not directly
I addressed in the Fire Hazards Analysis. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 6;
k

|

,

v
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.4653-4654.) Applicants and Staff agree that the subject of
IEberly, Tr. '

the availability of power and control cables to safety related equipment

is addressed in other portions of the FSAR, such as section 8.3, section

9.5.1.2.2, and in the Safe Shutdown Analysis. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256

at 6; Eberly, Tr. 4654.) As Staff witnesses indicated three documents

the.FSAR, Appendix 9.5A, and the Safe Shutdown Analysis constitute the

entire fire hazards analysis for the Harris plant. (Eberly, Tr. 4654.)

Therefore, in the Staff and Applicants' view, the availability of power

and control cables to safety related equipment is addressed in Applicants',

fire protection program. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 6; Eberly, Tr. 465.4.)

Intervenors did not raise any issues as to the adequacy of the analysis

of the availability of power and control c. ables to safety related

equipment.
;

Fire Resistance Ratings For Fire Barriers With Respect to Fires In
Cable Trays

547. A fire barrier is a component of construction which is used to

prevent the spread of fire. Each fire area in the Harris power block

is bounded by barriers with construction that provides a minimum

three-hour fire rating, with the exception of special doors, bullet

resistant doors and air-tight doors which have not been fire tested.

(Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256 at 7.) In addition,

certain cable trays within a fire area are protected by three-hour or

one-hour fire resistance rated enclosures as identified in the safe
shutdown analysis. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 8.) Where a cable tray

'l

,
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penetrates a fire barrier, fire seals having a minimum resistance rating

at least equal to the rating of the fire barrier are installed. (Id.)d

548. In its review of an Applicants' fire protection program, the

Staff relies on laboratory scale fire resistance tests of fire barrier-

materials in representative configurations of cables and conduits to

determine whether fire barriers will be capable of protecting the cables

from fire damage. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 9.) The Staff accepts

barriers that are successfully tested to ASTM Test Method E-119 " Fire

Tests of Building Construction and Materials." _(Id. at 10.) This method

is a nationally recognized testing methodology developed over 60 years ago.

It is.the primary means of qualification of wall and floor assemblies

referenced by all national building codes as well as the standards of the

ational Fire Protection Association for Building Construction. (Id.)d,

'
These tests are conducted at independent testing laboratories to assure

objectivity. (Id.)

549. Applicants have testified that the test methodologies-to be

i used for the rating of their fire barriers are based on standard fire

I tests performed in accordance with: ASTM E-119; NFPA 251; Nuclear Mutual
|

| Limited (NML), " Property Loss Drevention Standards for Nuclear Generating
|

Stations," Appendix A-14; Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 263 " Fire Tests

i of Building Construction and Materials"; and American Nuclear Insurers
!

Bulletin No. 5 " Standard Fire Endurance Test Method to Qualify a Protec-

tive Envelope for Class IE Electrical Circuits." (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256

at 7-8.)
! 550. The ASTM E-119 test methodology is based on an exposure fire

! represented by the standard time temperature curve. This curve depicts a

|
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fire at 1000'F at 5 minutes,1300*F at 10 minutes,1550*F at 30 minutes,
'

1700*F at I hour,1850*F at 2 hours,1925'F at 3 hours, 2000*F at 4 hours,

and 2300*F at 8 hours or over. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 10; Eberly/'

| Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 10.)
,

551. The assemblies tested are typically 180 feet square mounted

in a test furnace and subjectert to the standard test fire of carefully n

controlled extent and severity by calibrating the furnace to produce a

specific time versus temperature curve. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626r

at10.-) Typically several cable trays and conduit assemblies of varying,

configurations are tested. (Id.)
1

_
If, after the required exposure time,.

'

the protected cables remain free of fire damage, the fire barrier is.

considered acceptable. (Id.)-
'

_ 552. Applicants have testified that it is not the inteht of the test-

to simulate a maximum credible fire in any given fire area, but rather

through use of the curve to exceed actual conditions by use of a worst

! case exposure fire. The curve has been determined empirically to
1

| represent worst case exposure fires. The National Bureau of Standards
<'

has conducted actual fire tests by burning a five-story and two-story
~

; brick and wood building filled with waste' lumber which produced similar

results. Data has also been gathered by burning materials in fire

resistant buildings. For a three-hour period, a combustible load of

( 240,000 BTU /sq. ft. yields a fire severity approximately equal to that

indicative of the standard time-temperature curve-over a corresponding

period. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 11.) '

.553.-.During cross-examination Staff witnesses testified that in 1977

[ when fire protection was first reviewed, there were no qualification. tests #

,.

|

*
. .. _, - -. .- . . , .- _--
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!.
of cable' penetrations and cable tray barriers. Therefore, studies were i

. made of any tests being done, aad how they related to conditions occurring

during fires. Actual testing of cable tray fires was conducted. (Ferguson,

Tr.4656-4657.) Based on this experience, the Staff accepted the ASTM

; E-119 time-temperature curve as being a conservative representation of a

fire which one could expect in a nuclear power plant, and has determined

that it is adequate for showing the qualification of something to withstand

(Id.at4657.) The Staff testified that most of the rooms in afires. d,

plant have lower fire loadings and bigger volumes than the rooms the timei

temperature curve was developed from, and therefore believe it is a

conservative representation of fire conditions. (Id.) Staff witness
: Ferguson testified that small rooms which achieve high temperatures have

~

been burned, but that the time-temperature curve has not been reproduced.

(Ferguson,Tr. 4667-4668.) In fires in large rooms representative of,

nuclear power plants, the tests have not come close to the time-temperature
,

curves, except in the localization of fires. (I_d. at 4668.) The Staff
I

does not believe, looking at the materials in a nuclear power plant and

! the room size, that it is possible to exceed the time-temperature curve

j by any' great margin. (Eberly, Tr. 4687.)

L 554. During cross-examination, Intervenor questioned Staff witnesses

closely as to the actual way in which the fire rating tests were con-

ducted. (Eberly,Tr.4723.) The test assemblies are mounted with the

unexposed side at ambient temperature. (Eberly,:Tr.4725.) The tempera-

: . tures within the test furnace are regulated by a number of thermocouples

| in the furnace, which gives a regulated heat input. (Id.) The thermo- :

|f couples must be' symmetrically distributed near the. sample. (Id. at 4727.)

,.

.
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A vertical cssembly is tested in a furnace where the fire is going upward.

(Id. at 4728.) The Staff was unaware of any specific requirement for

insulation of the test furnace. (Id. at 4730.)_

555. Intervenor questioned the applicability of using a fire produced

by wood burning at 80.000 BTU /sq. ft. in a nuclear power plant. (Tr. 4735.)

Staff witness Eberly testifieri that the 80.000 BTU /sq. ft. is equivalent

to a one-hour fire. Whether other materials, such as diesel fuel, would

give a shorter or longer fire depends on the specific situation, such

as how much air would be available in the fire area. Most research has

found that in the case of diesel fuel, the temperature will rise, exceed

the time-temperature curve for a brief period, and then will drop down

sharply below the time-temperature curve for the remainder of the exposure

(-
pericd. (Eberly,Tr.4735-4736.)

556. As the Staff'has indicated, Applicants have committed to'

provide fire barriers which have successfully passed the ASTM E-119 test.

A specific brand of fire barrier has not been selected as of yet by

Appifcants. According to the Staff, if Applicants select a product which

has been previously reviewed and found acceptable by the Staff, no

further documentation is usually required. If a new product is proposed,

however, the Staff would require, the submission of the test report for

the Staff to verify that representative test configurations have been

tested using the Staff's acceptance criteria. -(Eberly/Ferguson, ff.

Tr. 4626 at 11.)

557. Applicants testified t' tat for each barrier, tests will be

performed on a generic assembly of that fire barrier by an independent

( laboratory. Installation of the barriers at Harris will be in accordance
k

i
t

4
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(
with the recommendations of the testing laboratory to insure that the

actual installed barrier conforms to the configuration of the test assembly.

(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 12.)

558. For the above reasons the Board finds that Applicants have

established that qualification tests represent comparable plant conditions.

LOCATION OF FIRE BARRIERS

559. Fire barriers are used to separate fire areas, to reduce the

possibility of fire-related damage to redundant trains of safety-related

equipment and to isolate safety-related systems from hazards in non-

safety-related areas. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 13.) Fire areas are

bounded by barriers with construction that provide a minimum three-hour

. fire. rating or equivalent, regardless of the combustible loading. Fire
'

Zones within Fire Areas may be bounded entirely or partially with

barriers having a three-hour fire rating or less. (Id.')

560. Tne actual location of fire barriers is contained in Appen-

dix 9.5A and the Applicants' Safe Shutdown Analysis. (Eberly/Ferguson,

ff. Tr. 4626 at 11.) Applicants used the guidance of Standard Review Plan

il C.5 and C.7 to determine the location of fire barriers. (Id_. at 12. )

Pursuant to these guidelines, if it is not feasible to locate a fire

barrier in compliance with SRP Section 9.5.1, an applicant may use
!

! alternatives. For example, if it is not feasible to erect a barrier
i'

between redundant safe shutdown components in the control room, an

alternative safe shutdown capability independent of the area is provided.

| For other areas deviations could be requested for a combination of other

features, such as partial walls and automatic supression systems. (Id.)
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'561. The Fire Hazards Analysis considers the potential in-situ or !

y transient fire hazard in a fire area by calculating the available heat of

combustion in BTUs of the available combustibles. This approximates the
- potential fire severity within each fire area. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff.

Tr. 4626 at 12.) The consequences of a fire exposure of that magnitude

are then evaluated in the sense of damage to equipment installed in the

; fire area, an'd the adequacy of the fire' area boundaries. (H. )
~

562. Applicants have testified that it is generally accepted fire

protection practice that each increment of 80,000 BTU /sq. ft. indicates
; the need for an additional ~one-hour fire rating for a fire barrier.

(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 13.) At Harris all areas are surrounded by
,

.a three-hour rated barrier except for certain speciality doors which have

not been specifically fire tested. In addition, the diesel generator
"

rooms have large openings required for diesel operation and thus, are not

surrounded by a three-hour barrier. (H.;SerbanescuSupplemental

Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256 at 7.)

563. The Staff pointed out under cross-examination that where the
'

Staff's guidelines recommend a fire barrier, Applicants have attempted to

Linstall one.' However, where, due to construction problems one could not>

be installed, Applicants must provide an equivalent form of protection.
.

Indirectly, it is the Staff's view that that is the meaning of "where

i practical". (Eberly, Tr. 4670.) The location of these fire barriers is

set forth in the Safe Shutdown Analysis.- (Eberly,Tr.-4671-4672.)

564. Extensive cross-examination was conducted of both Applicants

and Staff as to the adequacy of.the doors which have not been specifically
e

k
fire tested,'as described in' Answer 7 of Mrs. Serbanescu's supplemental

.

. - . . . . , ~ , ., . . . , . . . + - .
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testimony. There was disagreement as to whether the adequacy of such

doors to withstand fires is within the scope of the admitted contention.

(Tr. 4787-4803.) Intervenor Eddleman agreed that the contention does-not

: specifically raise the issue of.the adequacy of fire doors. (Eddleman,

Tr. 4798-4799.) The Board did not rule on the argument.

565. With regard to these fire doors, Applicants' witness' testified

.that in nuclear power plants the fire protection system is a non-safety

system, which means that all of the more important requirements such as

tornado or missile protection, or water tightness of the door, take

precedence over fire protection. (Serbanescu,Tr.4417.) Applicants'

witness went on to testify that in many instances these doors are

oversized, and that the construction is so stringent that it meets the
; rdquirements for a. rated fire door as well. -(M.) Applicants' witness

also testified that in many areas these doors are toward the outside of

the building. Therefore, if a fire burns out of the door, the fire leaves

the building and no radioactivity is released. (Id. at 4418.) In mostd

cases there are also no combustible loads in the area to burn. (Id.)
Applicants' witness testified that these special purpose doors were not

(Id.at4428.) Applicants' witness further testified that, intested. Id
.

the case of specialty doors, the vendor was requested to provide a certi--

fication that construction of the door was equivalent to a certified>

;

three-hour, A-label type fire rated door. (Id. at 4440.) Applicants have

requested that the manufacturers certify that the doors in question would

withstand a fire of a given exposure. (Id_.at4441.)

566. The Staff testified that the Applicants'are taking a common
I.
'

approach in using specialty doors. (Eberly, Tr. 4804.) . The Staff reviews

:

|
|

t

.
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these dodrs by looking at the drawings to verify the details of design

, and construction. (Eberly, Tr. 4804-4805.)

567. Staff witnesses testified that special purpose doors are normally

very heavy, bullet resistant, and missile proof. Therefore, these doors

would have a degree of built-in fire protection. (Eberly, Tr. 4805.)

568. Intervenor Eddleman questioned the Staff as to why these special

purpose doors could not be tested. Staff witness Eberly stated that the

special purpose doors are too big to fit into a standard test furnace,

and too heavy for the test furnace assembly. (Eberly, Tr. 4811.) If a
'

special assembly were made to test these doors, it was the Staff's
I

opinion that the results would not be standard, and there would be

nothing with which to compare them. (M.at4812.) The maximum opening

of the test furnace is 180 square feet. However, a limitation for a,

k
fire door for test purposes is eight by ten feet. (M. ) Witness Eberly

'

testified that most of these special purpose doors are larger than eight
by ten feet. .Qd.at4813.) The Staff's witness doe: not believe that thed

standard test furnace is capable of retaining a door of the weight of the

| special purpose doors. (M.at4814.)
569. Since the end of the hearing, the Staff has completed its

I

review of Open Item 8 in the Safety Evaluation Report, which relates to

the adequacy of fire doors. (NRC Staff Exhibit 8.) Upon reviewing the

drawings of the Applicants' special purpose doors, the Staff determined
i

| th~at the doors were adequate to justify a deviation from fire protection

guidelines. With respect to all other doors, Applicants committed to

provide tested fire doors. (StaffExhibit8at14.) The special purpose

doors are constructed of steel plates many times thicker than that used

. .
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in approved fire doors. In addition, the combustible loadings on either,

side of the fire doors are not sufficient to create a fire which would,

endanger the strength of the doors. (M. ) Finally, the fire doors have

latching mechanisms which use multiple point steel locking pins which

! will prevent uneven expansion of the frame and the door, and thus prevent
_

j warping in the event of a fire. (Id.) Therefore, the Staff considers -

I this open item resolved. (H. )
; 570. Based on the above the Board finds that Applicants have ~

adequately defined the location of fire barriers at Harris.
i

1

ADEQUACY OF FIRE PROTECTION MEASURES.
>

571. Applicants testified that in order to determine whether suitable4

]( fire protection features are provided in a fire area, the Fir'e Hazards
4 3

Analysis considers spread of fire; potential extent of damage to

essential equipment; loss of safety function and/or radiological release
;

} / to the environment; containment of the fire and its consequences within

the Fire Area, and/or its effect on other Fire Areas. (Serbanescu,ff.
I Tr. 4256 at 14-15.),

572. The Fire Hazards Analysis demonstrates that there are adequate

fire protection measures available in each Fire Area or Fire Zone analyzed.
1

(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 14-15.) The. combustible loading for each area

is estimated conservatively. The measures to reduce or mitigate fire
,

effects' are described in detail and are of demonstrated effectiveness..
:

| Fire detectors to be used are of proven design. .The fire brigade will be
t

| adequately trained, adequate in numbers, and well equipped to fight

( fires. (Id. at 15. ) ~

1

o
,
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573. Fire areas are established based on the nature and occupancy

of the plant space, the amount and distribution of combustible materials

within the area, and the location of safety-related systems and equipment.

The areas important for safe shutdown, such as the cable spreading rooms,

are designated as fire a'eas. Other plant areas are called Fire Zonesr

within Fire Areas. For each Fire Area the Fire Hazards Analysis

evaluates separately the occupancy of the area, boundary of the area,

combustible loading of the area, control of the fire hazard in the area,

fire detection in the area, access for initial response to the fire', fire

suppression systems in the area, area fire fighting equipment, and the

effects of postulated fires. (Id. at 16.)
,

574 In order to determine the combustible loading for a given fire3

i area,. the fire hazards analysis spreads the combustible loading over the-

k'

floor area, or within the sphere of influence of the postulated fire.

Applicants employed heat values based on the Fire Protection Handbook for

classes of combustible materials which were representative of the heat

values of specific materials grouped in the class. (Serbanescu,ff.

Tr. 4256 at 16-18; See also Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony, ff.

Tr. 4256 at 2.) An inventory of transient combustibles, those which

might realistically be in the area, was incorporated into the fire hazard
,

i for each Fire Area and Fire 7one. (Id. at 18-19.) The movement of these

transient combustibles is'bontrolled administratively through written

procedures, so that the fire hazard is considered to be no greater than

for non-transient materials normally present in each area. (Id. at 19.)
Combustible loading is used to compare the fire hazard in a given area

(' with other areas to judge the adequacy of fire barriers and to verify
|

|

t
|

_ _ _ , , -
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'- proper selection of adequate suppression and fire control systems and

equipment. (H.at20.)
575. This analysis is conservative, since it assumes complete

combustion of all combustibles and takes no credit for lack of continuity

of combustibles in determining fire barrier ratings. The analysis does

not assume that automatic suppression or manual systems will limit the

extent of a fire. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 20.)

576. The fire detection systems to be employed at Harris are

ionization detectors, thermal detectors, and ultraviolet flame detectors.

(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 22.) The ionization detector responds when

the conductance is less than a predetermined level. A thermal detector

operates on the rate of rise / fixed temperature principle. Such a

g detector responds when the teroperature rises at a rate exceeding a

predetermined amount, or reaches a temperature set-point. Such detectors.

actuate sprinkler systems. Ultraviolet detectors detect flame at the low

end of the radiation spectrum. (M. a t 22. ) Fire detectors were selected

to optimize early detection and so to insure a timely fire brigade

response. For this reason ionization smoke detectors were selected as

the primary detection system. These raspond to the first traces of fire.

(Id. at 23.) In the case of thermal detection systems, which are used

where water suppression systems are located, the temper,ature set point is

30'F above environmental conditions. In the diesel generator butiding

and fuel oil pump areas, the flame detectors are utilized. In these

areas they are necessary because fires develop quickly and without

incipient smoke, and ignition is almost instantaneous. (Id.)
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577. For automatic fire suppression Applicants have installed a wet
!

pipe sprinkler system. This system uses water filled piping with closed

sprinkler nozzles which open one at a time when subjected to a predeter-

mined temperature through the use of fusible links. (Serbanescu,ff.

Tr.4256at23.)

578. Where a fire area has equipment which could be damaged b)

inadvertent activation of sprinklers, variations in the systems have

been developed for nuclear power plants. Such variations include

pre-action sprinklers which are like wet pipe systems, but normally

contain no water in the piping. An electro-mechanical valve is inserted

in the pipe to the system. It has a two-step release mechanism to

preclude. inadvertent operation or water discharge due to mechanical

damage to the piping system. Thermal detectors open the valve to let
(

water into the pipe before the fusible link break point is reached.

(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 24-25.) This is primarily used for cable

loaded areas and areas where general coverage is provided. Applicants

have also installed two multi-cycle sprinkler systems. These are similar

to the pre-action system up to the point where water is discharged.

After that, when the thennal detector notes sufficient reduction'in

' temperature indicating that the fire has been suppressed, the valves are

shut and the water is stopped. (Id. at 25-26.) The system functions in

an on/off mode dictated by changes in temperature. This reduces the

volume of water used in areas where other considerations indicate an

advantage to reducing the quantity of water which must be disposed of

after suppression. (Id.at26.) Applicants have also employed a water
'

spray system which functions like a preaction system but with open spray

_ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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~ nozzles. This allows immediate discharge of water when activated by,

fire detectors. This type of system helps to mitigate fires with rapid.

,

. spread or rapid development of high heat rates. (Id.) I

l
579. -In addition, each fire area can be reached by two fire hose |3

streams. There will also be a fire engine on site at all times.-

.

.(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 27.)

580. It is Applicants' position that the Fire Hazards Analysis clearly

demonstrates the effectiveness of the fire protection program through thei

evaluation of the hazards, postulation of realistic fires, assessment of

the plant response to fire, and the effects of a fire on fire areas. The

Fire Hazards Analysis provides assurance that suitable fire protection

has been provided. It demonstrates that Harris can safely shut down and

( be maintained in a safe shutdown condition 'and minimize radiological;

j releases in the event of a fire. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 27-28.)

$ 581. Intervenor has not raised any issues with regard to the adequacy

of the Fire Hazard Analysis's justification for the selection of any of
_

the detection or suppression systems employed at Harris.

582. The Staff reviewed Applicants' Fire Hazards Analysis to determine

the adequacy of their fire protection measures according to the Staff's

. guidelines. The purpose of fire protection features under the Staff
'

guidelines is to maintain one train of cable necessary to achieve and

maintain safe shutdown free of fire damage. This can be achieved by one

of'the following means: a)-separation of cables and equipment and
'

associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains by a fire barrier
i

having a three-hour rating; b) Separation of cables and equipment and4

I- . associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains by a horizontal

- - - - - - - - .- -_ _ . ._ -_
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-distance of more than twenty feet with no intervening combustibles or

fire hazards. In addition, detectors and an automatic supression system

are needed; c) enclosure of cables and equipment and associated non-safety

circuits of one redundant train in fire barriers having a one-hour rating,

in addition to detectors and automatic suppression systems in the fire

area. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 13.)

583. Alternatives to the above-described protective features may be

accepted, provided they meet the following criteria: the alternative ~

assures that one train of equipment for hot shutdown will remain free of

fire damage; the alternative assures that the fire damage to at least one

train is limited so that it can be repaired within a reasonable time by

minor repairs with components stored on site; the alternative would not

f be detrimental to overall plant safety. (Id. at 15.) During cross-
i

examination a Staff witness testified that a reasonable time for repair

is repair within a time which would allow the plant to be brought to cold,

shutdown within 72 hours. (Eberly, Tr. 4751.)

584. Applicants have committed to provide detection and suppression

systems which conform with NFPA codes. For example, Applicants have

committed to conform with regard to spacing of detection equipment to

NFPA 72E. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 16; Eberly, Tr. 4785.)

585. The Staff also testified that the technical specifications will

have maintenance and surveillance requirements for maintaining equipment

such as fire detection equipment in an operable condition. (Ferguson,

Tr.4688.)

586. The Staff during its review determined that, except for requested

deviations, all of the fire areas have fire protection features which are

. .

-
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. )consistent with the Staff's guidelines. The Staff ha:; determined that-,

the' deviations requested in the fire protection features provide an |

equivalent level of protection. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 15.)-

587. As part of this contention Intervenor Eddleman questioned the

ability of the fire brigade to respond rapidly to a fire as a valid
i

L assumption in the Fire Hazards Analysis.

588. Applicants testified that prior _ to commercial operatic, of the
i

; Harris facility, a pre-fire plan will be prepared for each fire area

containing safety-related equipment. This plan will provide the shift

foreman and the fire brigade leader information including guidance for
,

preventing spreading of fires to adjacent areas, and notifying offsite;

|

fire companies. (Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 6.)

:|y 589. Applicants' witness Waters testified that a fire brigade.

response time of five to fifteen minutes is expected for a fire in the

power block. (Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 5.) He pointed out that this time-

is dependent upon the weather, the location of the fire, and.the location

of the members of the fire brigade in the plant, and so may vary. (I_d. )d

f 590. Training of the fire brigade emphasizes the need for a prompt

! eaction to fire conditions, proper use of fire fighting equipment, and

j actions required to extinguish different types of fires in a variety of

plant areas. This training will be. supplemented by fire drills, which

[ will serve to keep the fire brigade response time to a minimum. (Waters,

h ff. Tr. -4250 at 5. )
,

591. Applicants' witness testified that the assumptions regarding

; the fire brigade used in the Fire Hazards Analysis.are based on the
-

experience of the Harris fire protection staff which includes power plant

. ,

i

|.
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experience, municipal experience, and industrial experience in fire
4

protection totalling over thirty years. (Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 5.)e

About one third of the fire protection staff's experience is power plant

experience, and all of,that is nuclear power plant experience. (Waters,

Tr.4311-4312.)

592. Applicants pointed out that fire drills will be conducted at

least quarterly for each shift brigade in accordance with Appendix R,
i Section I.3. At least one drill per year wil; be unannounced for each

shift brigade and at least one drill per year will be conducted on the

back shift for each shift brigade. Once every three years an unannounced

drill will be critiqued by individuals not part-of Applicants' staff.

(Waters, ff. Tr. 4250.at 6.)

f 593. The fire brigade will receive refresher training quarterly to
'

discuss any changes in the fire protection program and supplement initial

training. The refresher training program is constructed so that each

topic of the fire brigade's instruction is repeated with a frequency of

not more than once every two years. Each member of the fire brigade will

also participate annually in a practice session covering fighting of

physical nuclear power plant fires. These sessions involve actual

interior structural fire fighting requiring the use of breathing

apparatus and full protective clothing. (Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 6-7.)
594. The fire brigade consists of a minimum of five people on each

shift. There is also a technical fire protection aid on each shift.

(Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 9-10.) Additional personnel would also be

available to fight a fire, such as technicians who could assist the team

{ 1eader to make decisions concerning radiation, and the shift foremen.
1

{

_ - .-
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People who ifve close by can be called in to respond to a fire. These

people are over and above volunteer fire companies in the area. (Waters,
.

Tr.4601-4602.)

595. Applicants also point.out that offsite fire departments could

be called in tr, assist plant fire fighting personnel. The estimated

response time for the Apex and Holly Springs volunteer fire departments

is 30 minutes. These companies are familiar with the plant's

firefighting capabilities and will be invited to participate in drills at

Harris. (Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 10-11.)

596. Applicants' witness testified that the basis for the assumption

of a response time for the fire brigade of 5 to 15 minutes is the size of

the pcwer block. (Waters, Tr. 4306.) In order to keep the response time

(~ of'the fire brigade. lower, the training of the fire brigade emphasizes
1

putting on equipment without wasting motion or time. (Waters, Tr. 4308.)

597. Applicants' witness testified that there are a number of fire

extinguishers located throughout the plant, and that the extinguishers

would be accessible to areas close to the fire. (Waters, Tr. 4318.) The

fire brigade does not necessarily expect to be able to get into the area

of a fire to get an extinguisher. Applicants' witness testified that

they would most likely carry a fire extinguisher with them. (Waters,

Tr.4319.) There are also numerous fire hose stations throughout the

plant and each area can be reached with two effective hose streams.

(Id.)

598. Applicants' witness testified that the fire brigade members'

practical training includes training in extinguishment of cable fires and
~

fires with massive flames and dense smoke. (Waters,Tr.4330.) This

t

i
|

|
:
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training tfikes place at a practice structure at the Fire Training Facility

.

''
in Durham. It involves both exterior and interior fire fighting training.,

The Harris staff is also working with Wake county to establish a facility

close to the site. Harris staff intends to have an actual set up of a

simulated plant area for fire training purposes. (Waters,Tr.4331.)

599. Applicants' witness is confident that the response of the fire

brigade is adequate to meet NRC fire protection regulations. (Waters,

ff. Tr. 4250 at 11.)

600. .The Staff assumes for purposes of its fire protection review

that the fire brigade can take action within 30 minutes. (Eberly/Ferguson,

; ff.Tr.4626at19.)
601. Intervenor Eddleman has not demonstrated that the fire hazards

[ analysis is inadequate to demonstrate the adequacy of fire protection
t'

measures in all cases.

602. Based on the above the Board finds that the fire hazards

analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of the fire protection program by

the analysis of fire hazards, postulation of realistic fires, assessment

of the plant response to fire, and the effects of fire on fire areas.

The analysis gives assurance that suitable fire protection has been

provided. The Board finds that the fire hazards analysis demonstrGes
i

that fire protection features are adequate to allow Harris to safely

shut down, maintain a safe condition, and minimize radiological releases

in the event of a fire in all cases.

f|

,
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Analysis of Fire Spreading

603. The Staff testified that no specific analysis of the ability

of the fire to spread has been conducted by Applicants. However, it is

the Staff's viaw that the prevention of fire spread is an inherent result

of compliance with the Staff's guidelines. If a fire barrier is p )vided,

and extinguishing and detection equipment is provided, the Staff accepts

that an adequate level of fire protection against fire spread has been

provided. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at 20.) '

604. Intervenor has presented no contradictory evidence on this

issue.

605. Applicants testified that they accounted for fire spread in
,

the way they did their analysis. (Serbanescu, Tr. 4524.) For each area
>

1

they inventoried the combustible loading and equated it to the fire area
't surface of the fire rated ' floor surface, or fire zone area. This

inherently accounts for fire spread. (M. )

606. The Board finds that Applicants' Fire Hazards Analysis
'

adequately accounts for fire spreading in the evaluation of the fire

hazard, and the determination of what fire protection features should be

employed to combat thdt hazard. The Board further finds that Applicants'

| Fire Protection Program is adequate to deal with the spread of fires,
i

Fire Loadings Greater Than 240,000 BTU /sq. ft.
,

607. Intervenor Eddleman contends that fire zones or fire areas.

with a combustible loading greater than 240,000 BTU /sq. ft, were not

dealt with in realistic terms.

i

:
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608. Applicants have determined that there are five areas in the

Harris plant with combustible loadings greater than 240,000 BTVs/sq. ft.

These areas include cable spreading rooms IA and 18, the auxiliary control

(panel) room, the two diesel fuel oil day tank enclosures, and the diesel

fuel storage tanks. (Serbanescu S"pplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256

at 4-5; Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 28.) With respect to the first three

areas, Applicants re-calculated the combustible loadings for these rooms
,

using actual cable tray fill and added five percent additional fill to

accomodate future cables. The results were well below 240,000 BTU /sq. ft.

(Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256 at 5.) As far as the

diesel fuel oil day tank enclosures are concerned, the combustible loading

was determined using a total combustion of 3,000 gallons of diesel fuel

f oil. In the fuel storage tank area the combustible loading was determined
1

assuming total combustion of 175,000 gallons of diesel oil. (Serbanescu,

ff. Tr. 4256 at 28.)

609. The day tank enclosures are isolated from other fire areas by

three-hour rated concrete fire walls. As mentioned above, the combustible

loading was based on the total volume of oil in the enclosure. It is

Applicants' opinion that the only realistic way to postulate combustion

of that volume of oil in the fuel oil day tank is attendant to a rupture

of the tank. These day tanks are safety Class 3 Seismic Category I

components which are designed to remain functional after the safe shut-
s

down earthquake. It'is Applicants' opinion that even in the event of a

rupture followed by combustion, only a thin layer of oil would actually

be ignited in a fire. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 29.)

(

_.
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610. The day tank enclosures also possess an automatic multi-cycle

sprinkler system which would be actuated to cool oil below the ignition
.

point. If the detectors actuating the system did not function, the system

could be actuated manually. There are also fusible link automatic fire

dampers which are provided to limit the amount of air available to support4

continued combustion. These measures provide assurance that fires in the

day tank enclosures would be quickly contained. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256

| at 29.) In addition, during cross-examination Applicants' witness testi-

fied that the day tanks are located on a platform that is seismically2

supported. The entrance to the room is also located on a level above

110% of the capacity of the tanks. This means 110% of 3,000 gallons.

(Serbanescu,Tr. 4530-4531.) It is Applicants' witness's opinion that a

spill from these tanks is unlikely to occur because of their seismic,

design and construction. (Id. at 4531.) Applicants' witness believed that

even in the event of an earthquake and sloshing of diesel fuel, it would
,

tend to spill drops but not the entire 3,000 gallons. (Id. at 4532.)
; 611. Staff witness Eberly testified that with regard to the Harris

; day tanks, Applicants requested a deviation from the normal requirement

that such tanks be confined to 1100 gallons of diesel oil and that the

Staff approved that deviation. (Eberly, Tr. 4692.) Staff witness Eberly,

testified that such a deviation is permissible under the GDC 3 language

" consistent with other safety requirements." (Eberly, Tr. 4694-4695.)

Diesel generators have to have sufficient oil in the day tank for approxi-

mately six hours of operation, and the diesels will require 3,000 gallons.

(Eberly, Tr. 4695.) It was the Staff witness's opinion that the
-

.

J
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protection in the area as described above is adequate to contend with

larger diesel oil amounts present in the day tank enclosures. (ld.)d

612. The Staff testified that during the Harris review of the day

tank enclosure, the fire protection and the arrangement of the room were

taken into consideration in granting the deviation. (Eberly, Tr. 4737.)

It was witness Eberly's opinion that the increase from 1,000 to 3,000

gallons of diesel fuel in the room is not a significant increase in hazard

because there is an enclosed tank, seismically qualified so that the

Staff does not consider'that there will be a catastrophic failure. -(id.)

It is the Staff's opinion that the leak, if one were to occur, would be a

small leak reaching the flammable range of diesel fuel well before 1,000

gallons of oil was spflied. (Eberly, Tr. 4738.) Therefore, increasing

the' capacity of the . day tanks from 1,000 to 3,000 gallons does not become
'

'

a much greater hazard. (Id.),

613. Staff witness Eberly agreed that if there is no intervention

by the automatic suppression system or the fire brigade, and the venting

capacity of the tank is overcome by the temperature of the fire, it could

cause rupture, but it is his opinion that three things would have to fail

first and this is unlikely. (Eberly, Tr. 4738.) Therefore, it .is the

Staff's opinion that the deviation should have been and was in fact

granted.

614. As to the diesel oil storage tanks, Applicants' and Staff's

witnesses testified that these tanks are underground in the yard over
,

175 ft. from the principle plant structures. The tanks are made of

reinforced concrete lined with steel and are Seismic Category I Equipment. !
lThe only access to the tanks is a-reinforced concrete hatch. Even the
j

1
l i

|
!

I

i
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-vent provid6d for the tanks is supplied with a flame arrester to prevent

'

. flashback of flame into the tanks. The yard hydrants are adjacent to the

area. (Serbanescu, ff.' Tr. 4256 at 30; Eberly/Ferguson, ff. Tr. 4626 at

20-21.) It is Applicants' opinion that the physical distance of the
~

-tanks from any plant structures precludes any potential impact on safety

related systems. (Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 30.)

615. Intervence has not presented any contradictory evidence on the
f

adequacy of the treatment of areas with combustible loadings greater
.

than 240,000 BTUs/sq. ft.
. .

Wells Eddleman's Proposed Findings

616. Mr. Eddleman filed proposed findings on this contention on
1

January 8, 1985. (Eddleman Proposed Findings 11-29.)
~ '

617. Mr. Eddleman urges the Board to find that the special purpose

doors which Applicants testified were not subjected to a standard fire test

must be so tested. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 15.) The bases provided

for_ this finding are not supported by the ' record of this proceeding.

618. Mr. Eddleman alleoes that there is no reliable assurance that

these special purpose doors will not fail in the event a fire occurs.

Although the finding is not clear, it is assumed he is referring to a

fire of the magnitude indicated by the ASTM E-119 time-temperature curve.

! (Eddleman Proposed Findings 13-14.) Mr. Eddleman ignores the Staff's

!' testimony that there are no unmitigated fire hazards in the areas of the

plant where these doors are located so as to create a potential ~ exposure
.

fire _which would cause these doors .to fail. -(Staff Exhibit 8 at Para-

graph 4; Kubicki, Tr. 7427-7428.) There is no evidence in this record ~ '

i
. - - .. .
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tnat a fire of the magnitude of that illustrated by the ASTM E-119 curve

could, in fact, occur in any of the areas containing a special purpose

door.

619. Mr. Eddleman also claims that there was no analysis done of the

actual time it would take for the fire brigade to respond to a fire in

one of these areas, and that it was never assumed that the fire brigade

could take longer than 30 minutes to respond to such a fire. (Eddleman
~

Proposed Finding 11.) There is no evidence in this record which would

justify the consideration of a response time longer than 30 minutes. As

discussed in paragraph 589 supra, Applicants have testified that they

believe the fire brigade will be able to respond to a fire in the power

block within 5-15 minutes. (Waters, ff. Tr. 4250 at 5.) Contrary to

/ Mr. Eddleman's assertion in a later finding, this response time assumption
i
'

was not based solely on the experience of one man, but rather on the

experience of the Applicants' fire protection staff, discussed in Para-

graph 591 supra. See Eddleman Finding 298.) Therefore, Mr. Eddleman's

assertion concerning the validity of assumptions about fire brigade

response time is without evidentiary support.

620. Finally, Mr. Eddleman asserts without evidentiary support that

these special purpose doors can be tested with proper physical arrange-

ments.. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 15.) The record cite put forth by

i Mr. Eddleman as support for his claim that the doors can be tested is

inappropriate. The Staff testified that they did not believe the

standard test furnace was equipped to handle the special purpose doors,

and that tests conducted using special arrangements would not give

i(.L
|
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iresults which would be comparable to standard fire tests. (Eberly, I

|Tr.4812-4814.) Therefore, this finding is not adopted by the Board.
|

-621. Mr. Eddleman also urges the Board to find that fire protection

is still an open item, due to the fact that Applicants filed supplemental

testimony on this contention. (Eddleman Proposed Findings 16-22.)

Mr. Eddleman did not object to the admission of this supplemental testi-

mony into evidence. (See, Tr. 4256.) Mr. Eddleman's speculations about

things which could have been left out of the FSAR have no evidentiary

support, and thus, there is no reason based on the record before this

Board to consider fire protection an open item.

622. Mr. Eddleman appears to find it significant that the Staff did

not question Applicants' use of 95,000 BTU / gal. instead of 140,000 BTU / gal.

of . diesel fuel to calculate the combustible loading of areas containing.

!
such a fuel load. (EddlemanProposedFinding18.) As Staff Witness

Eberly testified, in his evaluation of Applicants' fire protection

program he used the quantity of diesel fuel in question rather than the

stated BTU content of that fuel. Based upon his experience he found the

fire protection program to be adequate to' deal with the quantity of fuel.

(Eberly, Tr. 4697-4700.) This proposed finding provides no support for

! Mr. Eddleman's allegation that fire protection should still be considered

| an open item.
|

| 623. Mr. Eddleman would also have the Board find that the Staff had

not considered the new heat load for cables used in Mrs. Serbanescu's supple-

mental testimony as support for his thesis that fire protection is still
an~open item. (Eddleman proposed Finding 21.) Applicants have testified

that the changes in the heat loads for cables do not change their overall

,

.- --
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conclusions. (Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256 at 2.)

There is no evidence in this record to contradict Applicants' testimony.

624. Mr. Eddleman next urges the Board to find that the fire brigade's

training is inadequ.te because the members are not trained in a facility

which simulates a nuclear power plant. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 22.)

This finding does not take account of the testimony in the record.

Applicants' witness Waters testified that the fire brigade members do

receive training involving a typical nuclear power plant fire. This

training includes the suppression of cable fires. The training also

includes simulating fires with dense flames and smoke. (Waters, Tr. 4330.)

Applicants plan in the future to have a setup of an actual nuclear plant

area, but the witness in no way indicated that the training being

j.- received by fire brigade members did not simulate power plant fire.

Mr. Eddleman did not bring out on the record any ways in which the

present training was not representative of nuclear power plant fires.

Therefore, there is no evidentiary support for his allegation that the

training of the fire brigade is inadequate.

625. Mr. Eddleman contends in his findings that the Harris facility

cannot be permitted to operate without a close and careful inspection of

the " seals between fire areas" to be installed at Harris. (Eddleman

| Proposed Finding 23.) As Mr. Eddleman indicates, these seals must have
t

| the same rating as the barriers they penetrate. There is no evidence on

| this record that Applicants do not intend to install such seals. There
!
'

is no indication on this record that fire seals with a rating equal to

that of the barrier surrounding them would be inadequate to prevent fire

spread. The question of the actual installation of the seals was not
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raised in the contention. The Staff has testified that a site walkdown

will be conducted before fuel load. (See Eberly, Tr. 4684.) The fact

that this walkdown has not been completed should nct require any finding

of inadequacy in the fire protection program with regard to fire seals.

626. Mr. Eddleman next urges the Board to find that more analysis of

the diesel fuel oil day tank enclosure is necessary by Applicants and the

Staff in terms of the fire detection and suppression equipment in the

area, and explosion prevention in the area. (Eddleman Proposed Findings

24-25.) Mr. Eddleman is concerned about the deviation granted to Appli-

cants fron fire protection guidelines to allow the storage of 3,000

gallons in each tank instead of 1100 gallons. (Eddleman Proposed Finding

24.) Mr. Eddleman conducted detailed cross-examination of the Staff's

f
witness concerning this deviation, and that witness presented his rationale

;
' for the approval of that deviation. '(See paragraphs 611-613 supra.)

Briefly, Staff Witness Eberly did not believe, based on his professional

experience, that the increase from one thousand to three thousand
'

gallons of diesel fuel in these tanks represented a significant increase

in the fire hazard in the area. (Eberly, Tr. 4737-4739.) Mr. Eddleman

! does not point to any evidence which would challenge that Staff's

conclusion. Therefore, no additional analysis of the day tank enclosures

is necessary. The questions of explosion prevention and whether the

doors to the day tank enclosures should have alarms which indicate in a

security station or in the control room were not questions raised by the

contention, and there is no evidence in this record to support the-
,

imposition of either such an alarm _ requirement, or a requirement that an

analysis be performed of explosion prevention.
!

|

|

,

-
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Mr. Eddleman next requests that the Board require the Staff to
'

=627..

. perform special audits and additional. inspections of construction and

installation of fire seals, and suppression and detection systems. Hiss

basis for this proposed finding is his statement that Applicants' QA
~

program is relied upon by the-Staff. in these areas, and that the QA

program is suspect. -(Eddleman Proposed Findings-26-27.) These findings
,

are unsupported by any-evidence in the record of this proceeding.
.

Mr. Eddleman never questioned the ability of Applicants' QA program to

conduct inspections in the area of fire protection. His reference to

his proposed finding 10 is inappropriate, since that only deals with the

program to inspect pipe hangers. There is no evidence in the record en
,

this contention to support any allegation of inadequacy of Applicants'

f QA program in this area. In addition, the Staff has testified that the
i'

fire protection and suppression systems will be audited during the plant

| walkdown, and that the witness believed the regional inspectors conduct-

inspections in these areas during plant construction. (Eberly,Tr.4753.)~

,

Therefore, the Staff is already performing audits of Applicants' fire
'

detection and suppression systems of the type Mr. Eddleman requests.
|

There is no indication in this record that any other type of special
4

inspection audits of the installation of either fire seals or suppression

f and detection systems are necessary.
:1

628. Finally, Mr. Eddleman wishes to find that certain aspects of

Contention 116 are " literally true." (Eddleman. Proposed Finding 29.)

His first claim is that the FSAR does not contain an analysis of fire
,

' detection equipment. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 29A.) As'the Staff

pointed out, Applicants have committed to comply.with NFPA 72E regarding

.

%.,

f
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the spacing of and location of fire detectors. (Eberly, Tr. 4685.) In

&

addition, the Staff testified that the fire protection documents do

contain specific criteria for such equipment. (Eberly, Tr. 4683.)

Therefore, it is difficult to determine what is meant by this proposed

finding. -In addition, the contention itself refers to these "other fire

protection measures" by saying that the FSAR does not demonstrate the

adequacy of these measures in all cases. Neither this finding, nor the

evidence of record challenges the adequacy of the fire protection '

measures to be employed at Harris.

629. Mr. Eddleman next claims that the portion of his contention

relating to the analysis for the response time of the fire brigade is

literally true. He seems to be basing this claim on the fact that
,

Applicants' witnessgined his experience in fire protection through his
\ work. (Eddleman proposed Finding 298.) There is no evidence in the

record that this experience is not sufficient for the witness and his

staff to determine the response time for the fire brigade.

630. Mr. Eddleman next claims that his contention that the assumption

that automatic fire detection and suppression equipment will work is

somehow invalid is true. (Eddleman Proposed Finding 29C.) There is no

evidence to support this allegation. He bases this finding on his

conviction that errors in the determination of combustible loads can

lead to errors concerning the adequacy of the fire protection program.

| He also finds it important that the Staff has not done a plant-specific

analysis of the combustible loadings at Harris. There is no evidence

in the record to support the claim that changes in BTUs would result in

/ affecting the adequacy of the fire protection program. In fact, Appli-
\

.
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k.
cants did submit changes to their combustible loading calculations, and

found that these changes did not change their overall conclusions.

(Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256 at 14.) There is no

. evidence to support an allegation that there are as yet undiscovered

errors which would change these conclusions. As the Staff testified,

numerous independent tests have been performed which have confirmed the

validity of the standard time temperature curve. (Ferguson,Tr.4686.)
.

There is no evidence in this record which brings into question the

validity of that curve.

631. Proposed Finding 29D refers once again to the analysis of the

effects of a fire in the diesel day tank enclosure. This matter has

been addressed in paragraph 626, supra.

632. Proposed Finding 29E indicates that the portion of Mr. Eddleman's

contention relating to the representativeness of the standard fire tests

on cable trays is true. Mr. Eddleman claims that a plant-specific test

of Shearon Harris barriers is required. There is no evidence in the
i

record to support such a finding. As Mr. Eddleman himself indicates, the

Staff previously performed tests involving fires in cable trays, and found
:

the standard time temperature curve to be acceptable. (Ferguson,Tr.4657;

see also paragraph 553 supra.) There is no evidence to indicate that
i

!

Harris is in any way unique so that these standard fire tests would not

i be applicable.
'

633. Proposed Finding 29F asserts that the criteria for determining
I

the practicality of placing fire barriers are not addressed directly in

the Safe Shutdown Analysis. The Staff testified that the location of

fire barriers'are set forth in the Safety shutdown analysis. (Eberly,

|

. _ . _ . ._
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Tr. 4670.) The allegation that the criteria for practicality are not

"directly" addressed has no effect on whether those fire barriers are

adequate to protect the area they surround. (See Tr. 4670-4671.)

634. Eddleman Proposed Finding 29G asserts that the FSAR assumes that

automatic fire detection systems and automatic suppression systems will

work. This ignores various portions of Applicants' and Staff's testi-.

mony. Applicants testified that in determining the hourly rating of

fire barriers in the power block, no assumption is made that automatic

or manual fire suppression systems will limit the extent of a fire.

(Serbanescu, ff. Tr. 4256 at 20.) In addition, the Staff's guidelines

require Applicants to consider the effect of the unavailability of fire

suppression systems on the ability to achieve safe shutdown within any

c individual fire area. -(NRC Staff Exhibit 6 at Section C1b.) There is(
'

no evidence in this record which would support the need for further-

analysis of failures of suppression systems, for'an analysis of the

effects of failure of the detection system.

635. Proposed Finding 29H urges the Board to order a plant-specific

analysis of smoke generation and removal rates. The question of the

adequacy of Applicants' analysis of smoke generation and removal philos-

ophy was not an issue directly raised by Contention 116. Mr. Eddleman

did not challenge the plant specific nature of Applicants' smoke removal

philosophy which was discussed in their supplemental testimony.

(Serbanescu Supplemental Testimony, ff. Tr. 4256 at A5.) Therefore,

there is no evidence in this record to support a requirement that a

plant specific analysis be performed.

/

\.

.
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636. For the reasons set forth above, Mr. Eddleman's findings !

concerning Contention 116 are not adopted by the Board. |

637. The Board should find that Applicants have accounted for the

protection of fire areas with combustible loadings greater than 240,000
,

BTUs/sq. ft. in a realistic manner in their Fire Protection Program.

CONCLUSION.

638. As the Staff has testified, Fire Protection should be considered

as a " program." Nuclear power plants use the concept of defense-in-depth

to achieve the required high degree of safety by using echelons of

safety systems. With respect to the fire protection program, the

defense-in-depth principle is aimed at achieving an adequate balance in:

a) Preventing fires from starting; b) Detecting fires quickly, suppressingf
i
'

; those fires that occur, putting them out quickly, and limiting their

damage; and c) designing plant safety systems so that a fire that starts

in spite of the fire prevention program and burns for a considerable
'

time in spite of fire protection activities will not prevent essential

plant safety functions from being performed. (Eberly/Ferguson, ff.3

Tr. 4626 at 17.) Such a program should include fixed automatic fire ,

detection and suppression systems and fire barriers, backup manual fire

equiprent, and the control of combustibles. (Id.at18.) The testimony

of Applicants and Staff demonstrates that Applicants have established

! such a program.
c.

639. The program addresses the availability of power and control

cables to safety related and non-safety related equipment.

|

|
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640. The program defines the location of fire barriers and whether a j
. - one or three hour fire barrier will be used in any given area. In the case

of certain areas where special purpose doors are required, those special

purpose doors have been constructed in a manner to afford fire protection.

641. The fire hazards analysis has evaluated the fire hazards, the

ability of the plant to respond, and the possible effects of fire in
' determining what fire protection measures should be taken in each fire

area. Thus, that analysis has provided adequate fire protection measures

in all cases.
.

642. The analysis of fire spread is inherent in the evaluation of the

hazard in each area and in the selection of fire protection measures for

each area.

643. Finally, Applicants have taken account in a realistic manner of,

(
'

those areas which have fire loadings greater than 240,000 BTUs/sq. ft.

644 Intervenor has not produced any evidence that the Fire Protection

Program is inadequate in any of the areas specified in his contention.

Based on the above, the Board should find that the fire protection
i program to be employed at Harris is adequate to protect the health and

safety of the public with respect to each of the items set forth in this
.

.

contention.

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
|

645. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Section 50.40(b) of the Commission's

regulations Applicants' are tech,1ca11y qualified to operate the Shearon

Harris facility.

-

.
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|
646. Applicants' use of TLDs is part of their radiological

protection program which complies with 10 C.F.R. Sections 20.201(b) and
'

20.202(a) of the Commission's regulations.

-647. With respect to the matters in controversy concerning the

environmental qualification of electrical equipment, Applicants' environ-

mental qualification program complies with 10 C.F.R. Section 50.49 of

the Commission's regulations.

648. With respect to the matters in controversy concerning fire '

protection, Applicants' program complies with 10 C.F.R. Section 50.48 of,

the Commission's regulations and appropriate Staff guidelines.

649. This Board does not find it necessary to raise any safety

issues pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Section 2.760(a) of the Commission's

/ regulations.

650. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Sections 2.760(a) and 50.57, the Of rector

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized to make the appropriate

findings on all matters not in controversy in this proceeding.

Respectfully submitted,

Charles A. Barth
Counsel for NRC Staff

\_1UL,,E. D hlDE >

Janice E. Moore
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 22nd day of January,1985.
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